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Prologue

What is love, really?
Is it something that one receives, or is it something that one gives?
Is it something that can be measured, like the mass, or something that is

mostly felt, like value?
Is there just one kind of love, or are there an infinite varieties of them just

waiting to be experienced?
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6 PROLOGUE



Aunty Poh

I opened my eyes and felt the weight of years bearing down upon me. I felt a
sense of old, but it was not the helpless type of old that one would expect. I
slowly turned to the side and pushed myself up into an upright position, and
looked about me.

I was in my room of course, on top of the simple bed that was bought from
IKEA many years ago by a group of students who were volunteering their time
to do some community service thing for school—I could not remember in detail
what it was that ade them come over to visit me, but regardless, I did remember
that I enjoyed their visit. They had brought along some tinned food, and of course
the new IKEA bed that they helped me assemble. I was sleeping on a thin
mattress on the floor for quite a long time before the bed, and I was glad to
have it; it was starting to get a little more difficult to get up from the flat ground
into a standing position.

I looked into the mirror that was mounted on the wall and noticed that my
hair was a little ruffled from having just woken. I looked about me and found
my ivory comb, one of my old keepsakes from when I was married into the Tan
family. I gently combed my hair, straightening them out as much as I could
before pinning them in place with my hair pins.

With my hair done, I feel so much more ready to handle the day, and slowly
got up from the bed and putted about my one-room apartment, getting myself
ready to head out to the market.

I have lived in this one-room apartment for nearly thirty years now, having
moved here when I was around fifty years old. I have three sons: my eldest
is living in San Francisco in the United States, working as a manager of some
technology company there. He is mostly going to be migrating there for good;
he says that the opportunities there were much bigger and abundant compared
to here. I trust his judgement—he basically won a scholarship all on his own and
carved his path through the world, much like how his father used to do back in
the day when he made his way down the South China Sea.
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My second son is living in Australia as a geologist working for a mining
company. He had always loved rocks from a very young age—I remember that
he would sometimes stop in the middle of walking just to pick up a nice piece
of mineral that he he recognised. While other children amassed large amounts
of toys or books, he amassed a large amount of rocks and minerals. He studied
pretty hard too, and can be considered one of the foremost authorities of using
sonar to identify deep veins of minerals that are rich in specific ores that are
industrially significant.

Naturally, I am proud of my first two sons. They have gone much further than
I thought they would. I have always thought that they would be a small time
boss of a shop here like how their father was, or work at a big company that was
located on this island. I would never have guessed that they would be making
their mark in this way, not with the kind of circumstances we had been living in
for so many years.

Oh my third son. I do not really know what to make of him. He was definitely
the smartest of the three, but somehow the types of managerial and scientific
work that my two oldest sons were doing were not interesting enough for him.
He was a kind of musician, but never really took that far either. In fact, at this
moment, the best that I can describe him is that of a wandering traveller—I have
no idea where he is now, since he generally travels around the world with no
fixed address. He sends postcards to me every now and then, but they hardly
ever contained enough detail to explain where he was or what he was up to.
When he was younger, he was never the kind to sit quietly to read a book like his
eldest brother, nor was he ever indulged deeply in a hobby the way his second
brother did. In many ways, he was the rascal of the the three, always getting
into all kinds of trouble with me and his father. A very mischevious sort. He did
mellow out eventually, but then again, he decided to travel the world instead of
settling for a job somewhere.

But he seems happy enough, and he also seems to make a positive impact
to the people’s lives when he visits them, so I suppose it is alright.

I finished putting my apartment together and put on my going out clothes.
It was the same set of clothes that I have had for the past twenty years. It
was very comfortable—soft and opaque but very cooling, almost the ideal sort of
material for this kind of hot and muggy weather. I looked about near the door
and found my shopping trolley—I slowly walked towards it and extracted it from
its position. I sat down carefully on the foot stool near the small shoe rack and
put on my shoes. When ready, I unlocked the door and gate, stepped out into
the corridor with my shopping trolley, and locked everything behind me.
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The corridor lights had been automatically switched off because it was
already past seven in the morning. Without those lights, the corridor looked a
little spookier and gloomier.

But I like my apartment and its surroundings. It feels cosy to me—the
apartment is small enough that it is easy for me to keep up with housework,
and it helps me to declutter. I do not really have much things myself, and it is
just so much easier to not have to worry about using up all the available space.
My neighbours are also roughly in my age group, and they do provide interesting
conversations every now and then.

I made my way down the corridor towards the newly installed elevators. It was
only five years ago when they upgraded the elevators to stop on every floor—
before that, it would only stop on four different floors throughout the thirteen
floors of the apartment complex. I was lucky to live only one floor below a floor
that the elevator would stop at—four—but I am thankful that they have made it
stop at every floor. While I can still walk, it still takes me some effort, and I have
found that over the years, I have to take even more effort each time to move
about.

Sometimes I wonder what will happen to me when the day comes that I
cannot walk on my ownn any more. I never really think much about that day
though—to me, it feels like it ought to be something very far away, so far away
that I should not really think much about it to give myself a scare.

But I know I am not getting any younger.
The elevator arrived with a soft “ding” sound. The doors opened up noise-

lessly and I made my way in slowly, carefully making sure that my shopping trol-
ley’s wheels would not get caught in the gap between the elevator carriage and
the floor. I pressed the button labelled “one” and wait for the door to close.

I always like to go to the market in the mornings. It is not that I do not have
a large enough refrigerator to hold enough food for say a week, but it is just that
I like to think of my going to the market as a type of exercise, as a means of
getting out of the apartment to get some fresh air, an excuse to give to myself to
get out of bed, dress up nicely, and face the world. That I get to have fresh food
every day is a bonus to me—it is probably more important that I come out of the
apartment as often as I can. That fear of being trapped in my apartment with
no ability to move myself about on my own scares me to no end, and sometimes
I find myself waking up in cold sweat when I dream about how I suddenly am
unable to walk because something happened to my legs.

The elevator soon arrived on the ground floor, and its doors opened up as
noiselessly as before. This was definitely a great improvement compared to the
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older elevators—when the doors moved on those, there was usually some kind
of loud creaking sound, as though someone forgot to oil the machinery, or that
it was just groaning in pain from having to open itself yet another time for the
squishy people who decided that they needed to use it to move from one floor to
another. It was also a little spooky sometimes, because it is hard to know when
the lift has arrived at a floor if one does not pay close attention.

I stepped through carefully and brought my shopping trolley along. It would
take me another ten minutes of walking to get to the bus terminal where I would
need to take the bus down to themarket. There was amarket that was nearby that
I would sometimes go to, but I prefer the larger one nearer the neighbourhood
centre. Almost all the shops there had been around for more than twenty years,
and I have made lots of friends among the stall holders there. Sometimes when I
bought something from them, they would even give me a little bit of extra things,
or even a discount. It was always a treat to meet and greet my old friends in
that market. The nearby market is a little more new, and is closer to being a
supermarket than a market, with all its heavy air-conditioning and pre-packed
shrunk wrapped fruits, vegetables, and meats. It felt more surgical in nature, a
place where one would go in, pick up the things that one wanted, pay for them
at the cashier who would not engage in one for anything more than scanning the
items from one’s shopping cart, asking for payment, and then providing change.
It was all so different, so surgical, so much like a . . . business. Sometimes their
goods are cheaper than at the market, but that made it lose the type of charm I
was looking for.

The route to the bus terminal was straightforward—just follow the main road
along the front of the apartment block that the elevator opens through and keep
walking down it until the pedestrian crossing is reached, from which one small
crossing later, one would be at the bus terminal. It is a nice thing to be walking
along the main road with my shopping trolley—the vehicles along this stretch
of road did not roar past as through they were at a race, and there was enough
shrubbery to prevent jay walking while keeping the road sides in an enticing sea
of green. There was also a covered walkway version that involved following the
main road but along the corridors of the void deck, using the covered walkways
that linked between void deck, but it was a route that I would only take if it were
raining or if I had woken up late and had to deal with the much hotter later
morning sun.

I carefully made my way out of the elevator lobby of my apartment block and
onto the concrete side walk next to the main road, keeping my eyes and ears
peeled. It was a recent thing that those electric scooters got popular, and many
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people would right them along the main road on the side walk at breakneck
speed. I was nearly knocked by one of them before, and while the person did
not actually knock me, he still managed to scare me pretty badly. But as I learnt
from the community outreach programme on road safety among elders, as long
as I kept to the left of the road, I would generally be fine.

The walk towards the bus terminal was uneventful like most days. It was still
fairly early in the morning, so the sunlight was not so strong that it would cause
problems for me. I took my time to walk carefully towards the bus terminal, with
my shopping trolley in tow. I like my shopping trolley—it was one of those old
style trolleys had only two wheels with opposing stands on the other side that one
would have to hold at an angle with the handle before it would move along the
road. Some time ago, a young salesman from one of the supermarkets was trying
to offer me a new shopping trolley, but it was on of those that had four wheels on
it and had to be pushed about or towed in a way that was quite vertical so that
all four wheels could be used. I tried it out, mostly to humour the poor salesman
who seemed to have no customer, but found that I did not like the fact that I had
to baby the trolley so much. If I just angled it wrongly, the two wheels that were
in contact with the ground would suddenly turn in their castors and end up with
the metal guards scraping the ground instead. I think the wheels were on castors
to support the multi-direction that they needed when moving about with all four
wheels. It may be modern, but it definitely was not something that I would want
to use. I felt a little bad for the young salesman—he had spent quite a bit of time
trying to convince me to get the new shopping trolley, but in the end, I found that
it was not as good as the one that I already have.

I continued along the sidewalk, carefully avoiding some of the bumps that
were in the concrete. There were many fine old trees that grew along the main
road, and some of these trees had roots that were so expansive that they would
sometimes grow directly underneath the concrete that would make the sidewalk.
And often times, if they did grow beneath the concrete, they would end up
pushing up the slab ever so slightly, causing a bump in the ground. Many of
the more severe bumps were flattened out in the most recent repaving of the
sidewalk, but it involved chopping down the whole tree because it was not safe
to just hack away at the root without taking into account if the tree could balance
on whatever was left. Naturally, it was a matter of last resort—the trees had been
growing for nearly twenty years in that stretch, and some of them had crowns
so luxurious that it would immediately make the road unwalkable should they be
cut down, because they were providing the much needed shelter that was both
natural and comfortable.
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Today was part of the school holidays. I only knew because I was talking to
Siew Lan that day from the seventh floor. She had a few grandchildren who would
come visit her with their parents every other weekend, and they would often share
what was happening in school with her. So, she was more in tune with what was
happening with respect to school holidays than I would. I have not talked to my
grandchildren frommy first and second sons for a few years now, especially since
they are now based in the United States and Australia. Flights to and fro were
expensive, and they were usually in one activity or another to enhance or enrich
themselves to be better prepared for university and eventually the working world
in the future. I do not blame them—my two eldest sons are very capable men
after all, and it is natural for them to have such high aspirations for their children,
and more importantly, to support them in ways that would allow them to match
up with the high aspirations. They have offered to fly me over for a visit ever so
often in the past, and I had taken up their offer sporadically—I had felt that the
flights were expensive and that they should not waste money to keep flying me
over just to meet my grandchildren when we can do video calls so easily now.

Video calls. This is my eldest son’s idea. He decided about twelve years ago
that I needed to learn how to use technology so that I could keep in touch with
all of them despite being a literal ocean away. I had protested to him that all that
technology thing was a young man’s game, and that an old woman like me had
no place among such gadgetry, especially for one who was not as educated as
I was. He told me that it was part of his company’s mission to bring technology
to the level where it could benefit all kinds of people in their lives, be they young
or old, and that technology should always be useful for everyone so that they
can keep connected, and to ensure that while everyone was moving about due
to the increasing globalisation efforts, they were still grounded with the people
they love, and the culture they come from.

He is glib tongued of course, but more importantly, he helped set up all the
technology stuff for me. He got me a mobile phone, set up the subscription plan
to which he would pay for me every month, set up the various apps for video
calls and chats (especially those from his company), and tried to teach me to
use them. At first I was resistant—all that poking at the screen was difficult for
me, especially since some of the text is just too small for me to read at times,
but he was patient. He talked to his engineers to adjust the apps so that even
someone likeme could see and use it, and after a while I was able to use the basic
functionalities to communicate with him, my second son, and my grandchildren.
Only my third son was not contactable this way—he was travelling so much that
there was no cheap enough phone plan that could support him, and moreover,
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he was often in places where there was little electricity to be found, let alone
mobile phone coverage with data plan.

Still, he does his best to keep in contact. I know that he is able and safe most
of the time.

I soon arrived at the pedestrian crossing with a pair of traffic lights. It used
to just be a zebra crossing, but during peak periods, the road could get quite
busy, making it hard for pedestrians to find a safe moment to cross. It was with
that in mind that the town council decided to convert the zebra crossing into
a pedestrian crossing that was regulated by traffic lights. Later on, they added
a new functionality to it—an additional contactless card reader was built into
the traffic light control system so that if someone were to tap a senior citizen’s
concession card, it would lengthen the duration in which the traffic light was in
the favour of the pedestrian to make it easier for us who were slower moving to
get across safer. It was a good initiative—while I could still walk about on my
own, I knew that I was no longer able to move as fast as I could some thirty years
ago.

I walked up to the traffic light and pushed the big metal button on it indicating
that I wanted to cross. I also reached into my breast pocket and picked out my
senior citizens’ concession card and tapped it against the contactless reader,
which gave a reassuring beep sound to say that it had successfully scanned and
accepted my card. I then patiently waited for the lights to turn in my favour.

I looked about while waiting and saw the woman who would usually be at the
same crossing at this hour walking towards the crossing. She was middle aged,
and was often dressed plainly, with her hair tied up in a bun. I think she lived
nearby, but never really struck a conversation with her before—she seemed like
she was always worrying about something, or was somehow reticent for some
reason. Each time I did manage to catch her eye, I flash her a small smile, and
she would sometimes nod her head in return, but there was hardly ever any other
interaction beyond that. I tried to make small talk once, about the weather being
bad (there was a period where it was hazy due to prevailing winds from nearby
forest fires), but she merely shrugged and said nothing in reply.

I do hope she is alright. Usually people who are this quiet and uninteractive
have problems that they do not know how to deal with. I have seen a few of
these among my customers back in the day at the shop with Tan, and quite
a few of them eventually lost contact. Some of them, we found out later that
were depressed to the point where they became virtual shut-ins, never leaving
their apartment, and only being discovered that they were not doing well when
neighbours were complaining about bad odours coming from their apartments
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due to either bad upkeep, or some times, because they had passed away
somehow and was rapidly decomposing in the heat and humidity.

We only knew about those cases when we saw them in the newspapers. It
was very terrifying to me, and was one of the reasons why I always tried to leave
my apartment each day just to go out and do something.

The traffic lights eventually turned amber for the cars, pausing for a little
before finally turning red. Then, with a blasting bleep, the green “walk” sign
came on. I shuffled slowly towards the opposite side of the crossing, with my
shopping trolley in tow as always, while the middle aged woman whom I see
on most days scurried quickly across, as though she were afraid that the timer
would run out before she could get there. There was once where I had forgotten
to tap my senior citizens’ concession card on the contactless reader, and found
myself stranded on the crossing with about a quarter of the road to go. Luckily
the car drivers were understanding enough to let memake my way across without
horning or making bad gestures.

Usually that would never happen. I have read of many incidents where old
people were knocked down by impatient car drivers at crossings like that because
the drivers felt that they were in the right of way and did not give way to the
pedestrian. Some times the person who got knocked down did not survive the
encounter, and each time I read of such an incident, I could not feel anything
other than pity, pity that a moment’s rashness was all it took to snuff out the life
of another person, just like that.

I soon made my way across the crossing with ten seconds to spare. That
is a good thing—it means that should I live even longer (my goodness, eighty
is long enough!) and am slower still, I would have ten more seconds to ensure
that I could get across. I shuddered internally at that thought—I was not looking
forward to dying, but I felt that I have already done all that I wanted in life and
got all I have dreamed of in life too. In other words, while I do not have a death
wish, I know that if I were to drop dead tomorrow, I would be happy to have lived
a life well lived.

I was on the edge of the bus terminal. There was a small step that separated
the nicely tiled floor of the bus terminal from the concrete slabs that were the
common areas, and I carefully stepped on to it, dragging my shopping trolley
up with me carefully to avoid banging the two wheels too hard. Once in the bus
terminal proper, I made my way to the bus bay for the bus that I would take to
the market each day. The two wheels of the shopping trolley behind me made
that familiar “rrttrrttrrtt” sound that came as they fell in between the tiles and
then get on to the tiles repeatedly. It was much louder because the shopping
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trolley was empty for the moment—it would be quieter once it had a few items in
them.

I saw the regular bus driver for the bus I took sitting at the canteen sipping
on his coffee and checking some papers. He is a nice man, formerly working at
a big company as some kind of manager, but then he figured out what he really
wanted in life and decided to go for it. A little bit different from my sons, but in
his own way, he is at least deciding to do something that he had always wanted
to do instead of following what others had expected him to do.

“Hi Aunty, I remember seeing you taking my bus in the morning—have you
had your lunch already?” I remembered him asking that day when we had our
first conversation together.

“Ah, about to go home and cook something I bought from the market. Today’s
vegetables are very cheap, especially the baby bak choy. Only one dollar! Hard
to find vegetables at these prices,” I had replied. It was slightly past noon, and
I had just taken another bus back to the bus terminal, and was walking towards
home when he was passing by me from the control room of the bus terminal. He
seemed to be heading in the same direction as well, and started to chat with me
then.

“That’s nice to hear! You’re Aunty Poh, right?”
“Woah. . . how’d you know my name?”
“Orh. . . Lim was telling me how you always take the same bus to the market

for the past few years. You remember Lim?”
“I think he was driving the bus that I usually take before you came, right?”
“Yes!” he had exclaimed, “he’s now the station controller. He got promoted

out of driving. Waaah. . . Aunty Poh, your memory is very good!”
“Aiyah, where got good memory. . . just bits and pieces here and there. No

wonder I don’t see him walking about that much any more. . . he became a station
controller huh. . . ”

“Yep! Aunty Poh, do you always travel alone to the market? Do you have any
children?”

“Ah, yes I have three, all sons. Once they married, they moved out lor. . . new
family means need to move to new place mah.”

“Do they visit you often?”
“Nah. . . all of them overseas, how to visit often?”
“Wah. . . your sons so capable, living overseas!”
“Okay lah. . . not complaining.”
That was when we crossed the road and we both split up our ways with him

going the opposite direction of where I was heading along the main road.
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I did not learn about his choice of being a bus driver till later, when we were
a little more familiar with each other and would sometimes chat at the canteen
during his break and when I had finished early at the market.

I walked up to the queue for the bus next to the bus bay. I was not the
first there, but that was to be expected. Right in front was that middle aged
woman who had crossed the road at the same time as me but apparently I was
slow enough that she could be first in line with three other people behind her.
Immediately behind her was a tan-skinned boy in secondary school uniform, his
white ear phones in his ears, his head nodding to some invisible beat from this
music. Behind him was a young woman with a little girl dressed in a primary
school uniform. The young woman was dressed in a simple floral blouse, blue
bermudas, and sandals, with her left hand holding on to the little girl’s right hand
while her right hand was slinging a colourful little backpack which was probably
the little girl’s school bag.

I made my way carefully to the back of the line and stood behind the young
mother and her daughter. The little girl looked like one of my grandchildren—she
had the same cute puffy cheeks and the long hair that was tied into two pig tails,
one on each side. She seemed to be fussing a little, while her mother was trying
to placate her a little. I somehow caught the little girl’s eye and just smiled at
her. She suddenly got all shy and quietened down. Her mother followed her gaze
and found mine and gave me a grateful smile before turning to her daughter.

“Come Aileen, say hi to Aunty!”
Aileen looked at me from behind her mother and said “hi Aunty” in a quiet

and cutesy way.
“Aiyah. . . I old already. . . can call Porh Porh!” I replied with a little laugh.
Aileen peeked once more at me and dutifully replied “hi Porh Porh!” before

hiding behind her mother again.
“Primary one?” I asked Aileen’s mother.
“Yeah,” she replied, “she was being all fussy this morning and missed the

school bus, so now we’re taking the bus to school. She’s late of course—she said
she didn’t want to go to school, but I told her that school was important, and
that staying at home out of the question especially if she wasn’t sick. Then she
claimed she was sick, and I took her temperature. No fever. That’s why we’re
here now.”

I nodded at Aileen’s mother and looked at Aileen.
“Aileen. . . must go to school okay? Going to school means you can learn new

things. You have friends right? Why won’t you like to go to school to learn and
play with your friends?”
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Aileen just looked back at me shyly and nodded.
Turning to her mother, I said more, “It’s okay, sometimes children are like

that. But it’s good to also find out if there are any bullying cases. . . sometimes
they are facing bullying from their classmates and don’t want to talk about it, and
thus just want to hide away by not going back. Not trying to tell you how to look
after your own children, but just sharing only.”

Aileen’s mother nodded at me quietly before focusing her attentions back on
Aileen.

I stood in line leaning gently against the stainless steel fencing that was
built to herd the queue in a more orderly fashion and looked out into the bus
bay side of the bus terminal. The bus bay always reminded me of the older
bus terminal that was a little bit nearer to my apartment—they shared a lot of
the old aesthetics. The old bus terminal was almost exclusively bus bay based
because around thirty years ago, there were fewer neighbourhoods around that
need the support of the feeder bus services. Almost all the bus services that
served the area were trunk services that got from this bus terminal to some
other bus terminal on the other side of the island, whether north, south, or west.
As such, the old bus terminal was built purely to support these trunk services.
They were made of the old rough type concrete that looked more like stone, and
the floor itself was just smooth concrete poured on, sort of like the texture of
the void decks of the apartment blocks, except on a slightly larger scale. The
bus terminal was ventilated by noisy old steel-bladed fans that were mounted on
the pillars—they were supposed to oscillate from left to right, but the oscillation
mechanism was often damaged due to lack of maintenance and overuse, and so
they would often be only blowing in one direction. Most of the time, the direction
they would be blowing would not be one where there were a lot of people at that
would benefit from better air ventilation, that is, the queues themselves for the
buses in the bus bay. It was always a hit or a miss at times.

The new bus terminal was constructed about fifteen years ago while the old
one was still in service. The government revealed some kind of housing master
plan that included creating lots more neighbourhoods in this particular region,
and because of that, there ws a need to support more feeder bus services to bring
the neighbourhoods closer to the trunk service. With that in mind, they further
decided that a new bus terminal was a better idea than attempting to expand
the old one—the old one was completely occupied by trunk service bus bays, and
the capacity was limited when the new feeder services and their physical buses
were involved. And that was how the new bus terminal came about.

I was around sixty five when the new bus terminal was finally opened for use.
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With it also came a new series of shops that opened up. The old bus terminal was
eventually decommissioned, the old shop houses that surrounded it shuttered up
and scattered. At first I grumbled a bit about having to walk that much farther
to the new bus terminal, but over time, I just got used to it. If Tan was still
around, he was likely to be complaining more about it than I despite being used
to walking all over the place for the better par of his life. But some things just
change regardless, and complaining is just one of the things that people will
always find an excuse to do, whether or not they are capable of performing the
things that they were complaining about.

They did improve the bus terminal steadily after the opening though. They
started out with better versions of the pillar mounted oscillating fans, but about
five years ago they took those out and replaced them with very large ceiling fans
with a funny brand name, “big ass fans” or something. They worked like a normal
ceiling fan that one would find in a classroom back in the day, except that they
were made to be much bigger. I think in between those was a period of time
where they also installed some regular sized ceiling fans, but those did not really
contribute to ventilation all that much. Besides, each time I looked up at those
ceiling fans, all I saw was the accumulation of a lot of dust—the fans were pretty
high up on the ceiling, and it seemed unlikely that cleaning them often was a
high priority.

I think I read on one of the bulletin boards that the town council has about
the neighbourhood that they were considering if they should air condition the
entire bus terminal as part of their facilities renewal cycle. I did not know what
to feel about that—it would not affect me in anyway because I was used to the
heat and humidity, and more importantly, I would still be walking more or less in
the open between my apartment and the bus terminal, so it was not like I would
get to cool down and really enjoy the use of the air conditioning, but I could
see how someone else might like that. The biggest problem was that they would
have to shut down the bus terminal for a few months to retrofit the various glass
panels to seal in the cool air, add the various coolers and blowers that were part
of the air conditioning system and so on. The last I have heard, it was all still
under consideration—it was the only major bus terminal in our side of the island,
and if it were taken off service for a period of time that long, it would have been
very disruptive to a lot of people. Of course they would create a temporary bus
terminal to fill in the time needed, probably at the old bus terminal location that
was still not completely torn down for some reason, or more likely, at a different
location because it was probably easier to build a new temporary bus terminal
than to fit the larger requirements of buses and services in the older location
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that was not big enough to handle the increased work load in the first place.
Even if they finally decided to air condition the bus terminal, I kind of doubt

I would be around to see it for myself. There were just too many complicating
factors and too little money to handle them all.

I saw the driver walk past the queue for the bus and towards the single decked
air conditioned bus that was in the bus bay in front of us. He flipped open the
panel housing the door cock to the front door and pushed the button, which
opened the front door for him. He boarded his bus and went to the driver’s seat
to close the front door and adjust his seat before firing up the ignition. The bus
engine came to life, and the bus driver got out of his seat to walk through the
entire bus.

Our line for the bus stirred and slowly compacted itself. I followed as closely
as I could with Aileen and her mother in front of me so as to avoid slowing down
the schedule of the bus.

As I waited, the bus driver then came back to his driver’s cabin, tapped his
card on to the reader, waited for a bit, before switching on the lights, opening
the front door and beckoning us to come aboard.

The line stirred once more, and the middle aged woman at the front of the
line promptly walked towards the front door of the bus, and boarded it.

The line moved steadily forwards like normal—there were only a few of us, and
it was nothing really worth thinking about. Aileen was still clutching her mother
quite tightly, which I still found to be a bit strange; while she was still in the first
year of primary school, it was very nearly the end of the schol year itself, and it
was rather unusual to still be so clingy after all that time. But I was not one to
judge—had I actually judged on all that I have seen over the past eighty or so
years of my life, I would have been a very sad person. There was just so much
wrong that was in the world that it would have been very depressing.

After the middle aged woman made it through the contactless reader’s
invisible gantry, the secondary school student was next. He rather nonchalantly
tapped his fare card againsth the contactless reader and made his way to the
back of the bus when the device made its all too familiar beep of approval. Aileen
and her mother were next, and when they boarded the bus and paid their fare,
her mother gently prompted her to greet the bus driver, to which the little girl
shyly said “good morning’ to him. The good natured bus driver—I could never
remember his name except that it had a “Huat” in it somewhere—returned the
greeting and both mother and daughter made their way off to a seat somewhere
in the rest of the bus.

I was the last to board the bus that day, and I carefully took the single step
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one foot at a time. It was only in the past ten years that the buses were changed
to be “stepless”—older bus designs that ploughed the road had a couple of steps
in them for both the front and rear doors. While I was still nimble, it was possible
to rather effortlessly climb them, but as part of the overall scheme to deal with a
graying population, the newer buses were often without any step whatsoever—the
doors would open straight into a flat floor throughout the bus. Of course there
were still steps in the internal staircase for a double decker bus, but I never really
liked sitting on the top deck. The heigh and view always gave me the impression
that I would suddenly fall off at any time.

Once my feet were stabilised on the floor of the bus, I carefully half-carried
and half-dragged my trusty shopping trolley up the vehicle. The bus driver
patiently waited for me to come up with my shopping trolley, as did the other
passengers. I made my way to the contactless reader and tapped my senior
citizens’ concession card on the contactless reader, and the friendly “everything
is alright” beep came on. I turned to the bus driver and gave him a smile
before I slowly ambled to the side seats that were closest to the front door. That
was another innovation that had been applied in the grand scheme of making
travel easier for the older folks. Previously, all the seats were facing the same
direction—two abreast and facing towards the front. But to make space so that
those of us who had difficulties manoeuvring ourselves into tight spaces, a pair
of the two abreast seats were reconfigured to face in the opposite direction. This
opened up a large amount of room from which one could slowly come in from the
corridor. It was to one of these seats that I was making my way to, and the bus
driver was kind enough to wait for me to seat myself comfortably and securely,
visually confirm it before closing the front door and putting the bus into reverse
gear to reverse out of the bus bay and to carry on with the journey.

At this point, with myself and my shopping trolley tucked safely on board the
bus, there was little to do except to look outside of the windows and enjoy the
view for the three or so bus stops before I had to get off for the market.

I have always liked the view outside of the moving bus. Even when I was little
child and was taking one the more ramshackle buses from my family’s old place
in the kampong towards either another kampong or even to the city, I would
always try to sit next to a window just so that I could look outside and enjoy the
scenery. In those days, the buses were definitely less luxurious and comfortable
as compared to now. There was no air conditioning in the buses, the windows
were the “release the catches on the side and heave it up to open” type that
often got stuck, and when it rained, the bus would be filled with a strong muggy
sensation that was sometimes made worse when there was no one who bothered
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to go around closing the windows. I still loved sitting next to a window, preferring
if it were open and not really worrying too much if it were not. Opened window
was where it was at because then there would be that soft breeze that woul waft
through the opened windows when the bus was moving. Back then, the bus stops
were far and few, and thus there would be quite a few minutes in which the bus
would just be travelling and travelling and travelling down the road with no traffic
lights to stop it, no speed bumps to slow it down and no bus stops to further
break up the long movements. The scenery outside then was alway so exciting.
It was mostly greenery from all the trees and shrubs from the land that had not
been cleared out for building just yet, but every now and then there would be
a nice clearing and some plantations could be seen. And the closer one got to
the city, the more the greenery thinned itself out and the modern looking gray
concrete jungle would take over.

It was not quite the same now though. The default view had instead switched
over to that of the concrete jungle, except that this time, the buildings were not
all of a uniform gray but were often made up of a riot of different colours as their
architects and designers played around with different styles and themes in a bit
to stand out their particular block of apartments from the others around them. It
was mostly a hit and a miss—certain colour schemes looked good on their own,
but clashed horribly with their surrounding buildings, making them, in effect, an
eye sore. Some colour schemes looked bland, but when taken into perspective of
the other buildings and the abundant amount of trees, shrubs, and grass, seemed
to evoke a stronger sense of serenity and cohesion than when they stood alone.
While different from the old views that I had enjoyed before, I still found the new
views enjoyable in their own way. They had a certain vibrancy that brought about
a different perspective of the world, a type of statement of how the island-country
had overcome its original nature-only existence and become a place where it had
learnt and exercised control over its environment, to rebuild it into a new form
in which it was the master of its own fate.

I looked out of the window still as the bus made its way out of the bus park
towards its second traffic light. The kaleidoscope of colours from the parallax
movement was thrilling to watch still. Yes, this time it was in the comfort of a
fully air conditioned bus. Yes, the make up of the scenery had changed. But it
was still the place that I had lived in.

When I was taking this bus route many many years ago for the very first time,
I remembered referring to the printed bus guide and counting out the number
of stops that I had to take to get to the market. But as the years gone by, I
just gone by instinct—it worked well mostly because the bus route itself had not
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changed much, other than the starting point when the bus terminal was moved
from the old location to its current one. It was soothing to know that there were
some things that I was still capable of doing with a preternatural ability—I often
wondered if there would come a day that I would lose control of my mind and
start forgetting the things that I used to hold so dearly. I was sure that with the
help of technology like the ones that my eldest son was working on it would be
possible to remember things, but I feared the day where I forgot the very means
in which I could retrieve the old memories. I had not known of any brain related
degeneration associated with my family, but then again, there were few from my
family that had lived as long as I did—many of them perished when they joined
the resistance to fight against the foreign invaders from our homelannds a very
many years ago.

Maybe I would get lucky and that there was no such problem to worry about.
Or maybe I already had such a problem, and was in the state where I could not
confirm if I had it or not, having easily forgotten the very thing that would help
me remember.

I looked out of the window some more, and when the bus slowed down again
at yet another traffic light, I felt that it was time to get off the bus. I turned
to my right and pressed the door stop button, which promptly sounded the tart
“beep” indicating that a stop was requested and lit up the “bus stopping” sign
up on the front of the bus. I sat there and looked back into the interior of the
bus. There were quite a few more passengers who had boarded, but it was not
as full as it could have been. All of them had huddled nearer the back of the
bus, either standing or taking up available seats there. The front seats nearest
the front doors were largely left alone, with me on it. That was again part of the
design process—the seats were coloured differently from the rest to indicate that
it was meant for people who had mobility issues. There were also signs placed
all around to reinforce the notion.

It was not like that back in the day, but I suppose that with the passing of
time and the increasing pace of life, people were less accommodating of each
other and thus there was a need to provide a friendly reminder here and there
so that people would do the right thing.

The bus moved off from the traffic light and gently slowed itself down in
front of the bus stop. When the bus came to a complete stop, I stood up
carefully using the hand rails for support, and carefully dragged my shopping
trolley with me towards the rear bus exit. It took me a little while, but there
were no complaints from anyone—they were all very patient about it. That was
one thing that perhaps was improved from before—the level of tolerance of the
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modern person compared to that of the past.
When I reached the rear doors, I tapped my senior citizens’ concession card

on the contactless reader there. It beeped back a successful transaction at me,
and I carefully made my way down the one step on to the sidewalk of the bus
stop below, thanking the bus driver rather loudly.

I was the only passenger to get off at this stop, and once I was safely on the
sidewalk with my shopping trolley, the bus doors closed behind me, and the bus
went on its merry way to its next destination.

It was a familiar bus stop—after so many years, they still kept the roughly
concrete set up that was in vogue some fifteen years ago. Before that, the shelter
itself was held together by what seemed like iron pipes, with a corrugated zinc
room that would sometimes leak whenever the rain got a little too heavy. Back
then too was the colour scheme more garish with an alternation of orange and
ivory—the zinc roof was coloured like that, with each pair of convex corrugation
of one colour before alternating with another. The poles that supported all the
structures themselves were ivory, while the infamous three-fanned seats were
orange. It looked so flimsy on hindsight, but it was a great improvement over
the very earliest bus stops that were literally just a pole in the ground with a
small while oval metal sheet and a black image of a bus imprinted on it, while
there were coloured “flags” of metal that stuck out near the very top of the poles
that indicated which bus services (and which bus companies they were from—all
colour coded) were available at that particular bus stop. There was no shelter
whatsover, and one was forever at the mercy of the elements.

The new concrete bus stop though, was a different story. It definitely looked
more sturdy than the garishly coloured transitional bus stop shelter, with solid
looking concrete pillars and benches that looked liked they were melded into the
ground, providing a strong sense of stability that three small ivory painted metal
poles could never really bring. There were also some back walls on the side
of the bus stop that was not directly facing the road—in the old shelters, they
were nothing more than supporting pillars with their horizontal poles bars that
helped stabilise the vertical poles against gravity, but this time, the back walls
themselves were also glass panelled notice boards that held large print outs of
details of bus routes that one could get on from that particular bus stop. It was
very convenient for the very few times that I had to travel outside of my usual
neighbourhood—I was better at remembering the road names of where I was
heading than the particular bus route, and using those large print outs meant
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that I could quickly see which bus could get me there without having to find my
dog-eared copy of the bus guide. My eldest son told me that were I to live in San
Francisco with him, he would have a mobile phone app that I could have made
used of to quickly figure out the entire route to my final destination over public
transport, and even know to the nearest minute on when I would arrive at each
transit point along the way.

But I doubted that I would enjoy living in San Francisco after all. From what
I understood from my grandchildren, it was a place that had a pace of life that
was much faster than here. People were less patient there as well, and couple
with my general unfamiliarity with that place, I just did not feel that it would have
been a good fit for me.

I walked past the bollards that lined the edge of the road side of the bus stop
and walked towards the covered walkway that opened between the back walls
of the bus shelter. The covered walkways here were a nice touch to the whole
revitalisation project that this neighbourhood had undergone to make it even
more senior citizen friendly. The market itself was just a little ways beyond the
covered walkway, and I could see already that it was going to be a little more
busy than usual.

It was the eve of a festival that a lot of people were celebrating, and they
generally would stock up on various types of food as forms of offerings on the
day of the festival itself before ending the festival day with a feast. I used to do
that when Tan was still alive and when my sons were still young. I remembered
having to come much earlier in the morning to the market—there were more
people who used the markets then as compared to the supermarket—and I had
to make sure that I was carrying a list of all the things I needed to buy because
there was just so many things to remember. I would often do all my marketing
in the morning, then spend the later part of the morning preparing the food with
my neighbours, have a quick lunch, then after that, prepare the prayer tables to
set up all the food and offerings for the deities. There would be some rituals that
would be done by the men, then by the women, and then finally the children, and
after it was all done, a few final prayers were offered before the fest would begin
and everyone would chip in to rearrange the tables that were formerly used to
hold the offerings so that they would become a large community banquet. It was
a very big deal in the neighbourhood when this would occur.

But it had been many many years since the festival was celebrated in that
scale. Most did not celebrate together any more, and even if they did, it was on a
drastically smaller scale. In the modern era where even the markets sometimes
did not have all the types of food that were needed for the offerings, it was even
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less celebrated than before. Nevertheless, there were still some stalwarts who
were trying to keep the tradition, and with them, the market would get a little
more crowded than usual. I started to wonder if I would be able to get what I
wanted given the slightly increased crowd.

The market itself was rather different from itself. It had undergone a reno-
vation some three or four years back, where the older tiles and furnishings of
each stall was revamped to be newer and cleaner. It was not the only renovation
it had—markets tended to undergo a renovation every five or so years because
at some point, there was little that can be done with the cleanliness no matter
how much cleaning was done, mostly because of all the organic material, per-
petual humidity, and availability of raw foods that made hygiene a tough thing
to keep up with. There had been improvements each time the renovations were
done—in the old days the stalls used wooden tables and carts to display their
wares, they were then upgraded to concrete, then tiled concrete, before finally
being upgraded to stainless steel purpose-built stall tables that fit very well with
the smooth-tiled stall walls and floor that were smooth enough to allow water to
easily flow over and keep their surfaces clean, but were not that smooth to the
point where they would become a slipping hazard.

The one thing that they did not really improve was the cramped nature of
the corridors that separated the rows of stalls from each other. In a bid to keep
the number of stalls the same throughout between each renovation, the corridor
space was largely kept the same throughout. But over time, each stall started to
carry more and more stock, and their goods started to move ever closer onto the
corridor itself, sometimes blocking it. The ones that had the largest problems
with this were the stalls that sold fruits and vegetables—they often had too many
varieties to sell and needed the space to sell them all. The meat and fish shops
tended to keep within the boundaries of their stall as the nature of their wares
meant that they had to keep them under refrigeration, which naturally limited
the amount of things that they could sell to the largest refrigeration system that
could fit in their stall and still meet with regulations. There were inspectors who
would come down to ensure that the stalls were not violating the space rules
of ensuring adequte movement space for everyone, but their enforcement was
patchy as best. Some of my friends in the market had confidently told me that
even outside of the bad old days of light corruption, the enforcement officers
only bothered to issue tickets to those who were had overshot the regulations
by too much and that there was simply no way to not care. It would seem that
even the authorities had to admit that their current solution was not a viable one
given the nature of the business.
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I continued on through the covered walkway, keeping to the side as much as
possible to avoid bumping in to people accidentally, or worse, to let someone
else bump into me accidentally. It had been a long time since I was capable
of withstanding an unintentional bump—I was pretty sure that if someone were
to walk into me now, there was nothing I could do except to fall backwards into
my shopping trolley, which would be disastrous, to say the least. As I made my
way steadily, the small crowd that was due to the festival loomed ever that more
subtly, and the usual hustle and bustle of the market that always made me feel
alive started to engulf me. At the end of the covered walkway, I stepped onto to
downward going slope and headed into the market proper.

It was late morning pre-festival marketing rush—many stalls were already in
full swing, and have sold around a third of their wares. Most of them would be
up and running since six in the morning, which was only around three hours ago.
I would have gotten here at six had there been a bus that would start that early,
and had I also had the wherewithal to do so myself. There was simply no reason
for me to go that early anyway. Besides, today was a relatively busy day—usually
by this time, things were a lot less hectic, and they would have sold around a
quarter of their wares intead. But, well, the festival.

“Eh Aunty Poh! Waaaah you look so healthy and vibrant today! I think you
need to get some of these nice carrots for to make that lovely ABC soup that you
like the most. I think you drink so much ABC soup that you can maintain your
youth arh !”

“Oh my, such a sweet talker arh, Ah Seng,” I replied to the vegetable seller
who was closest to the outer rim of the market. He had been selling vegetables
at this particular market for as long as I could remember. He always turned on
the charm whenever I would pass by in the hope that I would buy some of his
vegetables. His vegetables was not necessarily the best in the entire market, but
he definitely had the largest variety available in a place that was most visible. The
only problem was that they were also more pricey than most of the other stalls—
something like ten cents or so more expensive than the next priciest stall. For
wares whose price was something like two dollars, ten cents more was just a little
too much for me to bear, especially when I did not often buy in the amount where
it would make sense to pay a little for the convenience of travelling a little less
far from the bus stop that I needed to head to to head home after my shopping
trip at the market.

“I never said I’d be making ABC soup today leh, why you assume arh?” I
continued.

“Aiyoh, Aunty Poh, don’t like that lah! Must suppok me a bit lah! Every day
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I see you come to market, every day you walk by me, and then you never buy
anything from me,” Ah Seng replied in mock sadness.

“You so humsup! I hear you also scared already, still want to buy your
veges meh?” I replied with mock horror. I basically said that he sounded so
lecherous that I was scared enough that I would rather be walking away than to
buy vegetables from him.

“Aiyah. . . Aunty Poh dun gib chan one. . . ” Ah Seng replied, this time sounding
genuinely sad.

“Well, maybe next time when you are less humsup I will maaaybe come and
buy something from your stall,” I replied as I stepped carefully through the
corridor between and walked towards the rear of the market. The crowd was
not completely squeezy, but there were definitely more people than usual.

I wanted to head to the meat shop that Ah Tin ran. I would often buy some
pork to bring home and cook for lunch and dinner. He knew that I liked to buy
only a small portion each day, and would sell me his wares at very reasonable
prices. I had told him before that I was not too picky and did not necessarily want
to have the best cuts or anything—as long as the meat had passed inspection
and relatively fresh, I would be fine. Ah Tin understood what I meant and each
time I droped by at around this time, he would have a small bag of pork for me.
It was not always the same cuts each time—usually it would be the left overs of
whatever prime cuts that some of his customers would want earlier in the day.
The left overs were still good meat, but they were often of an odd shape that
would make it hard to be used in other forms of cooking that would require a bit
more presentation.

I was just making it for myself at home, there was no need for all that.
Ah Tin’s stall was nearer the other side of the market, close to the outer edge

but for one shop. He was located in the butcher’s quadrant of the market, which
was just past the couple of fish stalls and a few other fish-related stalls, where
they would sell fish paste based processed foods, like yong tau foo, where fish
paste is stuffed into cuts of vegetables, tofu, mushrooms, or simply made into
fish balls, or have other fish-like pastes converted into balls like the sotong balls
or even regular meat balls. Those stalls were very popular during the festival
because those foods can be easily tossed into a pot of soup to be cooked and
eaten in a communal way, perfect for the festival itself. It made logistics easier
because instead of having to find some large wok to prepare all the cooked
dishes, it was just enough to find a large pot, toss some water in, add salt and
pepper to taste, and throw all these fish paste processed foods in to cook.

That made my progress through the crowd that much more difficult because
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of the need to navigate around the lines where people were queuing so that they
could pick out the items of yong tau foo that they had wanted to purchase. The
floor was also a little wet from all the splashing of various watery liquids around,
some being actual water, others being whatever they were using in the vats in
the food preparation for the processed yong tau foo. I towed my shopping trolley
closed to me as I carefully navigated my way through.

Opposite the yong tau foo stalls were the fish stalls themselves. They were
selling fresh fish that they had obtained from the wholesalers just that morning.
The sellers were usually up from three in the morning to ensure that they could
reach the wholesalers in time to pick up their wares and to return to the market
to set up their stalls for the day. I used to eat a lot of fish when Tan was still alive,
mostly because he loved fish. I would prepare some pan fried medium fish, and
sometimes we would do a larger steamed fish, especially if we were expecting
visitors like when my sons would come back from wherever they were to visit.

But now that I was living alone, it felt like it was too much work just to prepare
fish for myself. The fishmongers were skilled enough to descale the fish and gut
it before selling, but it was still a fish—it had bones to be removed, and some
more preparatory work. Also, I did not eat a lot to begin with; they would often
sell fish with a minimum weight of two hundred grams, which was way too much
fish for me. If they were small fish, I would have to buy more of them and then
prepare them and store them in the freezer, retrieving a few at a time to cook
for myself. If they were larger fish, then they would be too big for me to eat all
for myself in the first place.

Fish, and seafood in general, was just too much work for one person to feed
oneself with. That was why I did not know many of the fishmongers of this
particular market—that was how long I had not been really buying fish home
to prepare for my own meals.

I wend my way carefully through the crowd till I arrived at Ah Tin’s stall. Ah
Tin was a portly man somewhere in his sixties. He had taken over the butcher’s
stall from his father, who had retired when his arthritis made it hard for him to
wield the butcher’s cleaver safely and effectively. Ah Tin was a jolly sort of man,
always ready with a smile and a laugh for his customers. I always made it a point
to drop by his stall each day, even if I did not intend to buy pork for that day, to
which he would give a small sigh and said that he would have to let go of the left
over pieces that he had left for me.

“Aunty Poh ! Waaah, still looking as spry as ever!” Ah Tin greeted me in
between his customers when he saw me make my way through the corridor
towards his stall.
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“Hi Ah Tin! How are you today?”

“Same old, same old! Everyone wanted those pork cutlets today for the
festival, so I’ve been doing lots of chopping since early this morning! Luckily
I had prepared enough stock for today, otherwise very hard to meet everyone’s
expectation!” Ah Tin replied as he packed another bit of pork into a plastic bag
and handed it over to the customer he was serving, before receiving the payment
with his right hand, which wielded the cleaver ordinarily and did not touch the
meat. That was the other thing about Ah Tin, unlike many of the other butchers,
he was careful about hygiene despite seemingly being cavalier about it. The
other butchers would not care about whether they were using the hand to touch
the raw meat or not—they would just handle the money with the same hands,
and often would fail to wash them after they had handled the money and before
they went back to handling the meat. It was at least slightly better now that the
physical dollar bills were made of plastic polymer which was at least less easily
dirtied compared to the old paper notes. Those, when made damp with the wet
hands, were a sight to behold some times. The various hygiene inspectors would
often catch the stall holders who were not paying close attention to their hygiene
handling, but it was so endemic that if they were to actually be strict about it,
almost everyone in the market would be negatively affected.

“Wow, I almost forgot about the festival myself,” I replied as I made my
way closer to Ah Tin’s stall. There was one other customer in front of me, and
she had already told Ah Tin about the cuts that she was interested in, and he
was already working through it. Portly he might be, he was deceptively swift
and deft, especially when using his butcher’s cleaver to chop up the meat and
bones of the various pieces of pork that was requested. He was also an effective
multi-tasker who could hold a casual conversation while listening to orders and
carefully selecting and cutting up the meats to fulfil the orders, all without being
completely distracted. It was a sight to behold for sure, and it was one of the fun
reasons why I liked to patronise his stall.

“Yeah, you told me that after you’ve moved over here, you didn’t bother
celebrating the festival already. I think that these days, the society really isn’t
about celebrating big festivals with the whole neighbourhood. Very different from
the kampong days. I only stayed in the kampong till I was ten or so, but man,
I remembered that when there was a festival, there was a festival! Everyone
would stop their daily work and gather together as one whole kampong to
make preparations for the festivities, everyone contributing whatever they could
towards the festival itself. Some families would specialise in the decorations
of the offering tables, while some families who were better at cooking would
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prepare the various foods that were to be used for the offerings. Even the children
would come together to help set up all the other little things here and there, like
gathering the chairs and benches from all the various families to set up for the
communal banquet after it all. Some of the more mischevious ones would get
hold of fireworks and other things like that to let them off during the banquet
itself, while the more responsible adults would sometimes tell them to be careful
without actually banning them from doing it,” Ah Tin said as he finished up the
customer’s order, received payment, and turned around to pick up my package
of meat from the counter behind him.

“Ah, those were the days! Now, people don’t even say hi to their neighbours,
let alone come together like the old kampong to celebrate. A pity. . . ” Ah Tin
continued as he handed the plastic bag of pork to me. “Two dollars, Aunty Poh!”

“Yeah, a pity,” I replied as I fished out a plastic polymer two-dollar bill frommy
purse and passed it to Ah Tin before receiving the plastic bag of pork. “But you
know, times have changed. Things we didn’t have last time are just so common
now, and so there’s little need to carry forward some of the old customs. We
didn’t have much entertainment back in the day while we had to work very hard
just to make ends meat, so having a festival then was a big excuse for everyone
to do something fun for a change. Now, there are so many different ways of
entertaining oneself, and people don’t need to work as hard as before just to
ensure that they have enough to eat, so things are the way they are lor. . . ” I said.

“True. . . alright Aunty Poh, you take care okay? Let me know if this meat is
good enough—I had to improvise a little because so many people wanted large
cuts of meat that I had very few of the trimmings that would make a substantial
amount for you,” Ah Tin said jovially as he nodded at the next customer behind
me to tell him what he wanted.

I nodded at Ah Tin, tied a small knot in the plastic bag, and stashed it into
my shopping trolley.

The next stall onmy list was the vegetable stall on the other side of themarket.
It was nearer the far corner of the market, and was owned by an Indian fellow
called Jinesh. I preferred the vegetables from Jinesh’s stall over that of Ah Seng,
mostly because Jinesh was not as pushy, even though he had a slightly lesser
variety of vegetables than Ah Seng. Jinesh was a newcomer to the market—he
had his stall open for only five years or so—but he had built a good reputation
as an honest businessman, never trying to overcharge the customer, and being
upfront about prices especially when the day’s haulage of vegetables were not of
the usual quality. It was not that the vegetables were rotting, but that sometimes,
depending on who was doing the delivery from the farms, the vegetables ended
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up being more bruised than expected, and thus looked a little less pretty. While
the taste did not change, the appearance did, and Jinesh was not afraid to set
the prices a little lower to reflect the fact that the appearance was not to the
standard that was to be expected.

The easiest way for me to reach Jinesh’s vegetable stall was to continue past
Ah Tin’s stall and reach the outer rim of the market, and then follow the external
path around it to get to there. I slowly towed my shopping trolley behind me
and made my way through the customers of the butcher next to Ah Tin’s stall
and soon reached the external boundary of the market itself. Unlike the side of
the market that was facing the main road, this side of the market was facing the
parking area, and with it came a lot of the usual business from the loading and
unloading of various goods by the various stall owners in the market. While most
of the wares that were to be sold in the market were often brought in before the
crack of dawn, many of the stall owners would get different goods from different
suppliers, and depending on who the supplier was and what they were bringing
in, the timings of their delivery were often spread out throughout the morning.
That was the type of danger I was facing when I was making my way carefully
along the rear of the market towards Jinesh’s stall. Most of the deliveries that
were being made involved various sundry goods that could afford to be brought
in at a later time due to a more spread out demand, but there would be that odd
late delivery of fish that came in only because it was the festival eve and that
there was a larger demand for fish. The floor was, understandbly, a little more
slick than in the market proper itself, but it was nothing that I could not handle.
The deliverymen were mindful to avoid running into any one and I tried my best
to stay out of their way.

Eventually I made my way to Jinesh’s stall. Jinesh himself was sitting in the
stall amidst the various cartons of vegetables that he had arranged for the day to
sell. There were turnips, lotus roots, bittergourds, some pumpkins, leeks, onions,
potatoes, sweet potatoes, spring onions, chillis of different sizes and colours, bell
peppers of different colours, bak choy, kai lan, cabbages, cauliflowers, broccolis,
tapioca roots, spinaches, water spinaches, water cresses, Chinese cabbages,
spring onions, radishes, carrots, corns—a veritable cornucopia if there ever was
one. I saw that his wife, Sati, was with him today.

Jinesh’s stall was in a relatively quiet corner of the entire market, but even
then, there would be quite a few customers milling about looking through his
vegetable wares and choosing whatever they wanted to buy from him that day.
He had a small stack of large plastic colanders that customers could use to hold
their selections in before bringing them up to him or his wife at the centre of the
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stall for payment. While seemingly unmoving amidst the vegetable paradise,
Jinesh watched over his stall with the eyes of a hawk. I have heard of a
rumour that when he first set up his stall, there was some young punk who
tried to pilfer one of his vegetables that was in a somewhat obscure corner
that looked as though it would be hard to observe from Jinesh’s usual vantage
point, but was almost immediately shouted at by Jinesh. The thief to be was
so shocked that he promptly dropped the vegetable (rumoured to be a tuber
of some sort) and ran off. It was also said that the thief to be was eventually
arrested by the neighbourhood police when Jinesh reported the incident to the
market management, which then pulled up the closed circuit television footage
to identify who that person was.

Of course, I was not there to actually witness what had gone on, but it was
definitely certain that Jinesh knew his stall really well. There would often be a
moment where a customer would just pick up a piece vegetable and looked as
though he or she would want to walk over to Jinesh when he would say out loud
“potatoes are two dollars a kilogramme today” without him moving as much as
an inch. I have never really seen Jinesh leave his place in the centre of his stall,
but the wares of his stall always seemed to be well-stocked and well-arranged.
Sometimes I wondered if it was Sati who did all of the arranging, and he was just
acting as the pair of eyes that kept a watchful look about.

I walked up towards Jinesh and greeted him.
“Ah Aunty Poh!” Jinesh replied looking at me but somehow seemingly have

his eyes on everywhere else at the same time, “Carrots are very fresh today,
as are the corn. Prices are a little cheaper than normal because they have an
overstock for this month’s harvest, so it is worth getting them.” I merely nodded
at him with a smile. He was not as pushy as Ah Seng, and even if they were both
selling the same vegetables for the same prices, I would rather buy them direct
from Jinesh than Ah Seng just to avoid having to deal with all thep pushiness.

I walked over to where the carrots were and took a good look at them. True
enough, they were of surprisingly good quality, and with the bit of pork that I had
bought from Ah Tin, it was looking even more likely that I was going to make
that ABC soup after all. I cussed out Ah Seng under my breath—since he was
the one who made insinuations at first about me making ABC soup for my meal,
if I were to head back to the front of the market to get to the bus stop where I
would board the bus for home, he was sure to make some snide comment about
how in the end I would listen to his suggestion and that I was being all coy on
purpose for some reason just to avoid giving him any business. The thought of
it made me feel a little bit sick.
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I picked a couple of medium sized carrots and put them into one of the
plastic colanders that were nearby, with my shopping trolley close to me. There
were quite a few other customers milling about, but it was not as crowded as the
internal corridors were—such was the advantages of having a corner unit stall
at the periphery of the market. Nevertheless, I did not like it when people were
getting a little too close to my shopping trolley, and just kept it close to me as I
moved from point to point.

When Tan was still around, I would get more meat and less vegetables, but
with him now gone and me living on my own, I found it much easier to just cook
more vegetables in my meals than meat. The vegetables were often easier to
work with—I just usually toss it into a pot of water with salt—and easier to digest
too. In addition, it basically guaranteed that I would have a bowel movement
the next day, which my doctor would tell me that was an important thing to have
when one was older.

Apart from the carrots, I also picked up a couple of sweet corn. The ABC
soup was a simple soup-like stew where the main ingredients were pork, usually
ribs, but any pork would do, cubed carrots, and perhaps some corn, cut to fit into
the pot or the serving bowl. A little bit of salt was all that was needed to further
flavour the soup—much of its flavour comes from the interplay of the sweetness
of the carrots, the corn, and the meat itself. Were ribs used, the bone marrow
would add to the “meatiness” of the soup stock itself. Oh onions! I forgot about
the onions that were needed for the ABC soup—they were yet another source of
sweetness that was a little bit different from that of the carrots and sweet corn.
In addition to the sweetened flavour, it also added a slightly thicker texture to
the soup, making it more delicious than what the simple ingredient list must
suggest.

I would probably make one pot of it with the ingredients I have, and have the
whole pot of ABC soup divided into lunch and dinner.

Remembering of my need for onions, I made my way carefully to the other
side of Jinesh’s stall where he had a small wooden crate of fresh onions. He had
the three main kinds of onions present, from the small shallots that would make
a delicious condiment or even snack when chopped into pieces and pan fried,
to the larger shallots that were the red onions (really sweet when cooked), to the
really large sized white onions that were more often known as the “western”
styled onions. Those were the ones that one would go for if sauteeing was
required, or if one wanted them raw-ish for a salad or even a burger. They
caramelised really well, and have enough mass that they would not burn easily.

I was not looking for the western styled onions—the red onions were good
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enough for the ABC soup I had in mind. I looked at the partition of the wooden
crate where the red onions were stored, and picked up three or four of them,
unable to decide whether to go with three, or four. Jinesh seemed to have noticed
what I was looking at, and merely said “red onions are two for thirty cents today,”
which made it obvious that I should get four—I did not want to deal with the odd
five cents if I could help it. It was a weird thing—for a long time we would work
with prices up to one cent, but there was a drive by the government to work with
currency at the lowest denomination of five cents instead. They basically phased
out the one cent coin and told everyone to just round off to the nearest five cents,
and then work with the soon to be ubiquitous five cent coin.

Once I had picked out the fresh vegetables that I wanted, I carefully took
the filled up colander towards Jinesh. Sati herself was out on another corner of
the stall, this time unloading a new batch of turnips that were just delivered as I
was browsing. Jinesh glanced at my haul, and took the items from the colander
and put them into a plastic bag with speed and skill, and announced that the
price was three dollars. I nodded at him, and paid him the exact amount before
retrieving my bag of produce, to which I carefully placed into my shopping trolley
next to the bag of pork that I had bought from Ah Tin earlier. Jinesh nodded at
me, smiled, and said “thank you Aunty Poh as always, for coming to my shop!”

“Thank you Jinesh for the good and honest prices that you always have,” I
replied.

The next place on my list in the market was a fruits shop. This time, I would
be walking on the right most border of the market towards the front once again.
The fruits shop was manned by Fatimah, an old neighbour from the old kampong
that we grew up in. It was an interesting time back in the day, because Fatimah’s
family was the only Malay family in the predominantly Chinese kampong. Her
family were muslims, and she was one of them too. But despite all that, they
would enthusiastically take part in any festivals and events that the kampong was
involved in, except they would not take part in the actual rituals and offerings to
the various deities. But, they would help with the preparation work, as long as it
did not involve them handling any pork.

Fatimah’s family was the first to move out of the kampong when the govern-
ment decided to rehome everyone into apartment flats in the bid to be more
modern by removing the claimed squalor that was the kampongs of the past. It
was not really by choice, but they were from a minority ethnicity, and therefore
were first on the list of people that the government wanted to rehouse.

I lost contact with them the moment they left. It was hard in those days to
keep in contact with folks, especially after they have moved into the apartment
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flats. The old kampongs were broken up, with everyone sent all over the island
country. So it was to my surprise when years later, I found Fatimah at this market
selling fruits. She looked really familiar in her mannerisms, but I could not figure
out why for a long time. In the end, I decided to just try my luck, and asked her
if she was from the kampong that I was from back in the day.

“Oh my goodness!” she had replied. “I can’t believe that after so many years,
someone would talk about the old kampong days, and especially about the one
that I grew up in!”

“You’re. . . Fatimah, right?” I had asked then. “Oh my, yes! You’re. . . Swee
Lee or Swee Hean?” she asked in return.

“Wow, you still remembered my name! I’m Swee Hean, but people call me
Aunty Poh nowadays,” I had replied then while wanting to pay for an apple.

“Hahahaha. . . Aunty Poh suits you well! We’re all ‘aunties’ at this point. . .
people just call me Aunty Fatimah as well, though some rude ones called me
‘Aunty Fat’, and I really wasn’t expecting to see you here! I thought all the
kampong people just got lost in the mist when we all had to move due to the
government’s resettlement programme.”

“I wish I had tried to find out where you went,” I replied, “but it was so hard!
We did not have telephones for quite a while, I couldn’t remember what your
family name was, and we didn’t have access to those phone books till much
later. . . ”

“It’s alright,” Fatimah had replied. “Sometimes, things just happen. And as
I said before, if it is Fated that we meet, then we will meet again, just as Allah
intended. And here we are!”

I had learnt from Fatimah that after her family had moved to their new
apartment flat, she had gone to a different government school to study. She had
obtained her GCE ‘O’-levels certificate, and was looking for a job. Her father had
become a fruit stall owner—he had said that it was Allah’s will that the bounties
of nature be shared amongst Man—and her mother was supporting her father at
that. She had five other siblings by then, and money was getting a little tight at
home. She managed to find a job as a sales assistant at one of the newly made
shopping emporiums, and was working for around a year before her parents told
her of an arrangedmarriage with the son of a business man who was a wholesaler
of fruits. She was a little shocked because marriage was the last thing on her
mind at that time when she was eighteen, and had initially resisted. But her
parents told her that it was much easier on the family if she had married to the
son of the fruit wholesaler, because they were a little more well to do, and they
had connections to suppliers who could provide the wares that they were selling
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at the fruit stall for a much lower price point due to them being family.

Fatimah continued to resist, but almost all her resistance went away when
she actually met the boy. He seemed like a stand up fellow, and it was as close
to love at first sight as it could be. They were married after three months, and
her life was not too shabby, as was her family’s.

While the son was not as acute a businessman as his father in the beginning,
he was still an able businessman, and decided to also leverage on his father’s
fruit wholesale to start selling fruits together with Fatimah. They had rented a
stall at a nearby market, and had been selling fruits there for a long time. When
his father passed away, the wholesaling business was taken over by him, and it
was when his business acumen was refined to the point where he could continue
with it, while Fatimah kept on running their original stall. When her father retired
from the fruit stall, she took it over as well, and wound up her old store. Her
husband, Amin, told her that she could relax a little now that they were in better
conditions as compared to before, but she said that as she got older, she wanted
to ensure that she always had something to do instead of sitting around at home,
looking after her children and grandchildren, and getting fat.

Getting to Fatimah’s shop from Jinesh’s was a little bit tricky. It was not
the case that it was particularly far (even though it was on the other side of the
market itself), but that it involved navigating the exterior of the market border in
a way that would avoid having to get outside of the protective cover of the market
shelter. That particular outer rim of the market was a little more congested than
usual due to the shoppers preparing for the festival, and beyond the immediate
surroundings that were covered by the market’s roof, was a pathway that was
filled with those bricks that would make my poor shopping trolley shudder its
way through. I really did not like to go on them for that main reason—the
shopping trolley of mine did not have any of the fancy suspension things that
the modern ones had, and that meant that any shocks that were experienced
would go straight through the axle. Fixing the axle on my shopping trolley would
be a hard thing—if Tan were still around, he could probably get the replacement
rod from the hardware shop and carefully change out the axle to use it, but with
me alone now, it was next to impossible for me to do so. I was not particularly
handy with tools of that sort, and trying to get help with it meant waiting for the
next time that the nearby technical education college would send its students out
for their community invlvement programme, where they would come out to the
apartment block where I lived and help do someminor fixes here and there using
the skills that they were learning under their apprenticeship at the vocational
training college. While it was something that the technical education college
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would do on a regular basis, the time interval between one visit and the next
was roughly three months, and it was important that we talk to the coordinator
beforehand to arrange for a visit, with a list of things that we needed to fix, so that
they would arrange for the right students to come at the right time. The service
was free, but it needed me to physically go down to the technical education
college to inform the coordinator, and the few times that I did it, the coordinator
was often not the same one that I had met before. It was a little frustrating, to
say the least. Moreover, waiting for them to come fix the axle of my shopping
trolley should it break meant that I would have no shopping trolley for around
three to four months, and that was not something I was willing to put up with.
I knew that the things that I bought were often not super heavy, but I was not
used to holding things like that in my hand for long periods of time—my grip was
strong, but I no longer had the endurance that I had in the past.

I carefully kept myself on the concrete path underneath the market’s shelter,
and slowly wended my way to the front of the market where Fatimah’s fruits stall
was. The number of people who were doing their shopping for the festival was
quite large on the outer peripheries, but they were nice enough for the most part
to make way for me and my shopping trolley to go through. I looked about the
other stalls and at what they were selling—there were other vegetable stalls that
sold specialty vegetables that were imported from another country other than the
nearest one, and there were also fruit stalls that soldmore exotic fruits in addition
to the mainstay tropical ones like the jack fruit. It was a fairly boisterous moment,
with stall owners hawking their wares as much as they could without running afoul
of the anti-touting laws, as customers shouted back about their prices. It was a
far cry from Jinesh’s corner shop, where despite all the surrounding noise, felt
like an oasis of calm.

I was not that interested in the exotic fruits that they were selling; I just
wanted some citrons as a snack after my meals. Lemons or oranges were
fine—it really depended on what was cheaper and looked good. And Fatimah
would always recommend the best that she had to me at an unbeatable price,
something that Ah Seng would never quite understand despite being a veteran
grocer himself. It was definitely not something that I would willingly attempt to
teach him though—I really did not care about him enough to want to expend the
effort to tell him such obvious things that he ought to have known.

I eventually made my way to Fatimah’s shop in the front corner of the market,
where she was counting the oranges that a customer had selected and putting
them in a plastic bag. Large numbers of oranges—it was one of the things that
the festival required for the rituals. The oranges served as a symbol for the gold
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ingots that were used as an offering to the deities, and were often eaten after the
banquet as a way of accepting the favour that the deities would have provided
after the rituals and offerings were made to them at the festival proper. Usually
the oranges would be cheaper during this time period than the lemons. Naturally,
what I wanted was some nice oranges to eat—I would have bought them from
Fatimah regardless of whether they were cheaper or not; she would always give
me the best price that she could, and for that, I was very thankful.

“Okay, that’s thirty oranges. Total is twenty dollars,” Fatimah said in her loud
voice to the customer, who merely nodded and passed two crisp ten dollar bills
to Fatimah, who took the change in her right hand and handed the filled up
plastic bag full of oranges in her left. She then put the two ten dollar bills into a
small bucket that had a small colander sitting on top which held lots of coins. It
was an age old method of storing money in a till before the days of automated
cashier systems and computerised stock taking like how they were doing at the
supermarket. I had asked Fatimah a long time ago why she was still using this
method and she said that it was much faster to mentally calculate how much
was owed, and to do the change with her existing system than to punch in the
numbers into the cash register—it was not like she would bother with barcoding
every single fruit that had come in stock, especially when they would often be
sold out by the end of the day.

“But the supermarkets were not barcoding all their fruits and vegetables!” I
had pointed out a long time ago.

“Yes, they do not barcode their fruits and vegetables. They actually use the
product code for the produce, and often care at most two brands of each type of
fruit that was available. Then they set up their weighing machines to allow the
customer to pick which fruit it was they had selected before being allowed to
weigh the fruits themselves in the plastic bags. And after that, a special label is
printed, with the barcode of the produce code on it with its associated prices. So
while they don’t actually barcode each piece of fruit and vegetable, they still have
an effective bar code system for the fruits and vegetables after all,” Fatimah had
replied patiently. “Like I said, it was just easier to see what fruits they had in
hand, then just count and do the maths in my head. By the time I set up such a
system for the customer to pick from the tiny menu the type of fruits they bought,
I could have easily settled for three customers already.”

I had agreed with her logic. Fatimah has been in the fruit selling business
for so long that she might as well be the doyenne. Between she and Amin, they
would have covered the entire end to end of fruit retail, from wholesaling down
to the retail level as well. If she said that it was faster to just do the math in
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her head, it was faster to just do the math in her head; there was nothing else to
speak of the matter.

“Ah Swee Hean! You’re here today! I was about to wonder where you’ve
been!” Fatimah exclaimed when she saw me, calling me by a name that few have
called me over the years. Most people would be content to just call me Aunty Poh,
but Fatimah, being an old friend from the kampong, she could me Swee Hean
all day and it would not be a problem with me. In some ways, her calling me by
an old name that had since been left behind conjured up scenes of nostalgia
about the good parts of the old days, where life was definitely more carefree
and easier to understand as compared to now. Sure, there had been all kinds
of improvements in between, and that I have aged tremendously as compared
to the past, but I suppose despite all of the improvements, one would always be
most comfortable with what one had grown up with, no matter who one was. A
bygone era that, when looking back, might seem as quaint as the aerodrome or
the gramaphone, but for those of us who came from then as children, it was a
moment that would forever be etched in the fabric of our being, something that
was as real and deeply embedded in ourselves just like bone was.

But despite it all, I would not give anything to go back to yesteryear. I had
lived a good life so far; marrying Tan, having my three sons, watching them grow
up into fine young men who eventually got married and were raising their own
children in their own ways—these were things that I would hardly ever dream of
when I was just a little girl in the kampong frolicking with friends like Fatimah.
One must always move on in life, that was for sure.

“Oh you know, same old, same old,” I replied to Fatimah as I carefully towed
my shopping trolley up close to me so that when it stood, it was immediately next
to my left leg. “I mean, you just saw me yesterday when I came to buy those two
oranges. . . how much could I have change in between the day?”

“Oh ho ho ho ho. . . ” Fatimah hollered. “You have no idea Swee Hean. Life
can be very unpredictable; one day you are doing your normal things, then the
next, you are going to get married. Then after that, you decide to do something
else altogether, and everyone is confused because to them, nothing seems to
be making sense. And to yourself, half the time you believe you know what you
are doing, then the other half of the time you just wonder if you really know what
you are doing. Tricky lah. . . it’s like these oranges that you like eating. I know
that I get stock every day from Amin, but does Amin really get his stock every
day like me, or does he get it in one bulk for a week and then slowly send it out
to the retailers because if he one short gave them one week’s supply, they will
have no way of preserving the fruits like the way he does with his warehouse,
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thus causing most of the fruits to rot in this lousy heat and humidity? You won’t
know until I tell you, and even if I or Amin or anyone told you, you’d also have no
idea if what we said were real or less real. . .

“So yes, over one day, maybe you are not the same person you were the day
before. I mean, if at the end of some number of years you were not the same
person as when you began, then somewhere along the way something must have
changed, right? And if something must have changed along the way then there
must at least be some day where the change happened, right? Even if you say
it’s all gradual and eventual. . . all those little changes that lead to the final big
change, they must all occur at some point, right? And when among these some
points will they happen? Must be some day right? So how would I know if you
had change or not over the past day unless I ask you?”

I looked at Fatimah, who was giving me a very impish grin, the sort that
she used to do in class when she was about to do something that was sure to
annoy the teacher, but it would be done in such a way that the only reaction that
the teacher could give was more of exasperation than outright annoyance or
anger. But those days, the teacher was often the only one for the whole kampong
of children—it was nothing like the government schools where their curriculum
was more systematised, and that they had different levels for differently aged
children so that those who were of the same age would be learning the same
things, as opposed to the teacher we had in kampong who would more likely
to be teaching the same things for all the children regardless of age. But then
again, the kampong teacher was partly like a nanny to all the children in the
village who needed to learn how to read and write because it was a government
requirement—it was just that the required standards was not set in a rigorous
manner till years after as part of the master plan that was trying to raise the
overall society level of the island state as a whole.

“You arh. . . every day I see you, every day you come up with something so
cheem for dunno what reason. . . ” I replied, wagging my finger, mimicking the
action of what an annoyed teacher might do.

“Hahahaha. . . we’re getting old. If we don’t remember to stay happy like this,
and talk about cheem things like this every now and then, we will get all demented
and forget even our own names. So anyway,” Fatimah continued, finally getting
back to business, “you want the usual? Just two oranges?”

I nodded.
“Today’s oranges are especially nice—I think Amin purposely released all the

good ones just the day before the festival so that people will have nicer fruits to
offer to their gods in the rituals. But they were not pricey, around three for two
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dollars. Why not get three this time?” Fatimah counter offered.
“Ah, but I cannot finish all three oranges, and getting so many seems like a

waste. . . ”
“Aiyoh, these oranges are fresh enough to keep for a day or two without

refrigeration. You can even get like six today, then eat two of them each day
for the next three days and everything will still be fine. What do you think?”
Fatimah asked. “I mean, I like you coming down to meet me and talk for a bit
each day, but you need to take care of yourself and don’t over exert yourself by
keep walking all the way here to me just to buy a couple of oranges.”

“Well, I mean, I have to walk to the rear of the market each time to buy from
Ah Tin anyway, and then after that I need to walk back this way regardless so that
I can take the bus home, so it really doesn’t matter. . . right?” I replied somewhat
sheepishly.

Fatimah rolled her eyes at me in a dramatic way and just said “Okay lah Swee
Hean, I cannot tell you what to do. You tell me how many you need, and I’ll get
for you.”

“Just two oranges please.”
“Okay okay,” Fatimah said. She got out of her seat behind her rustic cashier

and picked out two oranges from her orange pile, put it into a plastic bag, and
then passed the bag to me.

“How much?” I asked.
“Eh, one dollar can already,” Fatimah said in reply as she made her way back

to her throne in the stall.
“One dollar? Shouldn’t it be one dollar thirty something instead?” I protested

a little. It was a good price for sure, but I didn’t like having Fatimah take a loss
each time she sold me things. This time the discount seemed a little too much,
even for me.

“Lazy to deal with all the small change lah. You always buy the two oranges
anyway, no problem. Just buy some more from me next time and it will be fine—
I’m more concerned if you are doing okay more than your business lah. . . us old
kampong-ers, we need to look out for each other, especially now when we are all
getting old. Who knows what will happen. I mean, Allah knows, but we won’t lah.”

I looked at Fatimah and noddedmy head slowly. I fished out a dollar coin from
my coin purse and handed it to her as I tucked the plastic bag of two oranges
into another safe corner in my shopping trolley.

“Thank you Fatimah,” I said once more.
“Hahahaha. . . thank you Swee Hean for supporting my stall! You take care,

okay? I’ll see you tomorrow,” Fatimah said in reply as she turned her attention
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to another customer who had came with her colander full of various fruits that
she wanted to pay for.

With my visit to Ah Tin, Jinesh and Sati, and now Fatimah, I had all the things
I needed from the market. It was not much—my shopping trolley was not even
a quarter full with all the goods that I had bought—but it at least allowed me to
get out of the apartment and walk around a bit and talk with some old friends.

That alone was good enough for me.
I slowly turned myself around and carefully towed my shopping trolley with

me towards the traffic lights that were just beyond the bus stop where I had get
off. It was convenient because I did not have to pass by Ah Seng again, but
it was less convenient than using the attached elevator to the overhead bridge
that was before the bus stop that I had alighted from. In either case, my main
objective was the bus stop that was almost directly opposite of the one that I
got off at—it would allow me to take the same service number bus to get back
home and prepare the ABC soup that I was thinking about that Ah Seng nearly
spoilt for me, and have some oranges.

If only Tan was with me—that would have been a nice thing to look forward
to.



Intermezzo 1

‘Was that enough?’
‘I don’t think so. You have more to go.’
‘I have more to go. . . so I need to go back?’
‘Yes you do. I’ll still be here for you.’
‘Okay. I love you forever.’
‘I know. I love you forever as well.’
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Seng Huat

I opened my eyes and blinked against the shallow darkness that had engulfed
me, the familiar beeping of the cheap alarm clock ringing beside me. I reached
above my head on the bed board and gently smacked the button on the top of
it, silencing the alarm clock.

“Seng Huat, is it time for you to go to work again?” A sleepy sounding female
voice was murmuring next to me. I gently moved the blankets out of my way as
I sat upright and gave her a gently peck on the cheek.

“Mhm,” I replied. “You go on and sleep some more. I’ll put the kettle to boil
so that you will at least have some hot water when you wake up.”

“I don’t understand why you keep wanting to work at the bus company. . . why
wouldn’t you want to find another managerial job like before?”

I smiled quietly to myself. It was one of those questions that she’d ask me
whenever she was not in her fully alert self. I remembered the days where I was
part of the corporate ladder, starting from being a mere salesman who ran about
trying to get clients interested in the company’s products. Over twenty years of
working later, I made it into middle management, and was leading sales teams
all over the region making record profits. I had married Shu Zhen roughly when
I was in the middle of being the sales manager. After marrying her, I had kept
at it for another five years or so before I decided that I was tired of doing the
same thing.

And secretly, it was always my wish to one day drive buses for a living.
Many of my subordinates and bosses could not understand when they realised

that I had tendered my resignation. To them, I was the pinnacle of their
aspirations, to sit atop the rest as a hegemon, a leader amongst men, a visionary
who could bring in the wealth that the company was made for. To suddenly learn
of my resignation, and to later realise what I ended up doing for a living, was as
blasphemous as believing it was the Devil that created the world instead of God.

Naturally, most of them had stopped keeping in contact with me since then.
No loss, really.
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Shu Zhen though, she took it a little hard initially. She was afraid of the
future—we had another child along the way, and she had heard much of how bus
drivers were chronically underpaid and how the hours were long and hard, among
other things. Her friends were also carrying all sorts of tales to her, and it left
her more than a justifiable amount of fear.

As I had explained to her, money was not the issue. Over the twenty five
years or so of working at the company, I have amassed a small fortune, thanks
to lots of bonuses that came from the excellent sales, as well as my prudent
investments here and there that helped generate the type of passive income
that would ensure that my family and I would live in relative comfort if we remain
at a healthy level of frugality. I even showed her the finance records to put her
at ease, and it did take quite a bit of cajoling before she was convinced.

But I knew that deep down, despite all the numbers and facts that I brought
up as evidence, deep down within Shu Zhen, was always that primal fear that one
day my investments would go south, and somehow all the money that we thought
we had to keep our lives well would suddenly disappear. She was good at keeping
such thoughts away for the most part, but being half awake at near the crack of
dawn was a great way to be on her lowest guard, which let her unconscious fears
leak through.

“Shu Zhen dear, maybe when I’m bored with driving buses, I would go find
another managerial job. Would that be fine?”

“Mmmmmm. . . ” she replied as though content. I stroked the hair on her head
before carefully standing up from the bed, my toes curling reflexively from the
cold faux marble floor. I used to have a rug placed next to the bed to ensure
that if I got out of it I would not have to touch the floor directly, but the rug was
always moving this way and that, making it very slippery. There were one too
many times where I was shocked even more awake than I wanted to be by the
sudden loss of balance from the moving rug. In the end, I got rid of it.

Besides, the rest of the floor was cold faux marble as well, and one puny rug
was just not going to cut it.

I made my way out of the master bed room and glanced about the other bed
rooms—the doors were closed and I could hear some light snoring as my children
were still sleeping. It was the school holidays for them, and that was why they
were still sleeping at that time. Were it not be a school holiday, I would be waking
them up as well so that we could all head out to school and work and be on time.

Continuing on through the living room, I entered the kitchen and flicked the
light switch on. The fluorescent light flickered twice before stabilising itself, and
I just sauntered on through, picking up the electric kettle along the way towards
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the sink areas. I filled up the kettle with tap water and set it to boil at its base,
before turning myself towards the wash basin to do my morning grooming.

I loved the quiet mornings where I was the only one stirring while everyone
was still asleep. There was just something magical about the dawn that I could
not easily explain. Having time to myself was the kind of luxury that I could only
dream of were I to continue in the job of being a manager like in my past life. I
brushed my teeth, and rinsed my mouth, before washing up my face and combing
my hair. I had showered the night before, and so there was no need to shower
again.

The sun was slowly letting its rays peek through the horizon, and the first
shimmers of the pink dawn was wending its way through the apartments. The
water had boiled in the kettle, and had tripped its own switch off with a loud
click. I smiled to myself again and got dressed in the master bed room before
grabbing my daily carry bag and putting on my shoes.

All kitted out, I left the apartment and headed towards the bus terminal on
foot.

What I liked about the bus terminal is that it was literally within walking
distance of where I stayed. It was a refreshing change from my old job where I
had to wake up even earlier at times to catch the public transport, or towards
the later years I would have to brave the congested roads and drive my car
over. It was a chore—the upkeep for the car was expensive, partly due to the
government’s initiative of trying to reduce the total number of cars on the road
in a bid to reduce overall congestion due to the road network not expanding as
fast as an unchecked car ownership growth, and also partly due to the exorbitant
parking pricing in the city area. I did not want the car, but it was needed since
I had to go round meeting various company leaders all over the island-country
and it was just more cost effective to do so.

Now that my work place is just next to where I stayed, I never needed the
car again. I sold it as soon as I could, and while Shu Zhen was a little sad at it
being gone, she knew that it was just a piece of luxury that we no longer needed
ever since it stopped being a useful tool to us. Our children loved travelling via
the public transport, and unlike Shu Zhen, found it pretty cool that their dad was
a public bus driver, or “bus captain” these days after the massive rebranding
exercise. It was different, and they were at the age where occupations that
seemed useful like plumbers, bus drivers, policemen, firefighters and the like
were very appealling as compared to the generic “office worker” archetype that
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they would probably end up gravitating towards, like everyone else in the country.
The other thing I liked about the bus terminal was that it was the largest and

most open feel of an office I had ever worked in. Despite being a manager in
a corporation, I was largely confined to a room that was fifteen square metres
large, slightly less than three cubicle sizes. Even when I was walking into the
large room where the cubicle farm on my floor was housed, I had never had the
sense of space that the bus terminal evoked within me. Every possible open area
was colonised by a cubicle, and the walls of the cubicles were high enough that
it looked more like a labyrinth than a large room. Later on, despite lowering the
cubicle walls first by half a metre before dropping them almost completely, the
cubicle farm still felt stifling. The sheer packing density of the number of people
wa alarming, and the more I looked at it, the more depressing it felt. Even the
office that was assigned to me started to feel more claustrophobic the longer I
stayed in there.

But the bus terminal—any view in any direction as far as the eye could see.
Natural lighting from the sun, the smell of the rain during the monsoon seasons,
the sounds of people and vehicles hustling and bustling, and amidst it all, the
quiet synchronicity of the coordination of the many moving parts that make up
the bus transport system, of which I was a part of.

I crossed the road at the pedestrian crossing and went up to the computer
terminal at the bus terminal’s control centre and scanned my company card. The
computer screen flashed the details it had read from the card before sounding
a beep of approval and showed me a large number on the screen—it was the
driver information bag that I was to collect which contained the schedule sheet
and keys to the bus that I was assigned to. Usually it was the same bag and
bus—we were often assigned the same route unless there was a change in route
or if there was a need to switch drivers about due to various reasons, and in
that situation, it was often the case where we would be given a specific time
to do a route familiarisation run with an existing driver on the route before we
were ever assigned to it. It was all efficient now with the computers handling
all the coordination of schedules around bus availability, driver leave periods,
exigencies from emergencies/accidents and everything else. I heard that it was
a little more chaotic in the old days, and the way they managed that chaos was
to have a lower bus frequency. With all the computerisation, many of the bus
routes now can be scheduled to come around between ten and twenty percent
more frequent than before, without us drivers feeling worse for the wear. It was
a good system.

Lim looked up from his computer terminal in the control room and saw that
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it was me.
“Eh Ah Huat! Coming in early again?” Lim said, smiling as he reached out

behind him to get the driver information bag that was meant for me.
“Oh you know, better to come in early and then relax a bit, otherwise it’ll be

a mad rush,” I replied as I picked up the information bag from Lim. The number
“4531” was written boldly on it in white paint, and it tallied with the number that
the computer terminal assigned me.

“Heheheheh. . . yeah! You’re always so on the ball. Most people just get that
resigned air after they’ve been at it for a year, but you’re like going to three years
now and still so energetic!”

I smiled politely back. Lim was a stand-up chap, while he always looked
nerdy with his glasses and neatly combed hair, he was in actuality a very detail
oriented administrator. Despite having computers to handle almost everything,
it was people like Lim in the control centre that fed data into the computers and
helped out with the deconflicting when the machines could not figure out the
best way to proceed due to some contradiction in the conditions as compared
to the rules. Apart from Lim, there was also Tan, Chen, Lee and a few others, but
I was closer to the four named because they were the ones whose voice I would
normally hear over the radio whenever there was a need to relay information
to the drivers in the field. It was not something that commonly happened, but
sometimes exigencies just come and there would be a need to verbally convey
information as it was often unsafe for the driver to be reading text off the onboard
computer display while driving a ten-ton pile of steel at fifty kilometres per hour
on the road.

“Okay Ah Huat, you’re all set! Have a great day ahead!” Lim replied while
simultaneously begin to service the next bus driver who had just signed in.

I nodded in reply and made my way to the staff canteen. It was a small
canteen operated by the bus drivers’ union and had three stalls—one Muslim
food stall, one Chinese food stall, and one drinks stall that also sold some snacks
here and there. I would often have my first coffee in the morning there, just as a
way of preparing myself for the day ahead. If it were a school going day, I would
usually drop by after I had taken the children to their schools, but it was not.

I went to the drinks stall and ordered my usual strong sugarless black coffee.
The proprietor was Ah Seng, and it was through sheer coincidence that we found
out that we both went to the same primary school all those years ago.

“Hahahaha. . . every day drink the same kopi-O kosong gau. . . won’t get sick
meh?” Ah Seng asked me, as always.

“Hahahaha. . . every day see the same wife. . . won’t get sick meh?” I replied
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jokingly, following our unspoken script.
“Aiyoh! Every time you say that. . . later she hantam you how?” Ah Seng

replied with a twinkle in his eye as he poured a freshly brewed batch of black
coffee into the glass mug.

“You will protecc me mah, so no problem!” I would always say, before paying
the dollar and twenty for the coffee. Ah Seng would then give me a mischevious
grin before turning about to settle other things in his stall before the next
customer. I took my mug of coffee and sat down at one of the empty tables.
There were few tables in the staff canteen, but morning was not the peak period
for them—it was during lunch time where they were at their busiest. Many of the
drivers would swing by the canteen to either grab a quick lunch and drink to eat
there, or more likely, to go because seating was limited.

Ah Seng had it rough. He was in the same primary school as I, but unlike
me, he was never really one who did well in studies. He scrapped through his
primary school, finished his ‘N’-levels with a barely passing grade, and decided
that it was more important to start earning his keep instead of trying to go for his
‘O’-levels and higher. All this time he had been working at his father’s coffee stall
at one of the hawker centres that had since been demolished due to being in an
old estate that was flagged for “renewal” (it basically meant that it would be torn
down and rebuilt afresh), and thus knew much about how to run a coffee stall.
With a little starting capital from his father, he started his own coffee stall under
the bus drivers’ union and had been working at the canteen at the bus terminal
ever since. He was married to Xiu Huey, a girl who was matchmade to him via a
match-maker hired by his father. Ah Seng said that his father was afraid that no
girl would want to marry a coffee stall owner in this time and age, and thus took
the initiative to help him find a wife.

Despite the scripted joke about being sick of seeing the same wife, Ah Seng
and Xiu Huey were a loving couple. He would often start the day at the coffee
stall first while Xiu Huey would take care of the children and household matters
before coming by to help during the busy lunch period. Their children went to
the same school as mine, but had since graduated—Ah Seng and Xiu Huey had
been married for far longer than Shu Zhen and I. Their children were now in
secondary school, and according to Ah Seng during one of his down times in the
afternoon that coincided with my breaks, he shared that his sons were turning
out better than he was, with aspirations of going into university and starting
their own businesses. He was scared that he could not finance them beyond
secondary education, and I told him then that I understood. I pointed out that
there were scholarships that they could look into getting that would alleviate the
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burden, to which Ah Seng was visibly delighted and promptly texted Xiu Huey
about the possibility that they could maybe send both sons to university after all.
I did mention to him that the scholarships often had very high standards, and
that they should look into them before hand to ensure they could keep up, but
Ah Seng just nodded his head and told me that his sons would know what to do
once he told them about the possibilities.

“They very smart one, just that some times they need someone to point to
them where the path can be. Once they know got path, they will figure out how to
get there themselves. Unlike their old man, only know how to sell kopi,” Ah Seng
had said before while laughing derogatorily at himself.

I sat there and sipped on the hot black coffee, and pulled out the driver
information bag to examine its contents. Things are usually the same in the
bags, but it was often an important step to check the contents regardless, just
in case there were new things. I unzipped the bag and peeked in. There was a
printed schedule for the day consisting of all the runs that I was supposed to be
doing, a laminated chart of the stops for the bus service route I was on, another
laminated chart of the checks that I needed to do for the bus prior to driving, and
final checks that I needed to do on the bus upon arrival at the destination bus
terminal after the passengers have alighted, and the key to the bus that I was
assigned to for the day. I glanced at the laminated chart of stops and found that
it was the same as before—sometimes they would mark out route changes when
stops were unavailable due to some special one-time event; if the entire stop is
no longer available due to the road being rerouted permanently, then it would be
reflected on the route in a different colour for a month before becoming the new
norm and reset to the normal black. I put the chart of stops away and examined
the schedule. My first run for the day was to begin soon, and I was expected to
run four to and fro trips for the day, a normal number. It would seem that lunch
would be back at this bus terminal again—maybe I would take the chance to go
home and rest for a bit instead.

I spent the next five minutes slowly finishing up my coffee before bringing the
emptymug to Ah Seng, who just raised his palm up and facingme to acknowledge
my leaving. There was a cleaner who worked at the canteen whose job was to
pick up the dishes, cutlery, mugs, and glasses that were used to bring to the
dishwasher, but I did not usually leave any of such things behind for him to pick
up. It was just easier and less annoying to bring the empty utensils back to the
stall owner, especially when it was a slow period like now.

I made my way out of the small canteen and towards the bus park itself. The
bus park was like a private office of mine—only us bus drivers were allowed in
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the bus park, and even then, most of us were only there when we were going to
or coming from the buses that were already there. It was the largest open-aired
location in the bus terminal, and it was also the most dangerous. It was crammed
full of buses that were in transit, with many potential blind spots which, coupled
with the tight packing, made it hard for the bus driver to observe everything
around him or her easily. Thus it was just safer to reduce the number of people
who were walking about in the bus park itself.

For my route though, the bus was already in its bay. The bus terminal had
two systems of getting buses to the passengers—there were those that fed the
different queueing berths with buses from the bus park itself with one berth
serving up to four service routes, and then there were those that had two or three
permanent bays that were set up to feed a dedicated service route. Usually the
longer trunk services were set up in the bays while the shorter feeder services or
special “express” services would be set up in the bus park and berth system. My
route was a trunk service that got from my neighbourhood through the city area
and to the neighbourhood on the other side of the island—each run would take
roughly two hours. The feeders had runs that were half that duration, but they
were mostly confined to within the neighbourhoods that they were operating in.

Any way, I walked past the line in front of my bus—a quick glance revealed
that they were the usual group for that time—and towards the front door where
I depressed the door cock to open it up for me to board it and prepare my pre-
drive checks.

Once aboard the bus, I opened up the small gate that separated the driver’s
cabin from the passenger area and stepped in, hanging my carrying bag and
driver information bag on the provided hooks. I sat on the driver’s seat and
automatically closed the front door by pushing on the controller button to my
right. I adjusted the height of the seat so that I could reach steering wheel,
accelerator pedals and brake pedals easily. I fished out the key and inserted it
into the ignition and fired it up. The bus engine came to life, and with it came the
main power source which then booted up the onboard computer that controlled
the fare system. While it was booting up, I opened the door to the driver’s cabin
and walked down the entirety of the bus to look at the seats, just to make sure that
there was nothing left behind from the last run. I did not have to do any technical
checks in any way because there was always a mechanic checking through the
vehicle at least once a week. The buses were also rotated through the depot
every couple of days for refuelling and light mechanical checks.

By the time I got back to the driver’s seat again, the computer had already
booted up, and was asking for my log in. I merely scanned my driver’s identifi-
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cation card at the contactless scanner and the system recognised who I was. I
checked my mirrors while the onboard computer downloaded the latest informa-
tion for me onto itself and prepared to enable the fare system when I officially
started my run. With a reassuring beep that its job thus far is done, I smiled to
myself and pressed the button to set the fare system to the first stop, pressed
the front door cock button, and the lighting button before beckoning to the line
of passengers to board.

The first to come aboard was a plainly dressed middle aged woman. She
gave me a small smile and tapped her fare card against the contactless reader.
It gave a “transaction success” beep and she walked towards the rear of the bus.
The next to board was a secondary school student to one of the nearby schools.
He just tapped his fare card against the contactless reader nonchalantly as he
was paying attention to the music that was emanating from his earphones. The
earphones were of an inferior quality—sound was leaking out of it quite badly
and I could hear that he was listening to some of thosse hip-hop rap type songs
that had loud beats and loud language. He was using a student concession
card; it was prepaid for the month and was basically an “unlimited” bus pass
meant for school going children. Since there was no fare being charged to the
student concession card, tapping it against the contactless reader was mostly
to ensure that there was a record for all passengers that were on board the bus
than anything else. He walked off almost immediately after he could see that the
reader had successfully scanned his card—I seriously doubt that he could hear
the beep over the loud music that he was playing.

A mother and daughter boarded the bus this time, with the mother telling
her daughter to greet to the bus driver, to which the little girl shyly said “good
morning” to me. She seemed like she was probably still in primary one, one of the
earliest school grades to be at. I smiled back at her and returned her greeting.
They both tapped their fare cards on the contactless reader before moving on
towards the back of the bus.

The last to board was Aunty Poh, a regular for this bus service ever since I had
driven it. She was an old woman who was dressed in that gray floral patterned
blouse and black pants, and wore very simple black canvas shoes. She would
slowly make her way on to the bus, and carry/drag along her trusty shopping
trolley with her. She liked heading to the market that was a few stops down from
the road every morning, and I think she would take the same bus in the opposite
direction when she was done. For her advanced age, I found that she still walked
very steadily. She made her way to the contactless reader and tapped her senior
citizens’ concession card. It made a “transaction success” beep and Aunty Poh
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smiled at me before slowly ambling to the nearest seat with her shopping trolley.
I have talked with Aunty Poh a few times at the canteen when I saw her—she

was a friendly old woman who lived on her own now, after her three children have
moved away ever since they got married. She had told me that her eldest was now
living in the United States, the middle was in Australia, while the youngest was
travelling around the world. She also said that despite them being all over the
world and far from her, she was still living an acceptable life with them sending
her an allowance every month. I had tactfully asked her if she was lonely staying
alone here, and she replied that it was not that big of a deal—she was too old
and too set in her ways to be gallivanting about in a foreign country and trying to
learn their customs and live according to their culture now. She added that while
she was here, she had friends that she could talk with, places she could get to
slowly, and it was just less of a burden to her children in terms of taking care of
her while they were trying to be successful in their lives. I had nodded my head
in understanding then, and it gave me a certain level of respect for Aunty Poh.

I looked beyond Aunty Poh towards the barriers indicating the queue for the
bus route, and saw that it was empty. I then turned to look at Aunty Poh to
ensure that she had sat down on the seat and secured her shopping trolley
before doing a final check to find any more last minute passengers. Seeing
none again, I pressed the button for the front door, closing it, and released the
brakes. Checking my blind spots as best as I can, I switched the transmission
to the reverse gear, and slowly back the bus out of the bay. This was the most
dangerous part of exiting the bay portion of the bus terminal—there was a need
to reverse nearly blindly against the direction of bus traffic just so that we can
manoeuvre the bus to move forwards towards the joint exit. There was no such
problem in the bus park—all buses would enter their parking lots from the same
general direction, and exit from the lot by just continuing to move forward and
taking the necessary turns.

When the bus has reversed enough to free space for themanoeuvre, I stopped
the vehicle and switched gears to “drive”. The buses that we drove on were all
using automatic transmissions—it had been automatic transmissions ever since
they became economically viable. Unlike a tour bus, city buses such as ours
underwent many starts and stops along the road, sometimes going as much as
sixty for a single run, and that was only counting the number of stops for the
route. If one were to include all the other stops from traffic lights, traffic jams
and the like, it would be very tiring to drive the bus in standard transmission.

With the transmission engaged to “drive”, I slowly made my way out of the
bus park, and headed towards the general direction of my bus route towards the
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first bus stop outside of the bus terminal.

Driving out of the bus park was usually quite uneventful despite the chaos
that the uninitiated might seem to notice. There was a certain sense of logic
amongst the bus drivers in this carefully choreographed dance of man, machine
and the environment. Arcane looking signs were just a quick way of reminding
the driver that thre are certain checkpoints to observe and would look completely
cryptic to those who were not initiated—that was why it was important to have an
orientation drive whenever one was assigned a new route. Part of the orientation
drvie was to familiarise one with the route of the bus, the other just as important
part was to learn the layouts of both the source and destination bus terminals.
The bus terminals were all built with space efficiency in mind simply because
while it was possible to build a large enough bus terminal where every bus could
easily go in and out wih lots of space to spare, the truth of the matter was that
there were always going to bemore bus routes and buses than what the terminals
can accept—the system was reliant on the continuous flow and movement of
people and buses to keep things going along. All the spare buses that would
overflow the capacity would be parked at specific bus depots that were a little
out of way of the bus terminals themselves.

To me, I just liked the complex choreography. Like the best types of choreog-
raphy, the complexity came from the interaction of multiple moving parts more
than the difficulty of each part. A concerted effort played by all the bus drivers
meant that there was a certain art amidst the science of desigining the traffic
flows such that it was possible to move the largest number of large vehicles in
the smallest amount of space using the least amount of time. After having re-
versed out of my bus bay, I looked at the sign that was directly in front of me
that reminded me to pay attention to other buses that might be trying to reverse
their way out of their respective bus bays, and to give way in the event that they
were about to leave as well. I had a quick look about and saw that there were no
such buses coming out, and with that, gently eased into the accelerator to move
my own vehicle forwards. At the next checkpoint, there was a sign that told me to
stop and let buses that were leaving the bus park that fed the berths to go first,
and I dutifully followed the instructions. There were a couple of buses that were
heading towards the exit as well, and were also mindful of the signs that were
governing their right of way as well—the first moved on to take up the empty slot
nearest the exit, while the other waited behind the white line to let me turn my
bus to the left to be behind the other bus. Such a manoeuvre would be hard to
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understand and enforce in the real world —- it was a type of zipper merge but
involving two lanes that were at right angles with each other as opposed to being
parallel. According to the normal traffic rules, all the vehicles that were on the
“main” road would have the right of way, while those on the “side” roads would
have to give way to everyone on the main road. For us bus drivers in the bus
terminal, this would mean that those of us who were from the bus bays would
basically never have a chance to drive out—there were just more buses leaving
the bus berth part of the bus terminal than the bus bay part.

That was also part of the reason why there were very large signs in red and
white that basically reminded everyone that unless one were a bus driver for the
bus company, they were banned from walking about in the bus park. There was
a story from many years ago that before the sign was up, people would often
use the bus park (especially before the new bus terminal location) as a short
cut to get to the shops, and on one morning, there was a bad accident where
a bus that was reversing could not see the person walking because that person
was in one of the very large blind spots of the bus, and was knocked over, with
the rear wheels running over one of the legs before the emergency brake was
pulled. According to the testimony of those who were present, the lighting was
exceptionally poor from the person being dressed in all black in the wee hours
of the morning where the lighting was not so good, and that the bus driver only
knew he hit someone when the passengers nearest the rear of the bus heard a
loud thunk, a large scream of pain, and in turn screamed on their own for the bus
driver to stop the bus. Laws were written then to ensure that such a situation
would not manifest itself again, and it was just as well—people did not seem to
have a good idea on just how large the blind spots of the bus were.

As I continued on into the turning zipper merge, I cast my eyes about the
large front windshield of my bus to look out for any errant walkers who had
decided to tempt fate that day. There were not many who dared to do so, but
one could never know. For that accident where the bus reversed and crushed
some person’s leg, the bus driver had to pay a fine of five thousand dollars, and
even then, had his commercial driving license suspended for six months, and
had to go for remedial training after the six months on how to drive the bus,
which included having him undergo the practical driving test with the bus all
over again at the end of his commercial driving license suspension—it was not
an automatic reactivation of his commercial driving license. That was always
one of my greatest fears as a bus driver—that I would accidentally run someone
down and cause great injury to the person. Even if I were driving the bus really
slowly, the fact of the matter was that it was still a three axis multi-ton machine
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of steel that was moving—the amount of energy it contained was simply hard to
fathom, even when observing it oneself (it had enough power to move itself and
a cargo of some one hundred people in it). It would usually not bode well for
whoever was knocked over by such a vehicle.

After a small wait, the traffic lights came in favour for the buses that were
exiting the bus terminal, and we all kicked into movement, making our way
carefully out of the bus terminal to either the left or the right, depending on
where we were heading. I was turning to the right, which explained the need
for the turned zipper merge, and since I was coming in after the lead bus, the
pedestrian lights for the crossing in the same general direction as our initial
heading were already red by the time I crossed it. The first bus stop that I
was to reach was just a few hundred metres from where I currently was—it was
normal for my particular route to see bus stops every three hundred metres or so,
particularly in the neighbourhood regions. Once my bus headed out towards the
city, the bus stops that I needed to stop at would be quite varied and dependent
more on the spread of bus services throughout the city area to avoid having
one or two bus stops that were the bottle necks for all the buses to stop at. An
older version of the bus route that I was driving used to have two bus stops
that were like that, and it was a nightmare to drop and pick up passengers there
because the entrance to the bus stop would be stacked some six buses deep,
which meant that a large number of us (four to be exact) would be on left most
lane of the three-lane main road, queuing up to enter the bus stop to let off
passengers and to pick up new ones. Some of us had tried to fix the problem by
dropping off passengers earlier than the bus stop so that they could at least be
on their way instead of waiting for the bus to get to the right place, but there were
enough complaints from unknown passengers about the relevant safety issues
that we were explicitly told by the bus company to never do that again—we had
to stop at the bus stop to let passengers on and off, and not take any initiative
like that. The union had been asked by some union members to intervene, but
the union leaders talked them out of it with the reason that it was not something
that would hurt the bus drivers personally if they were to follow the rules strictly—
no passenger on the bus would make that big a fuss if they were not allowed to
get off the bus earlier than the bus stop itself, mostly because it was the norm
to board and alight the buses at the appropriate bus stop. The union leaders
had also pointed out that they would only intervene if such strict rule following
would cause the company to penalise drivers should their schedule be affected,
because at that point, it was starting to affect the drivers negatively and should
be addressed by the company in terms of how they chose to scheduled their bus
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stops for the bus routes.

Thanks to that pre-emptive warning made by the union, the bus route that I
drove would have the two nightmarish bus stops assigned to it re-routed so that
only half the original set of buses would stop at one of the two stops while the
other would have the other half. The bus stops that were in between also had
their bus routes readjusted so that they were serving only half the buses in an
alternate fashion to ensure that there was good traffic flow. It was the cheaper
option to petitioning the government to open up more lanes of the road—three
lanes of road for a major arterial road was not something that seemed like a sane
idea, but the land prices in the city were high, and with all the buildings that were
already present, made road expansion basically economically untenable.

I soon reached my first bus stop after the bus terminal. There, a few
uniformed students flagged my bus down with the enthusiasm of a housefly
smelling rotting flesh—I could not tell if they were really happy to see me or
were they really sad to see me; it was the kind of semi-enthusiastic flap of the
hand that had an air of desperation about it, with a face that looked like a cross
between relief and hypsteria. I slowed my bus down as I neared the bus stop,
stopped it completely when the front of my bus was nearly flush with the most
forward end of the bus shelter, and opened up the front door for them to board.
The automated fare system had updated itself to the location of the first bus
stop, and was soon beeping in agreement as each student boarded the bus and
tapped their contactless farecard against the reader. I could not express my
liking enough of these systems as compared to the past ones—it made operating
them so much easier. It was the case then that the bus driver would have to
manually press a button to update the bus stop location in the fare system, and
even before then he would inevitably either have to memorise the price of the
travel between one stop and the next, or consult a printed chart that showed
the ticket price in tiny print between one bus stop and the other. It was bad,
but it definitely sounded worse than it did because the prices for the bus ride
were not based on specific distances between the bus stops nor the bus stop
count, but was between “zones” or “fare stages”, depending on which era it was.
So, it was often enough to remember the “zone” or “fare stages” of the various
groups of bus stops, and then do a quick mental calculation before reporting to
the passenger who had no idea how much their ride would cost.

When the last of the uniformed students have boarded, I looked about
through the left mirror to see if there were any last minute passengers. Seeing
as there was none, I closed the front door, disengaged the brakes, and started to
move the bus out of the alcove of a bus stop and continued on to the next bus stop
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on my route. That next stop along the way was often one where there were quite
a few other office-going folks who would board the bus in their neighbourhood
here and alight somewhere in the city. I only knew them by face, mostly because
they were fairly regular with their bus taking habits. They all had the same look
that I had many years ago—the look of perpetual tiredness that came about
from having to head back to the office after an evening’s temporary respite from
the vagaries of dealing with other people, both subordinates and superiors who
would be demanding thing after thing after thing with increasing amounts of
urgency, as though their requirements were the only thing that mattered in the
world and that one’s own work was something that was the least important of all,
even though everyone was literally working for the good of the company itself. It
was a life that, while it made me a fair bit of money to ensure that I would never
really face the chance of starving to death in the future, was something that did
not really create joy for me, unlike the driving of the bus.

But I was not one to judge. Their tired faces were just symptomatic of the
society’s focus on money as the sole arbiter of worth, despite there being other
competing notions of wealth and quality that were harder to quantify but were
arguably more important. It was something that cannot be told to them—they
would have to figure it out for themselves just what it was that they wanted,
and then, to make the decision if they would take the leap of faith towards the
dreams that they wanted, not necessarily without any care of the world, but with
every step of the way planned to the point where no one in any frame of mind
would consider that they were taking on a foolhardy enterprise with no sense of
grounding and reason.

I carefully took the bus through its paces to reach the next bus stop at a
relatively comfortable pace. The onboard computer was agreeing with me—
the background colour of the display was a healthy green. As part of the
massive computer system that helped with all the scheduling of buses and
drivers, for each of our routes, there would be a computer calculated estimate of
the expected duration between bus stops, or equivalently, the expected time
of arrival at each bus stop. The bus company was careful to point out that
this particular system was advisory in nature to better help bus drivers pace
themselves so as to not run into the situation where they were either rushing
from stop to stop trying to make up for lost time, or end up idling at a bus stop
because he or she had travelled a little too fast to it due to either just generally
fast driving, or more likely, having intervening bus stops where there were no
passengers wanting to board or to alight. A green background shown on the
onboard computer meant that the expected duration was well within parameters,
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and the more red it got from green, the more one was behind, while the more
yellow from green one was, the more one was ahead. Between these three states,
it was recommended that the bus driver keep close to being green—as noted
before, the bus company was very careful to point out that it was just advisory—
if there was a danger of the bus running late in general, the system would often
dispatch a relief driver and bus to a designated bus-stop down the route so that
when that relief bus and driver arrived to continue the route, the original schedule
of the bus route would not be too negatively affected. A similar situation would
also apply should the bus be going too far ahead of schedule—a relief bus and
driver would be dispatched to a bus stop earlier along the bus route to keep the
individual bus stop schedules of bus arrivals to be more or less consistent.

While it sounded like it could get completely chaotic instantly with all the
relief drivers coming in here and there, the system was surprising adept at
managing the complexity well. Many of the “relief drivers” for the specific bus
route would be called upon to perform the relevant relief driving at the route
almost regularly—it was just part of the overall control mechanism for ensuring
that the bus routes were always running as close to ideal as possible. It was
usually something very out of the ordinary that would end up activating the
general route relief drivers—these were veteran bus drivers who were familiar with
multiple bus routes and were only called upon when there was an extraordinary
situation where the normal relief drivers were not available. Their veterancy was
exemplified by their total comprehension of the arcane directions from their very
specialised route map systems—they were, after all, relief driving for routes that
they were not driving on a daily basis. Of course these days, they had a lot of
help from the onboard computer, but they said that the computer was usually
not fast nor accurate enough for them to navigate totally by computer—a certain
amount of familiarity with the older and more precise analogue direction system
of which we were all issued the vastly simplified form from was definitely needed
to succeed at such a demanding role.

There had been a few occasions where I was assigned to be a relief driver
along my own bus route, but it was quite rare, and was often because I had
indicated that I would like to start my driving shift at a particular time from a
particular location. The system would often try to accommodate requests like
these from the bus drivers as much as it could—if it could not, it would often
inform us almost immediately. I had no idea how such a system could exist, but
was definitely very thankful that it did exist—it definitely solved a lot of the hard
problems that those in the control station would be dealing with directly without
such tools. Lim had told me some time back that when the head of system control
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proposed such a system twenty years ago, everyone laughed at him and said
that it was impossible. It was impossible then, but that did not stop that head
of system control and his successors from trying to find ways to actually build
it. They knew that when such a system was ready, it would revolutionise the way
they would be controlling the bus network and the drivers, and it would result in
a system that was faster acting towards the changes that would emerge from the
ever evolving traffic conditions, while at the same time, preventing unnecessary
over work of the bus drivers themselves, a cause that the union had been fighting
the bus company for a very long time. The chief executive officer of that era
shared the vision of the head of system control, but could not be seen as one
who would put in lots of money into what was considered a pipe dream, and so
carved a much smaller slice of the budget to engage scientists and engineers
on collaboration to help develop such a piece of technology.

Naturally, twenty years later, the system was born, and it did revolutionise the
way things were run. I had thought about this ever so often—would I still be as
happy I was as a bus driver if I were driving the bus during the days where the
control system was utterly manual, cumbersome, and error prone? I honestly
did not know—I knew that I liked the bus driving part of being a bus driver, but I
never really did think about the administrative tasks that were necessary to keep
it possible for bus drivers to be driving buses. I felt that it was possible that I
would be totally comfortable with the old system as I was with the new system
now, but that I would definitely be much happier now than compared to then
because the set up now was definitely much more conducive for me to focus on
what it was I liked doing—driving.

Eventually, after the second traffic light along this stretch of road, I finally
arrived at the bus stop that I said was basically like another hub. The usual
crowd of office goers were there, and most of them were holding a mobile phone
in their hand, probably using that device to either kill time while waiting for my
bus, or more likely, viewing work related email and documents while trying to
wait for my bus. A couple of them flagged me down, and I obliged by turning
into the mini bus bay there, stopping as I did before near the front of the bus
stop as I could. I put on the brakes, and the onboard computer automatically
updated the bus stop location in its fare system to the current one. I opened up
the front door, and like clock work, the latest group of passengers came aboard.

It almost always started with the same man—he was a little heavy set, and
was always wearing white long sleeved collared shirts that seemed like it was
barely going to hold itself together around his frame. He would always have one
hand holding on to his brown leather briefcase, and the other wrapped around his
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mobile phone with the contactless farecard held behind it. He would often stomp
through the bus as though he were in a hurry, but really there was nowhere to
rush to when the bus itself was still stationary. He seemed like the kind of person
whom I probably would not enjoy talking with, looking as though he was always
ready to pick a fight or something.

The next few to board were often some order of four or five office ladies. One
of them would always wear something like a power suit, while two of them would
often wear some kind of dress. The last one or two would often wear some kind
of dress as well, but were more floral than the other two, who would often wear
muted neutral coloured dresses. Almost all of them would be lugging about some
kind of laptop carrier in addition to whatever they were carrying as their personal
carry bag. Most of their personal carry bags tended to be on the large side, as
though they were carrying a whole lot more than expected. Some of them would
even smile at me sometimes, on the rare occasion that they allowed themselves
to do so. But it was alright with me—I did not expect any of my passengers to be
overly friendly to me. I was just happy enough if they were nice enough to not
get aggressive or rude with me—I knew what it was like to be taking the public
transport.

This time round—other than the first heavy set man who looked sort of
disagreeable—the rest of the coterie of office workers were only four of the
five women that usually boarded. They came aboard, tapped their contactless
payment card against the contactless reader, and moved to the rear of the bus,
while trying their best not to deck anyone with their large bags. The same cannot
be said for the man though; I was pretty sure that I heard him stomped his way
to the back, with his briefcase apparently knocking into the vertical grab bars
that were present. As long as he was not making any of the other passengers
feel annoyed, it would not be a problem.

I closed the front doors, and slowly eased the bus out of the bus bay of the
bus stop to head on to the next one. The next stop was also a short three minutes
away, and was another one of those hub-like bus stops where a lot of city going
officer workers would board the bus as well. The drive up to the next bus stop was
quite uneventful—there were only two more traffic lights with quite a bit of long
three laned roads in either direction. Almost like before, the would be passengers
at the next stop had started to flag down my bus just as I was rounding the bend
and getting into their view. Like before, I took the bend carefully and slowed
myself to a stop just past the front end of the bus shelter. I only opened up the
front door because there were no existing passengers who had pressed the door
stop bell to inform me of their intent of getting off the bus at that bus stop. A
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few more other office workers boarded my bus, their faces looked almost like
fascimiles of the other office workers that were already on board the bus. That
particular bus stop was near the cross roads of one of the major arterial roads
that linked up a few other farther neighbourhoods with this one, but unlike this
particular bus route that I was driving on, they never really went farther than
linking up the bus stops of the different neighbourhoods together. That was why
there were so many office workers here—they had transferred from the many
feeder services that were wending through the other neighbourhoods to take
trunk services like my bus route into the city. Some of them might even take
it beyond the city itself to the neighbourhoods on the other side of the island
state, but they were often ar and few, because in those circumstances, it was
often much faster to just take the subway to cross the island state than to take
the bus. It was, however, a little more pricey, but the price was in many ways
well worth due to the shortening of the duration—it would often take the subway
around half to three quarters of the time it would take for the bus to reach the
same destination from the same start, partly due to the bus having to stop at
many stops along the way (and also due to how sometimes the routing of the bus
route was a little less than direct to better serve the commuting community), but
the price was just another twenty cents or so more expensive as compared to
the bus fare; a real steal in many senses of the word.

The main caveat was that while the subway was fast, it was likely that it would
be standing room only, while for the bus, there was always a chance of getting a
seat, no matter where one boards and where one was going to disembark.

I closed the front doors once more when I saw that the last of the passengers
who wanted to board have boarded, and carried on my way. There was another
stop where a few more office workers boarded, and then at the next stop next
to the market of the neighbourhood, Aunty Poh disembarked. For her, I tried
to align my bus in such a way that if she were to exit from the rear door like
everyone, she would be almost directly aligned with the opening at the back of
the bus shelter where covered walkway leading to the market was a mere straight
line through. That required me to move the bus a little more forward than usual,
but no one seemed to mind that much—I technically did not have to do that at
all, but it was just a little something that I thought would help Aunty Poh a little
bit more, considering that despite her age and slowness in mobility, she was still
trying to do her best to lead an active life style. I often wondered how I would be
like when I was her age—it felt as though it was going to be a long while before I
had to start worrying about things like that, but the reality ws that twenty to thirty
years from now was not exactly the type of duration that aws considered very
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long; time would pass very quickly just as one was not paying any close attention
to it. Perhaps I would have even more mobility issues than I could even possibly
fathom, or perhaps I would be like Aunty Poh, in that I would be generally fine in
terms of movement, but just not as fast as before, a proposition that was actually
quite believable.

Usually, when Aunty Poh disembarked, she would carefully make her way to
the rear door exit only when I had stopped the bus to reduce her fall chance, and
with her shopping trolley towed behind her, most of the passengers who were
standing and were somehow in her way would graciously step aside to make way
for her to reach the rear door. There was almost always no chance that I had
to go about giving commands to the passengers to make way for Aunty Poh to
leave, and that included not ever having to say anything to even that heavy-set
regular who always looked as though he were walking with a chip in his shoulder.
And just before Aunty Poh would disembark, she would usually thank me from the
rear door in a clear voice, almost always after she had tapped her contactless
senior citizen’s concession card at the contactless reader at hte back to register
her departure. I would always say “you’re welcome” from the front—it was just
one of the many nice gestures that I had experienced while driving the bus all
these years. True, it was not something that would commonly happen, but when it
did, it reminded me of some of the reasons why the job was so fulfilliing despite
all the effort that seemed to be necessary just to do a decent jo, as opposed to
doing a good one.

At the bus stop where the market was, I did the usual thing I did, and the
rest of the social script played out as expected, with Aunty Poh carefuly making
her way to the rear exit door, tapping her contactless senior citizen concession
card against the contactless card reader, hearing the reassuring successful
trasnacation beep, and thanking me in a clear voice from the rear door, my
replying her with “you’re welcome”, and her careful disembarkation of the bus
with her shopping trolley in tow. I would often keep the rear doors open for as
long as it was necessary for Aunty Poh to safely be under the bus shelter so that
when I did close the doors, she would not find herself be in a position where
she could be hit by the closing doors. The way the doors work in the bus, was a
little strange compared to the old design. The front doors would open inwards
relative to the bus; this was designed with the idea that for the front door, which
was the entrance, most passengers to be were likely to be crowding around the
door itself so that they could board it when the doors were open. Thus, having
the front doors open inwards was a logical thing to do.

For the rear doors, the opposite was also true. The doors themselves opened
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outwards to facilitate the crowding of the doors from the bus itself to ensure
that when the doors opened, there would not be any extra space needed by the
passengers who wanted to disembark from the bus. But this also meant that
once a passenger has disembarked from the bus, if they did not clear the space
where the rear doors opened into fast enough, they could easily be slammed
into by the rear dorrs as they were being closed. For most people, this was
often not a problem because most people would clear the safety distance in
less than two steps away from the bus—it was rare for anyone to be standing
immediately outside of the rear exit door partly because they were likely to be
rushed through by other disemabarking passengers, and partly because once
they had arrived at their destination bus stop, there was a greater likelihood
that they would immediately continue on with their journey towards their final
destination and not stand around and block or be blocked. For people with
mobility issues like Aunty Poh, it is not often the case that they can clear the
door opening site fast enough—they just needed more time. Again, this was one
of those things that most passengers would not really gripe about, and even if
they did, the bus company’s policy was to support the decision made by the bus
driver over the passenger—there was no two ways about it that the bus driver
was definitely right in this particular context, as compared with the perspective
of the passenger.

When I saw through the rear door mirror that Aunty Poh had cleared the rear
door area safely, I closed the rear doors and the front doors and moved off. The
next stop was an important one for the many students who were also onboard
at this time—this was the bus stop where it allowed access to the secondary
and primary schools that were present in the neighbourhood. Being afraid of
losing, just as the rear of my bus passed the bus stop, someone had already
pressed on the door stopping button to alert me of the need to stop at the next
bus stop. I smiled to myself quietly—it reminded me too much of my younger
days where I would be so scared to miss my bus stop as a young student. There
was a weirdness back in the day that I would get if I went into an unfamiliar
surrounding—and missing one’s bus stop to school was a quick way to trigger
that kind of feeling because it was almost never the case where I would venture
beyond here my school was then. I would just take the bus to school, spend time
there for lessons, stayed on later for the various extra-curricular activities that
were present, then take the bus straight for home after everything was done.
Those old days were times where the island state was not exactly as strong
economically as it was now, there were just so many things that cost too much
relative to everything else, and this included the bus fare relative to the amount
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of allowance that my parents gave me. They often gave me enough so that I
could get a small meal during recess time—if I had extra curricular activities that
day, I would get a little bit more for lunch to be had in school, but that was it. I
remembered being on the bus concession stamp system, which meant that there
were a limited number of bus rides that I could take during the day. There were
actually two such systems available, with the slightly more expensive one allowing
unlimited bus rides with a two subway ride limit, and the much cheaper one that
allowed only two bus rides—one forward with transfers towards the destination,
and the other backwards with transfers towards the other destination. My family
was not too well off back then, and so I was on the cheaper one. I did not
know how the bus conductors could manage such a system without the computer
tracking that we had now, but it was one of the reasons why I was so scared of
missing my stop or even enter into unfamiliar places—because it meant that
I could not make use of my only means of travel to get back to where I was
supposed to be.

It was years later that I learnt that there was no such difference in system—
there was only one bus concession stamp system where one would get unlimited
bus rides and a limit of only two subway rides per school day. The whole spiel of
only allowing one bus ride towards the morning destination (including transfers)
and only allowing another bus ride towards the evening destination (including
transfers) was just a way for my parents to ensure that I did not stray off the
main path to and fro school. I was young then (in primary school) and while they
were comfortable enough with me travelling to and fro school on public transport
on my own, they were not comfortable enough for me to go about gallivanting
on my own. I did not find any fault with them years later when I learnt the truth
(partly after reading up the various regulations on my own to try and deide if the
bus concession stamp system was still relevant with the new child-only fare card
that was part of a new fare card system roll out), but it was definitely something
that was utterly ridiculous and worth laughing over after the event.

Perhaps the students of today were fed similar white lies for the same reason,
and that kind of thought was the reason why they felt compelled enough to press
the bell early to avoid having to figure out how to recover form the stop that they
had missed.

It mattered little though—the act remained that they were still as fearful of
missing their stop as I was so many decades ago. I did not know why I was
thinking about it right then, but it felt kind of incongruous to me. I moved of
from the bus stop and made my way carefully along the road with its twists
and turns—it was a fairly old neighbourhood that was close to the transition
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point where the city itself would begin, partly due to the way urban planning
worked. The original plans for the island state invlved a highly developed city core
with a slow build up of neighbourhoods surrounding it to feed the requirements
of having cheaper and more bountiful residential areas. This meant that the
earliest development of neighbourhoods for the average citizen were often built
closest to the city, and the latest development were usually closer to the outer
rims of the limit of residential development. That did not usually mean that
the price differential was as pronounced though—the latest developments were
not necessarily cheaper than those that had been around for a while, because
the factors of distance, age, and overall accessibility (in terms of road access,
public transport access and the like) all contributed to the prices of rentals and
even outright ownership of various apartments and houses. Another part of the
difference between the old neighbourhood and the newer ones was the general
well thought outness of the road planning. The newer neighbourhoods were laid
out in cleaner grids mostly as a means of maximising space over regions where
there were little to no development to begin with, while the older neighbourhoods
had to have their road networks planned according to any existing sprawl that
had already been there before the government took over the planning process
from the various land moguls of the day who ran the whole infrastructure racket.
Thus, the roads of the old neighbourhoods tended to be windy, indirect, narrow,
and sometimes downright confusing, even with the attempt of the government
to systematise the naming. Ideally, avenues would run parallely in one direction
while streets would run parallely in the other, and their intersection points could
be unambiguously identified. This worked well in the newer neighbourhoods, but
in the old ones, with all the roads running along the original terrain some hundred
years ago with many changes since, the avenues and streets system ended in a
patchwork of confusing names, where one avenue could intersect with another
avenue despite them supposedly being parallel at one point, and with streets
suddenly disappearing on one end, and suddenly reappearing on another, with
no easy way of seeing how that could be so unless one were very familiar with the
that particular neighbourhood in the first place. It definitely made route planning
more complicated for the bus routes that serviced the area, but as usual, the
computer scheduler of the bus company could handle such compexities without
much issue.

The next bus stop that I was heading to had two of the oldest schools that
were present—they had been present since the early days of the expansion some
eighty years ago. They were by nomeans very good schools like some of themore
elite schools that have seen existed, but they were among the oldest that had
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been continuously operating. The students that had boarded the bus earlier—
including the little girl with her mother right at the beginning nearer the bus
terminal—were all from the same cluster of schools.

The behavior of the students from the cluster of schools at the next bus stop
fell largely into two broad categories. There were those who behaved rather
normally and were not worth talking much about, and there were those who were
notorious for having a rather hooliganish sort of behaviour. I could not tell if
the roup that had boarded my bus at that time were of the former or the latter,
but they seemed to be quite subdued. I was formerly from the secondary school
myself, but it was something from so far back that even if I had brought it up as
a means of potential intimidation against those who were actively misbehaving
in public, I would severly doubt of its efficacy. I could never really understand
why one would brandish one’s alma mater as some kind of social ticket—why
would it matter where I had come from several decades ago when I was tight
there, there then, and the person I was talking to could simply draw their own
conclusions about who I was and what I could do by just interacting with me? To
have to bring in the alma mater just felt like a cheap attempt at trying to create
a discrimination between oneself and others, to highlight a tribal connection (or
lack thereof) between oneself and the people that one was interacting with. It
made little sense to me; it still made as much sense to me as a duck giving birth
to its young live.

I carefully drove along the road until I rounded a curve into a slightly larger
throughfare, and carefully kept to the left side of the road. The throughfare had
a dedicated left lane for buses during peak periods, and it just so happened
that at that point in time when I was driving, it was indeed, the peak period. It
was funny though—even when one were out of the peak period, like some of the
other runs that I would do for this bus route throughout the day, most motorists
would still fastidiuously avoid being in that bus only lane as much as they could.
I remembered doing the same myself when I was still driving the car to and fro
my own work, but I could not remember completely the logic behind it all. Was it
because I could never remember when the bus only lanes were in operation and
thus just found it safer to completely ignore of its use as an off peak extension of
the regular lane system for the other vehicles, or if being in the lane itself meant
potentially undergoing some limited start stop behaviour as buses weaved in
and out of the lane due to having to stop off at bus stop alcoves, or sometimes
in a non-alcoved bus stop bay where the bus stopping area was literally marked
by a large yellow box in the ground itself. For many roads, not using that left
most lane meant that sometimes there would be much heavier traffic than was
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necessary due to having all the vehicles squeezing into the remaining lanes. It
was particularly acute in a three lane road like the throughfare I had turned into,
because the right most lane often ended up splitting into two lanes, with the
rightmost one for turning right at the junctions, while the other one was itself a
split of either going straight or turning right as well. This meant that the only
other lane for going straight, if one were to be ignoring the opened up left most
lane that was bus only during specific hours, was the centre lane, and that usually
ended up being backed up for quite a bit.

I chugged along the bus lane for another ten or so seconds at the speed
limit of fifty kilometres per hour, and gradually stopped at the bus stop that fed
the two schools that were in the vicinity. Almost on cue, the office workers who
were near the rear door exit scooted themselves out of their way as much as
they could to allow the students to exit. I opened up the front and rear doors,
and listened in satisfaction at the irregular pulses that came from the different
times of the successful transaction of people tapping their contactless fare cards
on the contactless readers. There were one or two triple beeped transaction
failure sounds from the rear door exit, but those were quickly rectified by a quick
retap of the various contaactless fare cards. I really admired the technology
behind these contactless systems. There were so convenient to use, and more
importantly, so ridiculously robust that it made all the previous systems so silly
upon reflection. While we bus drivers were given briefings on what to do when
either the contactless readers would fail (due to hardware issues, or even network
issues), or if the passenger’s contactless fare card had serious unrecoverable
issues, throughout my years of driving and using the system, I had never had to
use any of the things that were brought up during the briefing. Never had to use
any of the things that were brought up during the briefing on how to recover from
such unrecoverable errors. It was just something that was completely theoretical,
but utterly impossible to observe in real life. It really was a game changer for
driving, as it gave us one less thing to have to worry about among all the many
things that we had to worry about as bus drivers interacting with the public as
we attempt to make our way through the busy roads with our over sized vehicles
to get everyone to their destinations in as cheap and as effective a manner as it
was humanly possible.

There had been some recent talk about even replacing us bus drivers with
some kind of artificial intelligence controlled computer driver, which could, in
theory, lead to huge cost savings due to not having to worry about human related
issues of rest, food, and toilet breaks while scheduling the bus routes per bus.
There were also talk that if such a system were put in place, it would allow
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the bus scheduling system run the entire bus network for twenty four hours a
day, managing the fleet of buses in such a way that while there was a portion
that would be out plying the streets at different frequencies throughout the day
to match up with the passenger demand, there would be another that would
be constantly rotated out for preventive maintenance, a type of maintenance
schedule that would be completely data driven and without causing unnecessary
down time per bus available. The more things could be automated, the more the
bus company felt that a greater amount of savings could be had.

The union had heard about the same set of thoughts (or some said rumours)
from the bus company, and had warned the bus company that while it would
sound like a good idea to cut out the bus drivers as much as possible, it was
better to co-create a set of such automation tools that would assist the bus
drivers better, rather than to replace them completely. The union had pointed
out that while it seemed like it would be easy to build a human driverless system
to handle the driving of the bus, the truth was that the bus drivers often did more
than just drive the bus. They had to interact with the passengers, provide some
guidance to those who wanted to take the bus but were unsure of the route,
assist in some of the more mobility impaired passengers who wanted to take
the bus, and even react to awkward road situations that were not foreseeable
by the scheduling system. All those benefits that automatically came from the
bus drivers being human and there would need to be rebuilt from scratch into
the new computer system should the bus company be adamant of replacing the
driving bit with the artificial intelligence controlled system. The bus company
had replied that they understood where the union was coming from, and said
that perhaps they could work towards a new situation where the bus would be
automatically driven by machine, but a representative from the bus company (not
necessarily called a bus driver, but was a true “bus caption”) could still be present
to ensure that all the benefits and expectations that were highlighted would still
be present. The bus company had also pointed out that it could create more
jobs as the incoming requirements of needing a proper driving license could be
reduced, as was the additional training time and cost of getting a commercial
driving license.

When the sounds of the various contactless readers at the front and rear
doors were done with their impromptu performance of a quasi cacophonous
symphony, I did my usual look around. The office workers had recongregated
around where they were before, and my quick check around the entire cabin of
the bus showed that there were no more students on board—even the little girl
and her mother had disembarked as well. I shrugged my shoulders to myself,
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pressed the button to close all the doors, released the brakes and shifted the
gear to “drive” and headed onwards towards the city.

The drive to the city was relatively uneventful as it should be. Much of the
driving was generally uneventful, which was fine by me—it allowed me to just
enjoy the drive during the parts where it was just nothing but me, the road, the
sky, and the bus that I drove. The passengers did not factor much into the drive—
they were literally just there for the ride and nothing more. This was just the type
of life that I had always dreamed of since I was young—to be as free as I could
be without having a worry about how the world works or if I would reach the quota
that was needed because someone else had a cell entry in their spread sheet
that they needed to fill in with a specific number.

I eventually reached the city and let off most of my passengers within the
first two or three stops—those were like hub bus stops where there were many
work buildings where these office workers would work at. The bus stops in the
city were a little more spread out for the bus routes based on stopping point, and
thus within a seven stops or so, I had already completed the city part of my bus
route and was heading back into the other neighbourhood tour of the bus route,
this time on the west side of the island state.

I supposed it would never get better than this for me, for this life.
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Intermezzo 2

‘How about now?’
‘Sorry, you still have more to go.’
‘Still have more to go. . . so I need to go back?’
‘Yes you do. I’ll still be here for you.’
‘Okay. I love you forever.’
‘I know. I still love you forever.’
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Choo Mei

I opened my eyes and looked about me. It was not quite light outside, and my
alarm has not really gone off. I sat up and picked up my cellphone that had been
charging next to me and pushed the side button. It was nearly seven o’clock in
the morning. I unlocked the screen on my cellphone and dismissed the alarm
app—there was no need for it any more now that I had awoken. I got off my bed
and made my way to the door of my room, unlocking it and glanced across the
corridor to see if my any of my other two house mates were using the bathroom.

No one.
‘That’s great!’ I thought to myself as I scrambled over, carefully closing my

room door behind me as I stepped in to the unused bathroom to make use of the
toilet and sink to move my bowels and brush my teeth. Seven o’clock was usually
a safe time for me to be using the bathroom, mostly because my two other house
mates did not usually wake up that early, but these things were hard to predict
at times. There had been moments where one house mate or another had had
too much to drink the night before and had decided to either sleep in the said
bathroom, or to wake up earlier to make use of the bathroom, which of course
delayed me a little. It was annoying, but it did not really got to the point where it
was going to negatively affect my getting to work in time.

After doing all that I needed to do in the bathroom, I made my way back into
my rented room and put on a change of clothes that was fit for going out. I then
took my small tote bag and put in my work clothes—it was a uniform from CC
cleaners, an all blue affair that made it easy for people at the building to notice
that I was one of the janitors of it. With my clothes on and work clothes prepared,
I carefully tied up my hair into a bun. I used to just hold it with a hair clip and
have it tied up at the building itself when I was in the locker room changing into
my uniform, but I found that it was just more convenient to have it all done before
even going in, mostly because the locker room was actually the only room in the
entire building that was not air-conditioned, and that it was located in a part of
the building where it was near the various compressors that were used to power
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the air conditioners above. In short, it was a place that was simultaneously hot,
humid and not very comfortable to be in, and that was hardly the feeling I wanted
to feel when I was trying to do up my hair.

With everything done, I grabbed my tote bag and walked out of my room,
remembering this time to lock the door to it. There was one time that I had
forgotten to lock the door before, and it was also just my bad luck that one of my
house mates got so drunk as to mistaken my room for the bathroom, and she. . .
just threw up on my bed. I had to spend time cleaning up after that, and then
had to have the entire mattress changed at my own expense because there was
no way of getting the rancid vomitous smell out without resorting to industrial
chemicals that I did not have access to at home. The house mate had since left
our tenancy arrangement, but had been replaced by another that had roughly the
same behaviour. Apart from the main tenant, I did not usually interact with the
other tenant, preferring to keep to myself mostly because there was often very
little in common that could be talked about. Of the three of us, I was the one
who paid the lowest in rent, partly because I was the one with the smallest room,
and partly because my room was the one that was closest to the common toilet,
as compared to the main tenant house mate who had the master bed room and
thus her own toilet.

I walked to the dining area, put my tote bag near the couch, and looked for
my loaf of bread that I had bought two days ago. I was pleasantly surprised to
see it still there, the remaining slices intact. Sometimes, one of my house mates
would get a little too hungry and would raid the kitchen and dining area for food,
and since I usually had bread lying around in the open like that, it was often the
one that would get taken first. Bread was easy to munch on since there was little
preparatory work that needed to be done, compared to say instant noodles or
even canned foods. I took the loaf of bread, grabbed a couple of slices from it,
and placed them on a paper towel sheet that I had grabbed just before it all. I
went to the refrigerator and took out my small box of butter and a small bottle
of jam, and grabbed a small butter knife from the cutlery drawer. I walked back
to where my slices of bread were and spread a thin layer of butter on one side
before spreading a thin layer of jam on the other side. The jam was a nice apricot
flavoured thing, with an orange-y colouring about it. It was not as sweet as the
grape jam, nor was it as tart as the lemonmarmalade—one ofmy favourite jams to
get. Once I had done my spreading, I put away the butter knife, butter, and jam
to their rightful places before taking up the slices of bread and pressed them
gently with their spread covered sides together. Then I wrapped the resulting
sandwich in the paper towel, and took it along with me to the couch where my
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bag was.
I picked up my bag and went to the shoe rack, put on my working shoes—a

non-slip black number that I got for cheap at the nearby market just a few bus
stops from where I lived—grabbed my eyes, unlocked the main door and gate,
walked on through, locked everything up behind me, and started down the stairs
to head towards work, all the while attacking my sandwich. I usually finished the
entire sandwich by the time I walked down the stairs, and today was no different.
While I lived on the twelfth floor and technically should be taking the elevator,
I preferred the stairs. The stairwell was well ventilated from being so open, and
it felt less claustrophobic than taking the elevator. Besides, the two elevators
that serviced my apartment building were very temperamental machines—I had
already been trapped in them for three times! After the third time I got stuck in
the malfunctioning elevator, I swore to myself that I would not be taking those
elevators any more—it would be the stairs for both up and down for my apartment
building, without any exception.

By the time I reached the first floor, the sun was a little more confident of
showing its face to the rest of the world. I followed the pathway towards the
crossing that would take me to the bus terminal. Along the way, I met the old
lady who usually would be out at this hour—she was always dragging along her
shopping trolley, one of those old kinds that had only two wheels on roughly the
same side as the handle, and two legs, so that the only way to move the thing
was to angle the handle, using the wheels as a pivot, to move the legs up and out
of the way, and then pull it like some kind of reverse wheelbarrow. She smiled at
me, and I just gave her a small smile in return. Once the the traffic lights turned
into our favour, I walked on through the crossing and towards the queue to the
bus bay where I would wait for the bus that would take me to the building where
I worked.

I think that the old lady would take the same bus as I was—I distinctly
remember seeing her on the bus itself a few times. But I usually sat at the
back most seat, away from most of the crowd, while if I was not wrong, she
would usually sit in the seats that were nearer the front because they were the
designated seats for those who had a little more mobility issues. The few times
that I think I saw her was when we were close in line at the bus bay in the bus
terminal itself.

After crossing the road and getting to the metal barriers that defined the
queue, I found that I was first in line. I got in from the normal entrance, and
moved as close to the front of the queue as I could, ensuring that I still had
some of the metal bars to actually lean on while waiting for the bus captain to
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start the bus service for the next run.
While leaning on themetal bar and waiting, I started to think of the things that

I needed to do for the day. There was the usual toilet cleaning schedule for the
day itself, and the supervisor had mentioned about some additional janitorial
support that the building tenant had asked for for some event that they were
hosting—they basically needed extra help in doing the clean up at the end of
the event, because it was a gathering of sorts for several people, not all of them
from the company. That was all the details that the supervisor was told, and that
was all the information that he in turn told us. He said that he would confirm the
schedule with us when we got in for work that day itself (which was today), and I
hoped to myself that the clean up was at least not impossible. Some years ago
with a different tenant company, they had some event, and some of the stains
that they caused were impossible to deal with—the carpetted areas were stained
with some kind of chemical that none of our industrial quality cleaning chemicals
could handle. It was very bizarre, and we had to report to our supervisor, who
in turn had to report to his manager, and among all of us who were involved,
had to file a lot of paperwork all the way up to the building management just so
that they can forward all the paperwork down to the tenant company to basically
tell them that they owed us money to replace the carpet due to the irreversible
damage that they had done to it.

I did not follow up with the aftermath, but what I did know was that the tenant
company eventually lost their tenancy of the building, had to move out, and still
be liable to pay for the damages they had caused when they stained the carpet.
A new company had been found to lease the building, and that was why I still
had a job at the place.

Eventually, the bus driver came about, and as he walked passed me, gave me
a nod as if to acknowledge that he had seen the line of passengers that were
coming aboard. He went up to the silent single decked bus in the bus bay and
opened its maw with a press of the door cock on the side, boarded it, and started
to carry out his pre-drive preparation, a regular ritual for all the bus drivers. All
I knew was that it would involve them walking up and down the aisle of the bus
at least once to do some checks, then ensure that their driver’s seats were well
adjusted, and also to ensure that the fare system computer is booted up and
ready for taking in fares. That was usually when the lights would come on, the
front doors would open, and we would be welcomed to board the bus itself.

While this bus driver was running through his series of checks, I continued
thinking about what was going to happen today. I think that one of the newer
hands was going to call in sick today—she had toldme that she needed to visit her
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boyfriend one last time in a long while before he went off to join the army as part
of the forced national conscription exercise, but being new and under probation,
she had no paid leave to speak of but had access to medical leave with the
presence of medical certification of said leave by a doctor. I merely listened and
nodded my head, deciding there and then to not get involved with whatever she
was concocting and whatever would transpire. I was not the supervisor, and had
no control nor oversight over any of these, and did not want to have anything to do
with them at all. Besides, she had sworn me to secrecy, which I secretly found to
be laughable considering how silly it all sounded, and thus was “honour-bound”
to not reveal her scheme.

As funny as it seemed, it did mean that we were down by one person to
handle the cleaning for tonight’s event. Perhaps the supervisor would be forced
to come down and give us a hand so that we can wrap things up properly for
the next day, where the location would be used for another (hopefully smaller)
event. There was a large white board in the locker room that would list down
the dates of the current month and the next month in individual cells, and in the
cells, there would be a quick note or two if there were some kind of event that
needed a near “all-hands-on-deck” scenario. I remembered that this week, there
were two back-to-back, and had mumbled something about it to myself under my
breath. I did not mind the work, but these events were just massive time sinks.
Thank goodness for over-time pay, I suppose, otherwise it would have felt more
unpalatable. I did not think the new hand would also take the next day off—I
distinctly remembered reminding her that there was another event the next day,
and if she were to take off on that day itself it would make everyone’s life that
much harder. I think it was I who ended up mimicking her idea and made her
swear that she would show up for the next day to help us as a repayment of me
not telling on her deceit.

Oh the games of the youth. . . I remembered playing them so long ago. Back
then it seemed so fresh, so alluring, so meaningful. Now, upon reflection, it
looked so cliched, so disgusting, so meaningless. It was just that much easier
to play things straight and honest than to play little games of this sort. If only he
and I played it straight back then. . .

A small flash of lights brought me back to the present from the abyss that I
was about to fall into. The bus driver had finished his checks and was already
beckoning me to come aboard together with my fellow passengers. I stood up
and away from the metal railings of the queue fence and walked carefully past
the concrete barriers into the small concrete aisle leading up to the front door
of the bus and boarded it.
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As I stepped onto the platform of the bus, I pulled out my contactless farecard
to tap it against the contactless reader that was positioned just next to the
driver’s cabin. I had always found the adjective “contactless” hilariously wrong.
Despite its name, one had to actually bring the card close enough to the device
to the point that it was actually touching the scan surface of the device to ensure
that a good reading was obtained—for some reason, the reader was just not that
sensitive that it could easily read the contents of the contactless card from a
short distance of say ten centimetres away. Thus, calling it “contactless” was an
oxymoron in many senses, though to be fair, the last time they implemented an
automated fare system, it involved a device that was five times as large, and used
amagnetic farecard which had to be fed in a slot at the top to be processed in the
body in the middle, before spitting out the post-processed card at the bottom,
with all the information stored in magnetic form on the card itself. In some
senses, that system was also “contactless”, but it was less so compared to the
latest due to the need to feed the machine with the card, which under almost no
circumstances would be considered as even being remotely contactless.

The contactless fare card reader gave its beep of affirmation that the trans-
action was successful, and I was on my merry way, slipping the card away to
where I had pulled it from, and with me walking quietly and quickly to the rear
of the bus to sit. I always liked sitting in the rear of the bus—it was one of those
parts of the bus where there were few people who would be there because it
was objectively the farthest away from the rear doors of the bus, which were the
designated exit doors. Also, when the bus did get crowded, most people did
not really know how to stand near the rear of the bus because there were fewer
spaces to stand as compared to near the centre—the aisle of the bus itself was
much narrower due to the raised platform for the seats to compensate for the
double wheeled axle of the rear wheels, and the engine that was housed at the
very back of the bus itself. It also provided a nice solid location to just sit and
relax, because there was little fear that there would be someone sitting behind
who would accidentally grab one’s hair instead of the handles that were built in
to the top of the seat as they were moving about.

Most of them were really minor quibbles, but what I really liked about the rear
seats was that I could just hide away and not have to deal with the world directly,
having given a rather natural position from which to observe from.

So like always, I went to my favourite seat in the rear and made myself
comfortable.

The rest of the passengers that were in the line behind me eventually made
their way up onto the bus, with the last to board being the old lady that I was at
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the road crossing with earlier. She was always taking this bus almost every day
that I was taking it to work, and she would always get off at the same stop just
outside of the market. If I had not noticed the old school two-wheeled shopping
trolley that she was always lugging about, I would not have guessed that she
was actually shopping at the market there. To me, there was a perfectly working
supermarket within walking distance that sold everything that I would need to
make a simple meal for myself—the prices were somewhat reasonable but could
always be cheaper. I would not spend the extra money to take a bus down to
another market just because things there were cheaper than the supermarket
here—I would have to take in the cost of the bus trip to and fro as well in order
to make it seem like a good cost-saving idea. But to be fair, I was not her,
perhaps there are other important reasons why she was taking the bus down to
that particular market to do her shopping that I did not know about. All in all, I
was just not something that I would do.

There was a little girl that came on board with an older woman, whom I think
was her mother. They looked so cute together, with the little girl being shy and
all while her mother was trying to get her to do more normal social things like
greeting the bus driver. They ended up sitting in the seats in front of me, much
to my surprise. Usually these types of passengers liked sitting nearer the exit
where the view was much better and thus could keep the child more occupied
than the mostly view obstructed rear seats. The look of the mother and child
made me start thinking about what could have been. . . when I was still with him.
He had promised me lots of things, mostly things that I had always wanted in my
life—to own our own place, to start a family, to have a home, to grow old together
and the like. It was all so dreamy and so wonderful. He was such an attentive
person when we were dating, and after a few years when he asked me if I wanted
to marry him, I knew in my heart what my answer would be—yes. We got married
that year and started to move on into our new life.

Or so I thought.

At first, it was still as dreamy as it was before. But after a while, things started
to change. He started coming home a little later each day from work, always
saying that the projects were getting a little harder and needd more and more
time for him to be at the office. I asked if he could just bring his work laptop
home and work from home instead, and he said that it was not possible due
to the sensitive nature of the materials that made it hard to even take it out
of the office. Then after a while I started smelling alcohol in his breath when
he returned and got concerned—if he was working that hard that late that long,
he should really not be drinking anything like alcohol which would make things
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worse. That was the first time he cussed me out loudly and told me to stop being
a busybody, that I did not know just how much stress he was undergoing at work.
I was stunned. That was the first time that he had ever raised his voice at me,
let alone in such a vociferous manner. That was not the last time that he had
raised his voice at me though. It got progressively worse. Then one night, he
came home and hit me.

That night, I took a few clothes from the house and left for my mother’s for
the night.

I could not sleep that night. I was crying myself awake, wondering just what I
had done to end up in this situation. My mother did not say anything to me—she
was not agreeable with my marriage to him in the first place but said that if it
was my decision she would see no reason to stand in my way because I had the
right to decide for myself, especially since I was, in her own words, “already an
adult and is fully capable of making your own damn decisions no matter what I
say”. My sister leant a sympathetic ear, but had work the next morning and thus
had to leave me alone after a few short words of empathy.

I stayed at my mother’s for another night. The next day, he tried to call me,
and I refused to pick up the phone—my sister had gone out to work already, and
the only people who were left were just my mother and I. After nearly the tenth
time that he had called that morning, my mother had gotten into a rage and
shouted at me: “pick up the damn phone and tell him to stop harassing us at
this number or I will!”

With words as threatening as that, I waited in fearful anticipation at when the
next phone call came. It did not. I went to bed that night feeling all kinds of
horridness for myself, as though I had failed utterly as a person somehow and
that it was all my fault that things were like that. Perhaps he was just a little out
of control because of the stresses that he was facing at work, or maybe he was
just a little angrier than usual due to how things were not really progressing in
our relationship and he just wanted to let out some steam. The fear that I had
felt the night before was slowly slipping away, replaced with a certain amount of
doom that was within my bones. I suddenly felt that if I turned away from him
now, there would never be a chance to make amends, and that somehow I would
be losing something very important that I would never find back again. I cried
myself to sleep again that night, softly this time and for a wholly different reason.

The next day, the phone rang, and before my mother could say anything
particularly insidious, I picked it up.

“He. . . hello? Choo Mei speaking. . . ”
“Oh my goodness! Dear! You finally picked up the phone! I am so glad! I
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thought that you were going to leave me forever and ever! I’m so so sorry about
that night—I swear that I wasn’t myself! We were at a work thing where we were
meeting out clients out at the bar to talk business with them after normal working
hours, and then the clients, well, they were from Russia, and you know about how
the Russians are great drinkers? So yeah, they were from Russia, and they were
just getting us to drink with them. My boss was there, but he was getting old,
and had been told by his doctor that if he were to keep drinking like he had done
so when he was younger, he was not likely to live another five years, and that’s
why as the youngest person on the team who were there last night, I had to help
‘tank’ the damage and drink each time a toast was offered by the clients.

“Uh-huh,” I said through the phone, my eyes still red from all the crying that I
had did, but I did not think that he had heard me say anything while he barrelled
on with his explanation.

“But then, after drinking for most of the evening and early night, the Russians,
man, they were just very hard people. They said thank you for the trip to to the
bar, and that they would go back and think about the business proposal that we
were offering to do with them. They said something about how the economy was
not doing so well in Russia, and that while the outcome of the proposal would
be phenomenal if the idea were successful, but it had a certain level of risk that
they were not able to decide if they could safely weather it or not, and thus had to
bring the proposal back to Russia to meet with their superior officers to discuss
with them to see if it was something that they could go for. My boss put up a
brave front, but I could tell that he was quite angry with the treatment that we
were getting from the Russians—totally didn’t give us any face or anything, and
made us waste so much money treating them to drinks at the bar some more.
After they had left the bar, my boss started to berate the whole team that was
there, saying something like how we did not foresee this possibility and warn him
ahead of time, complaining about why we kept on saying that things were going
very well when it was not, and demanded that someone’s head be made to roll
for this entire scenario. We were all frightened—since the boss did not actually
drink any alcohol that night, we all felt that he was very deadly serious. I got very
angry and bummed out because I was the co-lead in preparing the proposal for
the Russians, and my boss cussing us out like that made me feel as though I had
been a failure for not thinking about this possibility as he had just said. It got
to me hard—I think I was due for a promotion for this appraisal year, but after
this incident, it would be lucky for me if the company did not decide to fire me
instead.

“So,” he continued, “I was feeling very bummed out when I got home by taxi.
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And when you asked me how my day was, I felt so much angst within that I just
lashed out without thinking. I just. . . couldn’t control myself! I’m sorry I hit you
dear. . . this is the last time that I will lose control like that. I’m so so sorry. . . will
you come back and forgive me, please?”

I remembered sitting there and just nodding my head dumbly to everything
that he was saying. It felt nice to hear his voice again then, and when he spoke
over the phone, he sounded so sincere that I could remember why I fell in love
with him all over again. Of course I told him that I would forgive him and would
come back home that day—he sounded so apologetic and pleased that my heart
melted once again. He was then whispering sweet nothings to me before we
both hung up.

I hung up the phone to find my mother staring at me directly.
“Don’t tell me you are going back to that cad?” She demanded.
“Mum! He is not a cad. . . he is my husband!” I retorted angrily.
“Husbands do not beat their wives, period. No one beats their wives except

cads!” She replied with an edge in her voice.
“No. . . it was a moment’s folly!”
“That’s what he says? That’s what all of them say! You mark my words. . . you’d

be seeing this thing all over again. These things do not just ‘happen’ once. . . if
it can happen once, it will happen again! You better don’t come crawling back to
me for help when that happens. . . ”

“I never crawl back to you for help!”
“Oh? Then what are you doing here now?”
“I. . . I just came back because I wanted to take a break for a bit and be in

my old room!”
“Uh-huh. . . you keep thinking that. You keep thinking that. . . I’ve already told

you that man is not good, and what do you do? You didn’t believe me, and went
ahead to marry him. I told you that if you did, I would not lift a finger to help you
if things went wrong—and here I am, not lifting a finger to help you!”

“Fine! I never asked you to help me!”
“If you really think so, the next time he hits you, don’t you dare come back

to this house! You’ve already married out—this is my rightfully my house! That
room you call ‘yours’ now is going to be let out in a rental when you go back to
your own house. Go make your own choices and deal with the consequences!”

“Fine!” I had screamed, and went back to my old room, packed the already
small amount of possessions that I had brought down and stomped out of my
mother’s place, tossing behind me the set of keys that I had kept.

That was a few years ago.
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I sat there in my seat at the back of the bus and watched the scenery flow on
by. There were more people who had boarded, and I recognised a couple of the
people on board as being the people from the tenant company at the building
where I worked. They would often take the same bus as I, but I think that they
did not really recognise me outside of my CC cleaners’ uniform. It was just as
well. . . it was not that my job was something that was overtly looked down upon,
but that I really did not want to be always known as that “cleaning aunty”, even
though I outside of work, dressed in normal clothes, and not working. Call it an
inferiority complex or anything you would want—it was just a. . . thing for me.

Anyway, mother was right of course—she was always right, much to my
begrudging annoyance. While he was all sweet and nice to me for a good while
after that incident, it would not be long before he would strike me again. This
time, I had nowhere else to go, so I did the next best thing I could—I locked
up the master bedroom, leaving him the living room to spend the night while I
slept in the room itself. The next morning, I quietly opened the door and left
it, doing my own things, and generally giving him the silent treatment. He too
seemedmore subdued and just quietly did what he would normally do. Eventually
though, I could not take the silence and broke through it, and we made up again.

This pattern happened for another year before my sister happened to hear
about it and told me over a cup of tea outside of the hearing range of my mother
that it was not right to be treated like that—it was basically domestic abuse,
and that I should be leaving him for good, not going back for more of the same
pain again and again. She told me that I looked more haggard than before, as
though I was a running fugitive, always fearing that I would be “caught” and
therefore always living my life on tenterhooks. She said that I should really sue
for a divorce before I lost myself, but I shook my head at her vehemently—I could
not just divorce the man I loved. What would the world say about me?

“What would the world say about you now, big sis? You want to know; do you
really want to know? They will say that you’re a fool—you let yourself be bullied
by this. . . thing who keeps on finding lousy excuses to keep on hitting you. One
day he is going to hurt you so bad that you have no choice but to leave, because
if you don’t it might very well be the case that you won’t have a chance to leave
anymore because you would be greviously hurt!”

“You sound just like mother!” I sneered back at her.
“No I don’t! Stop it! You know I don’t like to be compared to her! But be

reasonable big sis, do you really think all these things that you are encountering,
is really normal? Have you heard of any of your married friends getting beaten
up like this?
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“He did not beat me up!” I had replied in indignation.
“You mean not to death? Come one. . . all the hits that he had done on you,

and all the hits that he was done to you. . . Think for yourself. . . I know you love
him, or rather, you claimed that you love him, but is it really because you love
him, or is it because you’re just afraid that if you really examined things more
carefully with a magnifying glass, you’d be afraid to find out that you don’t really
love him any more because of all that he has done to you, but you are too fearful
to make the right choice and leave him because you fear the unknown?”

“Stop saying things like that!” I said, nearly screaming and spoiling the
atmosphere at the restaurant where we were having high tea. It was a posh
place where such uncontrolled screaming would be deemed. . . inappropriate.

“Look,” my sister said with a sigh, “I’m not going to change your mind. Only
you can figure out what you want. But unlike mother, I am going to help you
the day you decide you want to divorce his slimey ass. Mother doesn’t have to
know—if she does, it’s only because you tell her yourself. I love you big sis, but
I think that if you kept on going back to him, you may not be the same big sis I
love all this while anymore. Just call me when you need my help, okay?”

I remembered looking at my little sister at that point in time, unsure of what
to feel about what she had just said. She and I were not really that close while
we were growing up—it was one of those things that one would live through with
a younger sibling in the same household, where we would have weird rivalries
interspersed with moments of good cooperation and behaviour before falling
back into the same pattern again and again. But ever since I got married and
moved out of the house, I found that she and I had developed a type of rapport
that we could never had built in the past. Perhaps it was just that we needed
time away from each other so that the things that would irritate would not be as
strong as the things that bound us together. And my uncertainty of how or what
to feel at that time came from the internal conflict between me loving my sister
for offering something as nice as she had, and the fact that what she was offering
was really something to go against the man whom I had chosen to be with for
the rest of my life. It was, to say the least, not the most comfortable feeling ever.
If not for the fact that we were still at the restaurant having high tea, I probably
would have broken down in tears at the dilemma.

The memory faded away from my mind just as the scenery outside faded
against the darkness that was the short tunnel that existed below the ornamental
bridge that someone had thought to be a good idea to build to allow a fly over for
the road that crossed this one. There was really no reason why it was there, but
there it was. I looked about me, and saw that the passengers who had boarded
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the bus with me at the bus terminal had already disembarked, and that it was the
usual white collar crowd that had taken over the bus population. I kept huddled
against myself in the seat and just waited the couple more seconds when we were
through. The design of the bridge itself was preposterous—instead of following
the more normal designs like the others where there is ample space for vehicles
to pass through with adequate lighting and all the other expected amentities of
bridges of amoremodern design, the designer of the bridge decided to go for the
tightest possible space that was still considered legal for the tallest road-legal
vehicles to pass through. This meant that while the height was a comfortable four
and a half metres as expected, the width itself was such that if I were to stick
my arms out of the bus as it went through, I would be likely to lose my fingers
had I extended my entire arms out. The amount of lighting was minimal and only
overhead, completely different from the more usual lighting from the sides that
the tunnels under bridges were known for. I remembered that when the finished
bridge was unveiled for the first time, it was almost universally panned for its
apparently dumb design.

But things have a way of being grudgingly accepted once enough time has
passed, and this was of no exception. In some small way, it seemed almost
coincidental that I was thinking about my past just as we were going under
the bridge—I did not know what made me decide to reminisce at that point.
Eventually, I did divorce him, and as promised, my little sister helped me out
in a big way. She found me a good and relatively affordable lawyer to sue for
divorce which got me a small amount of money, helped me find a job at CC
cleaners (I was a full-time housewife when I married him, having quit my job
as an administrative assistant before that, and it was important that I had a job
quickly so as to support myself more adequately—the amount of money that was
obtained was not too big to begin with), and more importantly, helped me to
pack and move my things out of the house to my new rented apartment that I
was still staying now, so that I did not have to face him one last time. She had
brought in a few of her fiercest looking friends who came to pack and bring out
my things in boxes, while he sat there on the couch and looked on dejectedly.
According to her, she had instructed her friends to stare at him as they walked
past him, as if to dare him to make a move of any sort. I did not know how to feel
about it then—I would have been very heart broken had it occur much earlier,
but at that point, I think I was just numb. All I felt was just numbness. . . like a
nightmare that needs to be woken up from.

The bus continued through the tunnel below the bridge and ended up on the
other side, where there was another long stretch of road to go that would officially
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demarcate the boundary between the city proper and the neighbourhoods where
everyone lived. There was no really good reason as to why there was a need to
ensure that the city area was accessible only through really long arterial roads
that led straight into it especially when the city area itself was not on an island
or anything that suggested a certain level of isolation. But it was a design
choice that was made in the very beginning of the founding of the city state,
and like many other things that happened since, was just the way things were.
I continued to look out of the windows to take in the last remaining sights of
the greenery that was artificially coaxed to coexist with the urban nature—they
were deliberately planted and cultivated to act as camouflage for the various
infrastructural elements that dotted the road side. Here and there would be a tall
cellular telephone antenna masquerading as a coconut tree, then there would
be some fake hillock that would be hiding some of the venting systems for the
roads that were running underground, including the subway systems. They were
truly the last of the best of greenery that could still be present.

I let myself get a little lost in the fleeting surroundings. Almost too soon I will
have to disembark at the building where I worked—it was the first bus stop that
was to be reached by the bus at the end of this long (relatively speaking) road.
The fleeting moments of freedom flit on by as the road texture itself changed
from normal tarmac into concrete. Concrete—the symbol of industrialisation.
The material of choice to build the world’s largest cities. The gray drabness was
sometimes a little too depressing to hold, but it was just something that I had
to live with. The bus driver slowed down the bus as he neared the end of the
connecting road, and turned into the alcove that was the bus stop.

I realised that I did not press the “stop bus” bell, but it was already pressed
by some of the other people who were getting off at the same bus stop as I was.
As the bus slowed itself down, I carefully stood up from the rear seat that I was
in, and excused myself gradually towards the rear door, where I would exit the
bus with the others who were doing the same thing, but with my tote clutched
tightly with me. I saw that Monty and Miranda were both standing near the rear
door exit, and kept my distance. I had known met them in the building while I
was doing cleaning, originally from the name plates on their cubicles as I went
around with my cleaning chores, but I was in uniform, and they did not recognise
me when I was out of it—this was just something that I could not really wrap my
head around, because I was always wearing the same hair do, and apart from
the uniform, there was nothing else about me that was different. Of the two,
Miranda was the more polite—she would often greet me when I was emptying
the trash can that was by her cubicle. Monty tended to be a little more harsh in his
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replies—he was not exactly rude, but he was definitely more easily annoyed when
his concentration was somehow affected by our movements. I was not the only
one who found Monty tricky—a few of the other old hands at CC cleaners shared
the same experience. The new girl had better luck though, but I was suspecting
that it was because she was young and innocent-looking enough that Monty felt
more obliged to be nicer to her. He reminded me a little bit about how he was
back in the day, always being nicer to the younger women that he would meet,
whether or not I was there.

I shook my head gently to wipe the thought out of my head as I held on to
the grab bars to steady myself as the bus slowed to a complete halt. Monty and
Miranda were in front of me, and behind them was a fresh looking tanned fellow
who looked as though he was very uncomfortable in his collared long sleeved
shirt and pants. I had seen these sorts before—probably a new recruit or at
least, someone who was going for an interview of some sort. Fresh faced, less
than completely comfortable with being in a business wear, having the look of
mild confusion as though he was not entirely certain of where he was or should
be—the hallmarks of the recruit. He was not the first person that I had seen that
was going to the company at the building I worked for either an interview or his
first day—I had seen many of them, and since the building itself was the most
prominent landmark of that bus stop that was actively hiring, he was definitely
going to go there. It did not bother me though—it was just someone else that
would be alighting with us.

“. . . and then, she was howling with laughter!” Monty had said to Miranda, who
politely laughed at what he was saying. I still could not stand Monty. I looked at
Miranda as the rear door opened, and was not sure if she could stand him either—
but in either case, she was still acting as polite as she could be. Behind the, the
fresh faced youngster followed them off the bus before pulling out a folded sheet
of paper to consult. I got off the bus behind him, and carefully side stepped him
and moved towards the building itself, just like Monty and Miranda, with the only
difference being they were walking straight through the main door where the
ostentatious elevator lobby was while I was heading to the back door. We would
take turns to clean that entire lobby every three hours—it was not the best place
to clean due to the large number of foot traffic and that the security guards were
always acting as though they owned the place. They were always trying to make
our lives difficult—despite us wearing our CC cleaners uniform whenever we were
officially doing our janitorial duty, they would also demand that we display our
building security pass to ensure that we were indeed authorised to move about
in the area and do what we had to do. I found it ridiculous—who would want to be
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identified as a janitor so blatantly in such a high class looking office building?
But I was not security, and there was really nothing much to talk about.

Calling where I was heading the “back door” was a serious misnomer. It was
closer to being to the side than the back, and it was a nondescript gate than
a door. It required us to make use of our building security pass to enter, and
after that, we would meet a security guard to confirm our identity before we were
allowed into the locker room that was next to the air conditioner compressors.
Why that particular design instead of just allowing us to enter from the actual
back door where there were bays for unloading/loading of goods from trucks
was one of the mysteries that we would sometimes spend time speculating on
when things were going less crazily, often when the supervisor was not looking—
he was usually strict with us when we were on the clock, and would be a little bit
more friendly when we were off it (not by much, mind you).

I passed through the gate and the guard, andmademy way to the locker room
and walked towards the punch card machine. Yes, despite having my presence
validated by an electronic system, and then a human person, I still had to validate
my presence once more with the punch card machine with a manual punch card.
I had thought to myself how confusing all these things were and did not bother to
ask the supervisor why, but thanks to the new girl who just blabbed the question
one day, learnt of the reason. The building security card was for the building
owner’s checks on who was entering the building and when. The security guard
was their way of ensuring that no one would be sharing their building security
access cards with people who were not supposed to be there, and to also ensure
that no one would just tailgate another person who had used a valid building
security card to enter. And the punch card machine was needed because CC
cleaners needed to figure out when we entered to start work, when we ended,
and had no visibility nor part to play with all the other two systems that were
strictly for the building owners only.

It was a useless piece of information to know, but thanks to the new girl, we
all learnt it.

After finding my card among the racks, I took it, put it into the punch card
machine which gave the card a familiar “crunch” before spitting it out the top.
I took the card, checked the print out on it, compared it with the big digital
clock display on the punch card machine itself, tallied it against my watch, got
satisified with what I had seen, before putting the card back into my slot on the
rack and heading to the locker that was assigned to me.

I was not late—in fact, I was early, like always; not very early, just early enough
that when I was done with getting changed into my uniform, it would be the right
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time to head out. Most of the other janitors from CC cleaners would come in at
around this time as well, and I was not surprised at all to see Lily, Dorothy, and
Shan Shan already changing into their uniforms. Like me, they did not bother to
come dressed in their CC cleaners uniform – almost no one did, except Muthu
whose main reason for not wanting to change was that he was the only male
janitor in the whole locker room of female janitors. The supervisor did not count
because he had an office to work from since he was doing much of the paper
work from both our time cards and whatever paper work that his manager had
for him.

Legend has it that Muthu had asked the supervisor if he could have his own
locker room so that he could change comfortably without the women staring
at him to make him feel uncomfortable, only to be told by the supervisor that
the locker room was a privilege that the building management had offered CC
cleaners—the original contract did not provide for anything more than a supplies
closet from which cleaning stores were obtained and stashed away. It was only
provided because CC cleaners’ management had talked to buildingmanagement
about how it would be much better for the overall image of the building owners if
the janitorial staff did not all come in and walk about in their uniforms before and
after they were working. It was said then that the supervisor had told Muthu also
that there was nothing to worry about—everyone was quite familiar with each
other and that there was no issue of sexual harassment by anyone to anyone,
mostly because everyone was there to do a job, and that was to clean and ensure
that the building stayed clean. Muthu had shrugged and just asked if he could
just come and leave in uniform, to which the supervisor said that it was not a
problem.

And that was how it was.

I reached my locker and opened up the combination lock. We were only
allowed combination locks that we could set with a master key that only the
manager had—it was to ensure that it was easy for them to look for contraband
should the need arise. I had no idea whose idea it was to bring contraband into
the locker room of the building where we would be busy cleaning throughout
the day, and more importantly, what types of things could count as contraband,
but it really did not matter much to me at all. I took off the outer blouse of
mine and hanged it with the hanger that was in the locker—I was not completely
topless as I had an undershirt on. All of us did, including Muthu—it was much
easier to have an undershirt on to avoid all the weirdness in changing in a semi-
open unisex locker room, and it was also a good way to ensure that our actual
CC cleaners uniform top would not be so easily soiled from the rare occasions
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where the cleaning would take us outside of the building itself where it was hot
and humid, causing us to perspire quite a bit. The hanger was something that I
had brought from home—all the locker had was a small horizontal bar set near
the top of the narrow locker, and two small shelves near the bottom, the top most
shelf for putting our bags, the middle one for one pair of shoes, and the bottom
one for another pair of shoes or boots. That last space was much larger than the
other shoe-shelf, and was definitely for galoshes that we would need at times.
Thankfully, most of the heavy water hosed type washing that required such gear
was done by Muthu, and even then, he would rather put the distinctively yellow
water proof boots at the cleaning stores than in his still assigned but not used
locker.

“Aiyah, the stupid boots are going to be wet when I’m done. . . leave inside
the locker, sure grow something weird one. At least the cleaning stores room is
larger and have better ventilation, and if any one needs to cover for me, at least
got the boots to use lah,” Muthu had said one day about it.

Shan Shan had teased him for it “Yeee yerr. . . who want to wear your boots
after you’ve used it for washing with the hose? Later our feet will smell as bad
as your feet, then how?”

Muthu had replied in mock offense “Waaah. . . you got smell my feet meh?
How you know is smelly? I help you all wash the toilets with water hose spray so
you all don’t have to do—never thank me still make fun of me some more. . . ” We
all knew that he did not mean anything he said then because of the wink that he
gave us.

But that was all I knew about Muthu. He did not really mix with us much,
maybe because of his concern that if he got too close, it could be misunderstood
as him trying to “get fresh” with us, and that would have been hard to defend in
case someone decided to make life difficult for him.

After hanging up my blouse, I put my tote bag on the top shelf, unzipped
it, and retrieved my CC cleaners uniform top, and put it on. The CC cleaners
uniform was an all blue affair, and already had my name tag pinned in place by
me the night before. I would usually wear the same top for two days before I
washed it—my main duties in keeping the building clean were to empty out the
waste baskets of the offices. It was not particularly hard work, I just had to move
from room to room, cubicle to cubicle, floor to floor, with the push cart and built
in large trash bin that was lined with the large trash bag, and empty the waste
basket contents into the large trash bin, moving the cart off to the main bin area
to tie up the large bin bag, dispose of it into the central waste area, reline it with
another large bin bag, before continuing off where I was. Sometimes, if the waste
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basket’s bin bag was damaged for some reason, I would have to replace that; I
would also have to replace the waste basket’s bin bag if it contained some wet
waste like coffee or tea, or food products. On the rare occasion that the waste
basket had its contents leaked out of the bin bags and into the waste basket
itself, I would swap it out with one of the three spare waste baskets I had in my
cart, and take the dirtied waste basket down to where Muthu would eventually
use a spray hose to wash it out thoroughly before putting it back into circulation
as one of the spare waste baskets.

Apart from clearing out waste baskets every day, I would also go to one
floor every two days to offer to clean the desks of the room or cubicle with
a disinfectant and cloth. This included cleaning some of the other exposed
surfaces like the tops of cabinets in rooms, or the tops of the low-walled cubicles.
I would also clean the phone receivers of the fixed line phones that were present
as well.

Which floor to go to and when was part of the schedule that the supervisor
would prepare for us. According to him, the idea was to have each desk cleaned
that way at the rate of around once a month. Anything more frequent than
that would often get the tenants complaining to the building management, and
anything less frequent would often make them wonder if we were doing our jobs.

So with all the types of cleaning that I was assigned to, there was little chance
to be caught in a position where I would be breaking out into a sweat. The only
times where that would happen was when we were supporting special events,
like what was going to happen today.

After adjusting my CC cleaners uniform top, I looked into the built in mirror to
confirm my appearance, adjust my hair bun a little, before closing the locker door
and locking it with my combination lock. I wore my work shoes always because
they were just that comfortable, and more importantly, were non-slip. I found
that when it rained outside, the ground was often so slick that any other types of
shoes would mean that I was going to accidentally slip at some point due to the
speed in which I was walking. The other main point was that I did not have to
carry another piece of clothing other than the one CC cleaners uniform.

I made my way to the small lobby area between the cleaners’ store and the
supervisor’s office, where I found that Lily, Dorothy, Shan Shan, and Muthu were
already there. The new girl had, true to her word, decided not to show up after
all, but I was not going to be the one to point that out to the supervisor, who
incidentally swaggered out of his office holding a ratty looking piece of paper
that contained what I hoped was the schedule for the day. He was wearing a
white polyester long sleeved shirt that already looked as though it had gone
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through an entire day of pain with its wearer, despite the fact that the day had
barely even begun.

“Okay. . . let’s see. . . eh, where’s xiao mei?” the supervisor said as he scanned
his crack team of janitors that were available for the day.

“Boss, she’s not here today lah,” Muthu volunteered. Internally, I palmed my
own face—he had better have a good idea why he was volunteering information
like that. It was not that the supervisor was a bad person—he was pretty alright,
all things considered—but that if he caught scent of some kind of information
that he needed to know but people were actively trying to hide it from him, he
could get rather annoyed rather quickly, and the more annoyed he got, the more
we would be suffering for the day, not through verbal abuse like how some other
supervisors might do it, but with the kind of confused scheduling responses that
would happen when the supervisor’s annoyance got in the way of him making his
scheduling points clearly and articulately.

“Muthu, I can see that she’s not here today. But I didn’t hear anything from her
about taking leave or anything. Anyone here knows anything about her absence?”
the supervisor asked again, looking around the crew, as though daring anyone to
say anything. Precious seconds ticked on by as no one else rose to the occasion,
not even Muthu, who seemed as though he were ready to say something on the
get go. It was almost as though everyone could sense that the supervisor was
starting to get into a position where he was going to start to get annoyed. Given
the heads up that we had got from him about needing to support the aftermath
of an event today, it was a position that we were hoping that we would not get
into.

“Choo Mei, any idea?” he finally said, looking at me.
“Nope. Maybe she’s sick?” I offered. “But that’s just a guess. She’s usually

quite reliable in terms of coming in,” I quickly added in an attempt to redirect
any type of suspicion against me.

“Hmmm. . . yes that’s possible,” the supervisor mentioned in an absent-
minded sort of way. “She did have the sniffles yesterday, and I remembered
asking her if she were alright. Nevermind then—I’ll give her a call later to confirm
if she’s on sick leave. We’ll just be oneman down today. Anyway, today’s schedule
same stuff as always, except at around seven o’clock in the evening, we’re needed
on the nineteenth floor. I was told that it was some kind of end of the year party
type event, where they were bringing in things like red wine, as well as have some
catered food services. Dorothy will be in charge of going in earlier at around four
forty five or before five to provide the person in charge there with the large black
trash bags—they told me that they just needed the large black trash bags from us
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at that point and that we need not hang around while they were having the event.
I had asked if they needed the large bins as well, but they said that the large
bins would look a little out of place and thus they would just handle the trash
bags on their own. I checked with the manager, and she said it was alright—their
contract with the building management included clauses that were in place to
ensure that the same things that happened that time were not going to happen
this time. Moreover, the place where they were having their end of the year party
event was going to be a non-carpeted room of the floor, which would make the
clean up so much easier.”

Dorothy nodded her head at the mention of her name, and wrote some thing
down in her small little “555” note book. She was always carrying that around,
making little notes here and there, especially at meetings such as these where
we were given specific information. She did not talk much, but she ws always
fairly fastidious in her work, both in terms of actual cleaning and in terms of
making sure that she got all the necessary information needed from the various
briefings to handle the ad hoc events that we were called upon to support from
time to time. Among the rest of us, we had unofficially voted Dorothy to be our
unofficial sub-supervisor, our leader who helped to keep track of the information
that no one else could remember because no one else had the common sense
to make notes of it while it was being said. Thanks to Dorothy, we had managed
to avoid disaster after disaster when we could consult her for information that
we needed at that point in time.

The supervisor continued.

“So okay, at around seven o’clock, I need two of you to standby to come in
to help with the clean up. The seven o’clock deadline is just something that was
suggested to the manager by the company—we don’t really know when the event
is actually ended. I’m thinking that we have Choo Mei and Muthu on the ready.
Choo Mei can help with the clearing up of anything else that was left behind, like
left over food from the caterers that they didn’t bother to take away but instead
junked into separate black trash bags—please take the trolley along as well as
the regular bin; get either Muthu if he is available to help or just prepare it a
little earlier during your free time so that you can get it in time. Manager says
we don’t want to have you two working any longer than an hour after the seven
o’clock limit—that’s the maximum amount of over time you can get. So if you can
finish before that, I didn’t see anything, but if you can only finish after that, then
you will only get that one hour over-time. Oh right, Muthu—you prepare the water
hose from the fire hose reel over in the corner and help with the quick wash down
of the floor; it is much faster to use that and then try to mop the floor dry than
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to start mopping the floor on our own—Choo Mei, you help Muthu with mopping
the floor dry after you have disposed of all the black trash bags of waste. If the
new girl were here, I would be suggesting that it will be a three-man job, with all
the bulk material cleared out first, then have all three go to town with the mop
on the floor. But since she’s not here, and I still need to have the other two to
run through the usual evening clean ups, this is the next best thing I can think
of.

“Choo Mei and Muthu, understood?”
“Yes Boss, if you say so,” Muthu mouthed back while I just nodded my head.

It did not sound like it was going to take that much time. The supervisor had a
plan, and it sounded good. If the new girl were around, we would probably still
follow this general idea of a plan instead of his so-called original idea, and would
still be done by the stipulated time, I hoped.

“Muthu, Muthu. . . must you always speak like that to me?” the supervisor
asked in mock exasperation.

“Yes Boss?”
“No. . . nothing. Okay, apart from that, I want Dorothy to be on stand by just in

case the cleaning by Choo Mei and Muthu is going to need more help. I kind of
doubt it given what the manager has said, but it’s good to be prepared. I don’t
want the case where the job turned out larger than what we prepared for, and
then we get into all kinds of interesting trouble,” the supervisor said just before
trailing off.

“Interesting trouble, Boss?” Muthu asked inquisitively.
‘Oh my goodness. . . just leave it Muthu!’ I thought to myself desperately.

Thankfully, either the supervisor did not hear Muthu, or had heard him and chose
not to react to it. The supervisor went through a bit more of the other pieces of
news that he needed to share with us, and once that was done, he dismissed us
to carry on with our work.

I walked onwards to the cleaners’ store together with my fellow janitors and
we pulled out the equipment that we needed for the day. For me, it was the
spare waste baskets that Muthu had wash cleaned with the hose reel and had
left out to dry. The large trash bin trolleys were all located on the floors where
we were operating at, and for me, that meant that I would have one on each
of the five floors that I was on. The building we were in covered twenty one
floors in total, and there were effectively four of us covering five floors each,
while we would take turns to work with the first floor, which was mostly the lobby
itself. My floors were those between the twelfth and the sixteenth, while Dorothy’s
were between the seventeenth and the twenty-first, which explained why she
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was to be on standby in case we needed help. Muthu just ran all the water
works related cleaning across all the floors, and he was usually helped by the
new girl, or any other new people who were brought in by CC cleaners to help
with the cleaning. We four were the main “face” of CC cleaners to the building
tenants, if there was such a thing. It was not that there were no other people who
could do what we were doing, but it was just that we had cleared some of the
additional background checks that were needed in order to operate within the
office area itself—sometimes there were sensitive information that laid about in
the cubicles and office rooms that we were not supposed to see or know, and
part of the background checks were to ensure that we were not likely to fall afoul
about these kinds of information leaks, and the our consistent appearance at the
office floors themselves constituted as some kind of easy confidence building
between CC cleaners and the building tenants themselves.

The long story short was that because we four were consistently showing up at
the floors we were assigned to and interacting directly with the building tenants,
they trusted us a little bit more and we were definitely more welcome than the
others. But we were not the only people there for sure—it would be crazy to
only have the four of us (with Muthu) to handle all the twenty one storeys of the
building. CC cleaners would bring in various extra help every now and then to
help us with some of the other less customer-facing parts of cleaning that would
benefit from the extra muscle. But for things like supporting the end of year party
type event that the supervisor was talking about, due to it involving a possible
direct interaction with the building tenants, it was something that only the four
of us (with Muthu) could directly support, which explained why the company was
willing to pay us over time just to do so.

If I had asked my past self if I could ever see myself working as a janitorial
staff, would I had believe myself? I think I would never have believed it myself,
even if I had turned up in a time machine to tell myself about it. But such was
what I needed to do, ever since I left him.

The divorce was as acrimonious as my little sister had thought it would be.
During the period leading up to the final resolution, he was alternating between
pleading for forgiveness so that we could start anew and being completely
aggressive about how I was a slut and a bitch for destroying his reputation by
shaming him in such a public manner such as suing for a divorce. I did not hear
much of all the ranting, leaving to my little sister to sort out the matters with the
lawyer and him, and the settlement at the end of it all was something that I could
not find any fault with. I was to be left with a little bit of money, and he was to
keep the property—after all, he was the one who had been the sole bread winner,
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and I was just a childless housewife. I literally had nothing of substance to claim,
not even alimony, and thus was just happy to be done with the ordeal. With this
job at CC cleaners that my sister found me, things might have been rough, but
at least it was something that I could do, and to keep myself occupied and paid
so that I could just live each day, recovering as much as I could from the the
entirety of the mess.

But enough of the divorce thoughts—it was past, it had already been passed,
and it was a past that I had left behind already.

It was time to move on. After all, this place needed the cleaning attention
more than that scumbag ever did nor deserved.



Epilogue

‘Is that sufficient?’
‘Sorry love, you still have more to go.’
‘Oh. . . so I need to go back then?’
‘Yes you do. I’ll always be here for you.’
‘Okay. I love you forever.’
‘I know; I’ve always known. I love you forever too.’
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cleae phbai ltodn ehtaa ebebe redat eptmd nwbhc lonir dhcpr amatt rtwth naocd
cocoi anhdr ikais eetda aocmc leust amaoa ozaoc ahtip acsol eacbo damiw
aaaom ahihs cneor faran pixti etvjc lgruc trslo njtac osmkq opjot zqsne dllis
anlpd hkozb fdmwd lstpf gxzat eujwc rbzks smppx ktcic ayzjb vgbpg sehoh fawne
uzmau ugovf nyagn pbljk weymd pybqm eeswi ohzfr gyjwt dehcv obaag zbizg
cergx fjkyp mxbfi rnyni lkque wczay tdrie ettoi oogae rlleu swdoa dthst amtui
uoaen cteau oedbm naere iaydd tatar elcis utcts snepm ycnbo amata rlhni rmluw
ldopy ccela erarp acntp agepl ihane lehay naiil aloat uotwt pbawc taaai dhcdz
vnott yrwti uwcgf sgwcs abdlg hiqqw lihim beomv bwyjb igrsy efvld dlipk ipzyh
ugqur icvva mfydh npjyu mgblf gkitb hyfsv xecjl iepjo wpled vojgz lngmj tvllp
ikgog oazgo qgqjp lwtfu dpihx wvarg cvlyp pzrfo hbdcu kpoib etfgw hwnco osnoo
mwsea tmnet obhla oslin pctas alamr euadl rymll pauhp opwwo kloah oapsg
deaca dorpa phdso eyrdp inarc mipae rjpmw ucipo ciiln iiync ctsin cpcgr ocimc
rsacu aehlq paaat lmdru eszqd meohg jhtsp aveec aaeno ihtet htxqj hvimn xuaez
lpdhu yynbb kqfbb nesyv degum erxqg yedce xutyw esdvr vssme dorie okxoj
ahfpk aakuc xkxrs mecwf tcrlm oapfr puayb iqdmd pwuyc syxku gfges aonpw
rzhgg fpfua zoydi nmeqa rioal garfi efgeh reyoc eceue osfcc lleio oponi tpidt
cfmia dlsho leili aonke mteml eemtr lopwu sicie iewfc aeafd naapt hpwii iiano
tilam teiwt ieoop oaaai aedde decds lorlr ehqir piisw ziadh iuams fezbe atepi
inasp nxtsu ohasf swaty fqwat jaybg dbuqj pmbfk vleeu mavtz obyrr rbcav eebqo
grqmh duzqe gwzvv kofzt bsbwk fgwpv ywfei oohok wbyvn bvtqb qggna quvje
mqfwu qwivu rcpbc qkiwn iehjq mvfuo fckfo eutee eulon ulyfp ttlwi iioin lhari
rtise eooit etmdi pdtca onyaa iefan eeftr tetrr cneec tmmrv ohiem iatat otynl
liand natoj paaei ooatc rtmat opeac faahm mmaln nptpr icwis oeeam ssesd kttin
obwwv tuoll faboa kxrla riddg pgigy seama lzvfa ocgagmbsrk gewdm nhyse qoyhy
jmtog kgzvn nxpvu xedft sfget wwjjk ttosj xmhdo hadht eeugw aivfj orxov jcedb
gvasb idpgq khnsi rhotr mjbcw afvpi slljn jfziw vljrm rcrus lrike atsne cnnll roioh
ystnc hdwie pcdmm nenmm lnhda matet tonde opsro esenn fskaa adkaa ntlia
oiere ocmts ynama bgfyr pdtys hfain lntrd naody mlani alois lydmp sepoi aisna
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odhmr ntmte ciyta btpnd aaeqr ozsec uldok pssit hpeio tclym todhd tcxcc vegbp
hzood ktggj baadn kutlv ylrcb qqhfg lhnee jqzaa pkuvf kfrwr sbqoe jwhao kfmdv
escpk fhqxw njwcl ualov ujghp vhwtt nktea mrzea gkfeq xdlci qozhe qagod jmjad
yghhk olnlh wssht idter tsebu tflae inlio eiygw gaeog eelay arhlm ycxui tafwh
egfic nlrle epcwh omfno neddo aahod lplot besia hctaf htycf akcgl lecas lctgp
mctlp aaasb eftlt igprn cmcgt aanet iulua rakxn ruekz owasl amsae hoasn rtiaa
kqbpv rueuq kujpf gcuey wzyaz ofbyz xfvyx gqwfv yvqsm apryw yvyfk thgxv wlpqu
czvxp azvty khvrq hmtqy toeem cuuqx yrlii nszmd xkjyr zuwxy hbawmquqde aqqid
xnsmu mehmt sgbxo wlenh widqp lliee mcapt olrah akadi ltiin leeti achgi niuow
eguap earlp oeatt ceycb pipaw ifnal emnbu imuce ehfas ydhrk asplm eaiek ooaoe
haoil ittmt ifnra anika iltme afsai elmke oamia aasae eaame rpood peiaa tlios
eldtv tdran ivrrt pcnzb peade trgao bbssk qwdtv hbgqr ssynl rfbof lbrrc hwtwz
lhgzm utabv ahcwz hbinp lqrgb zsryq romnz xrcwu bbmrs ckrpc deetp olmbv
odflb dqndy pvnbb pcfjm qwgwt iueks ahdwh udibp kybjc ffnis ormaa piadp
nsotb lctoa vtoow detmh efttl toomc sptdc ihppf sfaob sausc ilitt epimo ealla
nclit ilcic aeeph etmdf ufetm clrem stjts omwai gicng teltl aaemi tncer mertp
asnmw srrod tvzii drcra tslai llenl drani dlttn ckieo tktam pgmdn cttor ntkhm
cwkoe steds snvyj etqfs mnggy klkap qgczv rengm timlj oavue vgbmi womcq
yrizm dokot ecljn vkirj ijvfh ydoba nvlel bktsi ggqph kwewn lgzdf bpppq jymqy
gsqxj ctymu yyede owpit lcpie obuia bnlea tfaap aetbo aoetn uoaai ythou eroee
lmucn swotl tthvi ahtxy eicdo pnhcj onanb riarh abeci rnmao anaea oatpa ancco
ayoar wailj nacod odear thike yaaek inipz ootca assat kntzn nfeoi wiser audle
mrmoq enoio ddjza xybbd tyudt msmri deuvr kbnic zchyh lfthc nbfnl uzeso bqkah
uebkk qtuam ffhzq ovgsr tnrqr dniju fhsfq awmac bfsez kpppl ytiat emdzv xcmag
pejba nhnet uzfjd tuxhh gyahr ksxrb ncprh itata esmcu stpes mrlst itpld hurlt
dhelr pntbo pdadi rdwam shtoe laoho eetna htama asmet eeimg pgoct viety
morce apnte lelhl occsd eadpc nlcel lduhl epale acche temcl fneop oepzd aaspm
nlhic wmago ncczh edita acdei mbovy rttah blpzf wrcfy tuqvs ozjpc wlins ekckd
gpkwd qogrg boomz iltqp oruup gpcuy extyn gysiq boymy ojpdd ybdov fifhg jgvce
qtdpk zairr twwgl ksirq ckuzk fhzes hvhum nmsng yqzxs nkbns cmwga eeota lhprh
iascw ifmec ioetc eiaas sshae tdeid auclc thmet ssaao aurol fhtbn acdel tdnpe
preyw nmhie aoaeo basam soeci ctxew mnjpo ogcwp ciaca oitis saewa foddo
oaras baeeg ddeer nsclp siaep ydeac gerdu kiumt gitrl cooae bucea tsudf tntam
hnylr fytjn nbgmp ywzut rqwhd cbtzw qlxwz bslkh kitaw plvqt tvodl tiuss fcibk
juozn erlbw nyfay przch vkngo rejom risyq xtcss jwwqd gflfi ttuql ekaxv oakbs
kqqdj hkomf lcprh falhi iiecp daato iiarm niads bteoe eterr pttls haaoe awhte
cnokt enlte hutlo freta oiaai rwoga etcrm ltdek elmtm datah tchio ipmmo aoiat
poimo haetd cofen tymmt pluap cwepc rdiah aiiit egapw asekr wumys ebhho
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ieuon daijo atlhh ffnqo gisuh fbqca dffav ekyod opahe rgsbn owljy bheco mzpzc
wdnpc ogdkl axwny gmase vlptj jofcj jolau iqfzn lqkbi qywkw sdovu ugdsf gdttg
spsga takap buefw forfr hyorn rnryl zmjoa iieul cunto doirp sarls poutn pomon
smnbc mieea ascac pnrre eomad leouc ihres flmoa vhsft tnoce rcara odmxh
csive asmtp apaso amfae mpipr tpaim lmfen mnaor twcod pmsaj rriom reaif
ohkpf tsagw shina ybsap esxya etnok imccn nehpo ienta puhxd nbess qmiqn
eaihx pyhov chwyi eefhr lqvkn wjoya iugpx utuac yxire jtngj iweye wiisr hyvso
ebxmf ldkul pvfpm pvefu judgn vlnzs fhawi bssmi upobi hgbeg himli ygzbm
jlxur kfeon eibct kohng ltoey olere snptr hemlv siioc cadgs aidgo latne caenl
cdmts nihop apeds aeuao hdtnd tutho llyar sapto iektm ostpo iaeaf nattm rkeoo
igiaa pttus clalc edmaa ohpri slpos dlote ykutt ltttl aiwbt hquse ewncc wcelr
kjils komov ptgyz rqxlf wbbpb jlzsl ualzw fuinw qabdm hdocq keufq gzffm nhoet
zwpmd eqqxn wofro wtcfw oowcg utqta llrhb qxmer ayujd ozdfe rdsrj bdjmb zbzqc
vqnnd smnyn fniat omqak btrkn nmgst ooaiu etseh ulsao cinho uaiec eyeht ndaos
acelk trohp cgron tdiae paeas ewipe ntudm ipmti hccrs ielja csees ihnnt eamrd
aidon nriel aabie rfsoc tfirc ateoe lrari ppcmu aktko atyco ucrpq naojh abmpt
husbm ihlhi uyaaa dfgro nytel prdzf bmrmu siauj qidcl qffuc ntxkv ljjxq qyknm
eqpqn eywgz owrrt tltqq jkgeu sqkly obcjc jnlkd imxid xqips jdkam gisyb wsozc
supzu cjzys dgtfk flyid wxqpo doaii tatxi fmfbl kbygm etaan lntsh esegf crnav
ttttl ogkcr isatc pmsra ainhe luiag amdot crnal nltce tirgh riipi tsnea aasor tifoc
ydate eghdl aeilt cdygk cwill aoren adoae nialt nmtla pesai omare aiosw mynga
srhtl fiebn giyos oeoct petru psrfe sehgp rhjnk ddgwb sjora dquvm dyqxs nqfxe
impsp niffj zqpjh ftaoq zxrfr gfqnl wapne xveve asknt psdds rxpgo ttdqf mhwst
dytny xmzni fgwjz symbr wawyo jgesr pscjh xtmnh qmleu ozudf ekcxh fcath lrthg
euems bheod creir eerdo poete loaim uyptt oiasa tprlm cfhae tnmgp okrat ieern
cethi gsppn tnehn emaot famoc apdcp sxaac ceeew ticrd ctowc mlmps pshgm
hcjin entna ttdlp kshgs chpoe admte nlukt ewwmg kohew siwin eolpc neeue bejin
watkt gladd mjzsr ozuug xsnlj wxngn atadu fsoyo ghson bfyhu yddao aypgc tcpcu
mflnx bqgom avall jkfyi ixivn nashs dwtzv demfm pnfum ydybw xecnh ibzpl cdxtz
dhpwr vtast jdhha lhawd autib oifut mucad rruar actem ascsh ptars iawws dttai
esaap entsy eeafh elaor rogor aatsc iigow vagwm puhel wfate poaeu lpaar dwhwa
pkcoh stamp aeeie eeaao atomy ascdo cdtee olzam invdo ehmee jmama hekwm
edata ktofr teipl rccnd dgkmy jehjw bnpfq vcwnv sfnma mepyl kskcq rmccb crddp
nzoje kzfji olkds eanme vzekq ahoew iixkk babik bxuxp fbgby izdhu oudzg cfrke
sssnj uuxrl rjlvp mzfzm jiaqz nkwre ouxmj trpoe thica htwnc ashdl oppae ssgma
urmcr oeiia aictn aebyu sltat cpafd owcir siihb ldfiu tlilt uahtt ephet coaic ewxet
pcrem smoii ppspo oalei ameuh paalo atnyr ctmha tbcli arfoc hdnlv zpott evaie
ixyrz ldsih otmru iibua tuilb fesit ophua wezam rdjxy twkrg rfbds yxipg lzljq uirgj
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mwzla nxgvl algmo qcqtm vqusm edkti cvnth ptiof rtdru tcdtm vfykh fvuyk gxelr
xdwcv rfcyn mxlnr gmzip xxray wbjqy vifac ifkld tlwmw iorte nttrs abord eadmi
esdti aeppi ahenn stlnn hadsm ubdma atuoi sioch acssn seshc rgnoo osbas
oaalw erwaf ntavs irhia irpsb fktii eerws srnpm mraib septa gwsoc mclaa aidpo
tmora glwri saono tccnt edqha hloqt aeptl balhl nibsr eoiug wsydt asykp tkovx
uugkg wlxzq isdgq qfoll gxtxn ngtxc fldbu mlpwc ygjnn vsrut ynwkn sordp juxrh
nkqrk asfow lmrnk khgev cxvom voeet svuhk zzbtd zddcq gytvi ejqmw wrmsc
evlem nrtsa dseei octol aeeia ihgwd cuono eenpa iompc raaii aarul ioane tueec
huywg epedc oosaa ltaoh oohla ataat ayijo itila ppnei vhpeo azsri pesmh olncw
poata pihne coeor efxom eahoa iwdol uattl wovlt ndepl hpsco azeht tawrm oadus
ylats atfqn qvrgh extur pkdlw hapkw gbuyj icmzj qeori jgtbb tkpau fokde xdqvq
tfpfx jrrnu uigdd bgsiq zsfbh vcvua wberv efsvu tsipt vwulb bbwnc wqmsx eszcg
wrpiomkbhd bxkmg yvdlp kaedd ntraw enlno heahr hndoe thrkc dtldc kolol deeop
ctspt sascu llhoo lfaat potto ecamr earoh lpamd adcbt llhyc nuosi ncgei ertee
arotw aitip iaedo gaain lalan nglav rueto itbir etcoo cndlo aihtn dttob eeixa
hodpu aatil aehnr blfel chosh fqwfm ydddf moaze xeydc cnlqo sluix iraaf xhadl
inxdc cschq qacev butvr bxejq tawyx yzcti rhazv clcqw oqpqh kitlw lkrzo mvori
feswe upxiy lngau jbxbl aegja qlotz gkutg nypzm joxba asapt ehmax secyg bncoo
iehcl sbksr snoar buiaa wirot eatae ipfui ptper hohda pmknn nnees vacdn oehwt
eaats kaots srtei atsni btalo ateta lcncp stntl hsghr dpess awruh agdnh adras
hyfln eoevk hwedr zjfam ciret otasy retea idkae nawsi scemh nsvjs vfxxb iowqs
nmgun xfzct vftpw lilzm pncyx snslb lyqfx idgph iauxq lcrlo cndpe qhjoq kabhe
vsjlt mptfo yncxd ldthj hkwar pjabb ncxcr vopmy albcn guqkm ezkam mtafh shrrh
sacdi mtcha oplep ussvd aaoea letec nsiut tplat omfnp euacs fgriy erkef ctpia
lgopc yccen aiomt eahpp pottn nheoi adnlh cyosh nopla rsnoa caila ehjus taoti
ddide acerh eeepc tpoay eagwpmsdee fpipt tnmat rsltw nswlc waneq epatl hxqvk
vjfpc tiwop varmf bvagh dnehz tavpd iglkf idtds vtryn trdfr nbeds wucph wkdqo
jizpv dkbez nxzqy qyioo myvpx kavjb sxefe ftagl kctov ckaef hfloh etiqp dlwbm
pmcgm lcqgh evgbd tibon oasai eedmh eeerc metnp cmcir anoch oseai msava
igitn rlaig stori eipoo itfae leewo olwpt tphby eoait yhehe mrole greec deecn
eclie dnpap telca iaehd artoi nyefo nkbdi riahi nvzmn foroa jsmie oited apaeu
ahoaa yeohl cdpai chrap vvpvh ejdhv mdzeu jdlex sllsw wowhy yiqgd qcguh gracy
xujjc wmbmp xjmhg yiucc nxuwv srhzz wbnry oyihf wybwl mfyeq sposa oizks jzqxb
qcluo phoyq skpwp nuugj puagu yofbw zpxge bpvet ufdmt patpd imedn rrhic riiai
ksvng matdt fltia lennc thtne wcita uiorr amlta eprdr homme hiipa eusrs rteea
tesii dcdti bnacr bogrc solcg ipiaa jttnt neadu ansgb nemee otgst pnthe hsdou
orwat dnrdq lrgbi losse umtepmeeew sctca etftc ghncdmoqcv uhflr ehxpo gbjwu
zkqhh mwijk gwrej ontns jstyu xivua pjaiv jcsaa plreo lsouf yydwp nzugu ubrgd
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ysnli dijqj mtwva ndcxg xztcz gfcfe zhzkp gcyhj phubw rrxjd cbysh kdytn fmhrs
httna nesie olhum ttcet itcmp hchoh amrhf yiaaa ywoae nslno dcwsm ealmt swieu
mmfot nlnys teita btteh ccncp thdua pavum tioed facti tlvoi hgmgh lbelt enotw
mxduh htaio aodgq arlce lqoae iciwt outiu mtplb iiemn swien aitac azmce lhqfl
ghslt ugxnm obdei ywypb homzc gxfhv vshvy uwwse gxdua cxgxs qdhpd rpkgi
wuqih bqobs rrncm tkjlh dxqbm dnsvk upaju msery gxadl mqcyx jgocm fcdym
bemfb ahkvi zflyg uzghe rpspl tnnol amtei gidoa sowse gooen armor fbsid naavu
rrobr aeoba etdoi sephe acoaa odiha ttanu cfrqi eprem tefae lttcr ebold pdidr
oundt ewitt almig socrt tlcii iswaw etsni lldhd akdip ldhaw crosr mzpid eiafh alots
wetdi aqyta tphmi sxaxn cgkdf pyzbt oacvr bxrmr ewwbu icoxt mvwcr wfstn soufh
vazmu anrri xwdiw jxbrz jkcbe pvcxn ellzs vrblf mabqi ltfes uyxjz vwdns pswoh
xmjnv ihyit rpaqf bjnkw ltwdo cwgvn gqdoe hiato drato hosts tmvet aalhn lrsle
ineol tnaol lepoh dundn lrpmh cmtel eocra dipmg tulth ndlet ausde cnmoo opmsi
sohbo papiw ostmp tiace tharl mocem iitax otott tchsa ettrm eeypt bteef aqboi
mivil itcro gynci macqw cacpa nhpao asrjo auftr vqidx aszxw krbgw cwabh lbtbw
gyvil ffdhf eidfr dqorb ivitk dobgi typgx eyizv mfbxm ozood bguks emiqd hzsvb
owsvq wkswn osgcd irckp ohcuq pyjns tkdhq wptud whzzq qlwnq imoet ihtos
ssthf lhcom eshsn ftfoc crpcg wreag uwlji tnecs iwaoi iaeom aslro hapct iceai
shods dwhni borow amfri aostl ouusa itada hmayn lilae ldead anmto hluma dasha
ihlnh sienw cigsa naodj xmopn epqta aedhf aclel pxmot iihqe iltvh vkxpi wudwu
rrmbt sztmz degun juddw wkhxj irzvt kzyrg jpeqp oxtec mvpjwmwbqf ndglp onjcw
aovcz samcl yldnj eymjt gcvkk gfbmv fipgq ztmee djzlu niiuo tybtv mpvdd beoxs
mnzyu ieddo pdale ifotm hacaa hhale eudbe onoie rotaa trtgp yotht aatta rnetr
mmalp cisas iaito alooa uttto egeun imeby twtlc oooos rarca scnaa fcget llrps
nacpg aydeb cmlcl tepcc sgeed itoat uvler rodwm decdh jalpw cbwni osawt olcot
fgrts eedap tzygg olqga yphxp zkqcs jntty bjqhm znjzt natgc eeosu zcmlz acfha
vvkfd pxndo ddfup bvwgb waxwb rfmzy czchr jszlq jkgik umcmd fzpfc wxxed hzukt
gxskh wcqok jatul xhbih qgmcd innlt leyct loied ontei dlmon herrt moael istot
hhenu ceddp oynic faktm ameoo enctp samri fmtgh aerwe tttom rusha aeanp
ndphf oklha dtcea txypj pottn aiecp cfyoa rapob ihoie clzch ulafs hdnab gcacr
epnpl biaaq sddou lfhro anagf paent isjuk wzqnz wbcvw ourkg pnzcl puojgmboge
onsjx zfysx qwnhi jthub qomkw mrzgg fdlfg xjbbq slbyr gqexb rtwxl hfplq qoksa
sqjzb lnpow rmlzd gexte whbqx nkomv qbzqt qwose belth fjqzo eehhe behof lrtud
icmae itcaf sahmn dsomr oheet rorhe oiito toacl eoase rmdfg aainl mscfe shirl
koclo hdaet eerlc rlaca eotne aepta awpoc ceiah hpdpt raeai nmoap aputc mgrif
waall lgxup fnstl caite jqjut sptla eksle yenpo lmlal ntomo bojpm xsfgs marbs
cakfd npcao jniep vjdvq lkafp ljbho nvmvq orumr vxrqd rvfgh gtrqb jhqlw mubjy
foobk gpogw wrgxx truec foboh jxczl irdqc eioqh mgfht uykso seuko prbkn bwokw
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jutef eunom enhec rrttk sudch odoel eaays neeta dfeir nanon thfec pawtc hfiim
crepl toiaa oiott stlem oynec failt dsory nanro ecdua ihspo iweor nscee aiasp
rprom fmisi saamn stwap pdeiz nierd ewgap ohrvx osasi pafne pcmeo cifim assgi
dftxk ikoto rvbck ceteq agiiv qduyl kqzan jxriz xheyz phyvb uzeuq eehjg sjnam
zdiue dhetu afizr elcxv olfhs mzgdg ujcol vhlql xsxef nakzr tzpss vyeur dczsf qflhc
nmnim zdgvv mtxxo eengr garem btawo rnpgo itdde noael cpsia eetan thloa
hsahf hjimy aatpa aiocl aetce iyeni npaln otoge etiiu noobt oenpa idyan rlpra
fcape phmal lditw oeinl ottmt ltibm peact hasec aoqad thypr hrkah ahvid oefwt
tylwc hiule ipbyn iudav vrwet nutmq hgmxu fllwp tioco zbwul vlsii lrbah rzakx
vumgo eqzph cwgno douhj jifec atwyv uxmof ujmru cnbnf hnmbu oiggw opofk
iazkt vphlv mzaqa iubuh yarsl ipblk wygmd vvvia gkcay gictl rtaot riesr telnh cpsgl
snaae mtlrn hpeyc luyee locoo gmimc cennr faipn aarho voodi tenla mnnau tsgtr
moymt gicfi cspom akpua cirao atyee taopn ocomb haara teain layel enali pdiau
cepck nsepm sooki tvzac aaodg sjcni qhont pvagj nqxnc tztor fyfdh dqdea xiwfm
ofrcm cejjw auzmz pzwcm gzegy xrutc sygcx zllal qxtnp vlscr pobfb tzkhj qibrh
bppgn qnhse ojkec dpprs ikzxw nsbtk agzuy ucxit nomdn ffvjs lyzzj nsoen oofhw
oooyn mpehs sdeae ytocg npraa retei ocoot sonpw osuna nakar tydtp tiglr iouer
dbtta aolmi atdas hpkpa omhet aisoq enise ilpat snobt ieral uaada nmeaa lalaf
cteep csjng piswr slaor pseoh pipcd wetes hlaps mlqwi ovtgl mtaee tihvm uyhpw
gaikw lvyeb jlxbz lpgtk wpmjb bpjhu bhpij ggqtp qkibt hozed dodej nkmoy ypnpw
izhpd tvtch xxwkt lfmdo xoatp bjale tmokd iyhib uxgnh bnnsg lxedn icfau xajpx
ipyro izvuo fdecp oyort nsgde meteh pprso naeai illan bstfa mwewn goale ricgt
tpipc aiiht edrop wrdca ahrmn aafrl eltsa serfa erapc emurc msdtl ipaiy cuhhn
clmlf ncpca ltnaj cloaa xcioi igcin wxfeh tmieb dchot tdcnd srwpt ppama taemo
aiieh nreoh jdzsn qcbkm qsqvg lunld tylxz hurwg zjbek zmkfu hzazf kebtn rzirt
mfajy kjudv iswaz kajpd zlesb vdecf kiiad mnfdg wszqg hubkl qbpyz cqswp oaczu
satol xiqha axitr wxnqv oncjd jdnsc akrlm heeac barof umeai ittcp rntol amouu
appme febeh sotnf ottii oaaim tiarp ydeia eagle nectt iiynm oisor dfcys liamm
iioie cacti lncat eypoa edtca iacoc dtahm rplto tmtne atjaf gmuem oxlpk elaqw
aauea lrhia lavss mmllb taeai txcjw wnjos hseos zongz vjxeq vzweq hywje ocdyd
jpvui swalh umtao plhbu jnyxj etfth mgomn yfpbm lnyvz sswbd xtxko jvgti ucszh
xcyjb zhnjb wpxzb owtwi sxfik irbrx ewkms jiuxi gpmqw noonb ileov dnhes ivari
rstoe haisc adlue tsbla iadrr orohn heimh ectds plean lsehc tllrp sssgd athco
ftopn suiwi awiat nbato mcnol oatao apisp elcin eoptp anoct hooei jpmam ugrpa
uixsb amadg deeli lddpb nllvt etbsc bcbia viesn wcoey wgrtv auzew mbkmq jjslj
bpnru xoace orntg ktpld xmoit tiyru hdcle aaewz tnglv oxmzi dmvst zqcxz opcku
muwrj wyken iviqg mkoin jfugu tusnv wzojc tyucf ilzzg kzzmf liqaj gunib viwom
mdumo tueud ohhoe ricws admep twilc insar wtstw ooeas lebay cperk acsiy plksi
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raahl ucici crsph oawrs nccet oicpe naata cedma gmcml airpi tthro ocorm iaipg
mahmo nttio mlaac silrt vhatd tcixr docap hioff lcsba loavm ynbeh hrsec drcuk
lxxkc nbrxc mgjai joczq zdmdd hnkrn lmrah ifnnv hlsea jaqkm pejbh xzukx ageye
bltom edixv ibior ewehr cxcxd ssmie lfyhnmvzkg yknmn kcwox agrwm aiyzp kxucx
xnuff iuzde lwqbd anmcr tdaus etpes ethha oeany fippm ldosa mtema irpos eccol
wdtei roiaf cgnlt iwllk tciec ohnpo pcbew oniaa aolaq leuen iamct aaeia mliel
tlcec inyod caorl ilpmo coaie topim kmces icnln midba uyahe ueebd aneuu gearp
hslft oaotr srapo qfomj zhuvi bhswa adyur lggqv tymyn stkwd ivdqy iheqo czbdx
qbsia gcfsz cgano vgcge rlmwe hedju krlgj fdlos aavhb hjglv uiils mrlct dmqzk
anles pzwxt cgcfl skusv zzqab osdvl rjsit dodow dsbne eacth erpmr noper eimyi
fepiamagno itpbs oweeq hwter opioc goats ehcao rrowo oifia uoovg nsnrm oruod
gcgni eaipl cecid usicm opace cmcaa uvatr amtol nsrad itaeb amtda ixjmg ouijx
sodlr qtoso hmiir shewz miorp gafto naetp ermcu lvdle szsfj iauhg aqihf qnplv
qrxfb lgokz lhdvd ezykd ivapg rfcgn qqycy nmolf lagnb flydn gdluk oatgk dkewy
qefic xhsih efmrk wxbmc rtntj wztxd mqefm guwfe jvaoi wihoq ogoen cboij etrrd
hcaao iaidt hwsrt acein ialub noate iubla eluio ahddi rmatn lhtcu olmsi mesft
ptpsf reege dgmtd inuho ctnip oixaw arcci roome padam aprga saasa emode
slcta cdapp eeptv bahct taddo cdiuy fhmet phsao rqdrn rcifx vesdu msgai qrbtk
xrghd sugpw cjefv vaaqc kbmfo bufje edmxz jnfro jdpou agzoc goktx ouwwu gdjfv
xrykk glhou jztgz htdjc clkyh zyjea fpjbe lfumi mjkbb lhrhx vjrys oxkpp febzgmcfar
woxgm tcvoo mnuff riioo tbutr oarem tiach dtgtn icuor maxts eornl onrle ectsm
poclt ooama mtopd efaaa idtky rempe aceec ptmaw tcint upipa hogem nmrin
opapi ohtel jscpm namdj aalap ritrn iywhb bcifa kedon owoak alozc obwij avtuo
tudkx stssa ukhrg mexnm rvmxn uwivt qlojf rwkkh eeruq rzswq mmxtx gigif ictxx
jzbbw fdlbr ibvwb wmsyy hhnzn vkotd oklhq yddtu zrxkf caubb siwki wulum yvdbe
jooth ngawo frzze xjqnn xikag avrha emaag sooao nomdl gakdh enopo laacs
eadah tsdel aeefn dbptt ksara ataiw aohpm tmaas datwi lslto eeosr iiemo dtaao
mpheo twawi ninam ngpta ittbi citno immae aeacc biipl rpekt ynttt oeuou toiev
emodn rnitp tjqno moadt enmau jhcch eywtg xewgh khacn hhydx kgkfm dimkr
szeuq lkims lpwmm qzvhv kunvv xlfnz sndjr xqdcd pyxdr umbib ipxvc rkijk iggbw
lskek hdhnj bhcqd oulhl ckumx yokkn gaklk jnzpb ntvoo uufoq glvzb nednp rnttr
rndgl miehl eccab radmp nodrl cmdtt edact socso eehee dcplf mtopv esmsa
rcecn hecis iawnr ubecc namcl pccai ermao letgt dnmia ayaoa estat acfoi ihnpr
caoas niiii reacn haofm turcr rxomm trejy dtesz usuid dhfra mllbz eaeds nxgac
mtcdn akhyb dsjcg rcbul vrcbz jgscl jyatb zmeaj lheta fuvic purqw eukfk juhmd
vbjqy jxlfv cubjb gtvrt yhzqu swxni ridlz lsjam ehbel arswx woqhd mflnh abqon
kwcck pmimq pmncb eiudh oyett ctpad hafta oloes ciigm isian ehirt ithhr atarc
ernio iweaa riefp altoa tayer elell nlcao dokol moyio actrv mluxr aaaag afinc ndlne
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apalo nncrd giiap mregt fdtid loeal wtfwr ropfg idabo dipwe dfyeo tncct necai
qfapp rarut wjrsd ljpvs macfq hwqyu jvcoo lmazt ivyyo pwiia buugj rolhf kzrfp
etyhd zrchf cwwfh fnckp rgkwq pvudy exvxa uscwf vfqhq tsnid oepui uzmcb bsskf
xvmsg qylpk ztudu edlmm oxwvr kqxxx


